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Re: 

MEMORANDUM 

January 23, 1997 

CIJE Steering Committee Members 

Alan D. Hoffmann 
Karen A. Barth 

Steering Committee Meeting of February 6, 1997 

This is to confirm that the next meeting of the ClJE Steering Committee is 
scheduled to take place from 9:30 am to 4:00 pm on Thursday, February 
6th at the CIJE offices in New York. 

Enclosed you will find a set of materials for your review prior to the meeting: 

I . Change Philosophy document 

2. Willow Creek case 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Strategic Planning Interviews summary 

"The Tipping Point" 

An update on publications and communications 

We look forward to an interesting discussion on this material. 

Please call Chava Werber at 212-532-2360, ext. 442, to indicate your 
attendance plans. 

15 East 26th StreeL, New York. NY I 00 I 0-1579 • Phone: (212)532-23 60 • Fax: (212)532-2646 
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THE TIPPING POINT 
Why is the city suddenly so much saje.,-could it 

be that crime really is an epidemic? 

BY MALCOLM GLADWELL 

}\

you drive east on Atlantic Ave
nue, through the part of New 
York City that the Police De

partment refers to as Brooklyn North, the 
neighborhoods slowly start to empty out: 
the genteel brownstones of the western 
part of Brooklyn give way to sprawling 
housing projects and vacant lots. Bedford-

strange and unprecedented transforma
tion. According to the preliminary crime 
statistics released by the F.B.I. earlier this 
month, New York has a citywide violent
crime rate that now ranks it a hundred 
and thirty-sixth among major American 
cities, on a par with Boise, Idaho. Car 
thefts have fallen to seventy-one thou-

Catching violence: one of the hottest ideas in criminal research today. 

Stuyvesant is followed by Bushwick, then 
by Brownsville, and, finally, by East New 
York, home of the Seventy-.fifth Pre
cinct, a 5.6-square-mile tract where some 
of the poorest people in the city live. East 
New York is not a place of office build
ings or par.ks and banks, just graffiti
covered bodegas and hair salons and 
auto shops. Jr is an economically desper
ate community destined, by most ac
counts, to get more desperate in the years 
ahead~which makes what has happened 
there over the past two and a half years 
all the more miraculous. In 1993, there 
were a hundred and twenty-six homi
cides in the Seven-Five, as the police call 
it. Last year, there were forty-four .. There 
is probably no other place in the country 
where violent crime has declined so far, 
so fast. 

Once the symbol of urban violence, 
New York City is in the midst of a 

sand, down from a hundred and fifty 
thousand as recently as six years ago. Bur
glaries have fallen from more than two 
hundred thousand in the early nineteen
eighties to just under seventy-five thou
sand in 1995. Homicides are now at the 
level of the early seventies, nearly half of 
what they were in 1990. Over the past 
two and,a half years, every precinct in the 
city has recorded double-digit decreases 
in violent crime. Nowhere, however, have 
the decreases been sharper than Brook
lyn North, in neighborhoods that not 
long ago were all but vmtten off to drugs 
and violence. On the streets of the Seven
Five today, it is possible to see signs of ev
eryday life that would have been unthink
able in the early nineties. There are now 
ordinary people on the streets at dusk- ?; 

small children riding their bicycles, old 2 
people on benches and stoops, people ~ 
coming out of the subways alone. "There ~ 
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was a time when it wasn't uncommon to 
hear rapid fire, like you would hear some
where in the jungle in Vic•" Inspec
tor Edward A. Mczzadri, who com
mands the Seventy-fifth Precinct, told 
me. "You would hear that in Bed-Sruy 
and Brownsville and, particularly, East 
New York all the time. I don't heu the 
gunfire anymore. fve b=n at this job one 
year and twelve days. The ocher night 
when I was going to the garage to gee my 
car, I heard my first volley. That was my 
first time." :- • 

But what accounts for the drop in 
crime rares? William J. Branoo-who 
as the New· York City Police Commis
sioner presided over much of the de
cline from the f:all of 1994 until his res
ignation, this spring-argues chat his new 
policing strategies made the difference: 
he cites more coordination between di
visions of the N.Y.P.D., more account 
ability from precinct commanders, more 
arrests for gun possession, more sophis
ticated computer-aided analysis of crime 
patterns, more aggressive crime preven
tion. In the Seven-Five, M ezzadri has a 
team of officers who go around and break 
up the groups of young ~ who congre
gate on street comers, ~ getting 
high, and playing dice---and so remove 
what was '?nee a frequent source of vio
lent confrontations. He says chat he has 
stepped up random "safety checks" on the 
streets, looking for drunk drivers or sto
len cars. And he says that sueam.li.ned in
ternal procedures mean that he can now 
move against drug-selling sites in a mat
ter of days, where it used to take weeks. 
"It's aggressive policing," he says. "It's a 
no-nonsense attirude. Persistence is not 
just a word, it's a way of life." 

All these changes make good sense. 
But how does breaking up dice games 
and streamlining bureaucracy cut murder 
rates by two-thirds? Many criminologists 
have taken a broader view, arguing chat 
changes in crime reflect fundamental de
mogra phic and social trends-for ex
ample, the decline and stabilization of the 
crack trade. the aging of die population, 
and longer prison sentencls, which have 
kept hard-core offenders ff the streets. 
Yet these trends are nei particularly 
new nor unique to N rk City; they 
don't account for why · e rate has 
dropped so suddenly h d now. Fur-
thermore, whatever have done 
is surely offset, at least · by the eco-
nomic devastation visi places like 

Brownsville and East New York in recent 
years by successive rounds of federal, 
state, and city social-spending cuts. 

It's not that there is any shortage of 
explanations, then, for what has hap
pened in New York City. 1t·s chat there 
is a puzzling gap between the scale of the 
demographic and policing changes chat 
are supposed to have affected places like 
the Seven-Five and, on the other hand, the 
scale of the decrease in crime there. The 
size of that gap suggests chat violent crime 
doesn't behave the way we expect it to be
have. It suggests that we need a new way 
of th.inking about crime, which is why it 
may be time to tum co an idea that has 
begun to attract serious attention in the 
social sciences: the idea that social prob
lems behave like infectious agents. It may 
sound odd to talk about the things people 
do as analogous to the diseases they 
catch. And yet the idea has all kinds of 
fascinating implications. What if homi
cide, which we often casually refer to as 
an epidemic, actually is an epidemic, and 
moves through populations the way the 
ftu bug does? Would that explain the 
rise and sudden decline of homicide in 
Brooklyn North? 

W HEN social scientists talk about 
epidemics, they mean some

thing very speci£c. Epidemics have their 
own set of rules. Suppose, for example, 
that one summer a thousand tourists 
come to Manhattan from Canada car
rying an untreatable strain of twenty
four-hour flu. The virus has a two-per
cent infection rate, which is to say that 
one out of every fifty people who come 
into close contact with someone cany
ing it catches the bug himsel£ Let's say 
that fifty is also exactly the number of 
people the average Manhattanite-in the 
course of riding the subways and min
gling with colleagues at wo.rk-comes 
into contact with every day. What we 
have, then, given the recoVCiy rate, is a dis
ease in equilibrium. Every day, each car
rier passes on the virus to a new person. 
And the next day chose thousand newly 
infected people pass on the virus to an
other thousand people, so that through
out the rest of the summer and the fall 
the flu chugs along at a steady but unspec
tacular clip. 

But then comes the Christmas sea
son. The subways and buses get more 
crowded with tourists and shoppers, and 
instead of running into an even fifty peo-
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BH\THDR.EAM 

This time I had given birth 
to a child with a dark, remarkable tail. 
Part animal, part girl 
I wanted no one to see her, 
not even the father. I wanted my privacy 
to put her back inside me, 
back through the glop of the birth neck, 
into the bluish glue my body ha.d made 
for her for seven months. It was not time, 
she must wait, come back 
when the animal had been outgmwn. I held her briefly 
in my arms, stroked her tail before 
we parted, her eyes 
nursing the dark moons. 

She was never my daughter, and yet 
she brought 
her own wild light 
into the room so that when I opened my eyes 
at daybreak 
the first thing I saw was snow 
spinning small 
shoulders in the windows. 

The last I saw of her. 

pie a day, the average Manhattanite now 
has close contact with, say, fifty-five peo
ple a day. That may not sound like much 
of a difference, but for our flu bug it is 
critical. All of a sudden, one out of every 
ten people with the virus will pass it on 
not just to one new person but to two. 
The thousand carriers run into fifty-five 
thousand people now, and at a two-per
cent infection rate that translates into 
eleven hundred new cases the following 
day. Some of those eleven hundred will 
also pass on the virus to more than one 
person, so that by Day Three there are 
twelve hundred and ten Manhananites 
with the Bu and by Day Four thirteen 
hundred and thirty-one, and by the end 
of the week there are nearly two thou
sand, and so on up, the figure getting 
higher every day, until Manhattan has a 
full-blown flu epidemic on its hands by 
Christmas Day. 

In the language of epidemiologists, 
fifty is the "tipping point" io this epi
demic, the point at which an ordinary and 
stable phenomenon--a low-level flu out
break-can tum into a public-health cri
sis. Every epidemic has its tipping point, 

-LAURIE KtrrCHINS 

and to fight ao epidemic you need to un
derstand what that point is. Take AIDS, 

for example. Since the late eighties, the 
number of people in the United States 
who die of AIDS every year has been 
steady at forty thousand, which is exactly 
the same as the number of people who are 
estimated to become i.nfe1;ted with H.I.V. 
every year. In other words, AIDS is in the 
same self-perperuatiog phase that our 
Canadian flu was in, early on; on the av
erage, each person who dies of AIDS in
fects, in the course of his or her lifetime,, 
one new person. 

That puts us at a critical juncture. If 
the nwnber of new infections increases 
just a bit-if the average H.I.V. carrier 
passes on the virus to slightly more than 
one person-then the epidemic can tip 
upward just as dramatically as our flu 
did when the number of exposed people 
went from fifty to fifty-five. On the other 
hand, even a small decrease in new in
fections can cause the epidemic to nose
dive. It would be as if the number of 
people exposed to our flu were cut from 
fifty to forty-five a day--a change that 
within a week would push the number of 
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flu victims down to four hundred and 
sevency-eight. 

Nobody re:illy knows what the tip
ping point for reducing AIDS may be. 
Donald Desjarlais, an epidemiologist at 
Beth Israel Hospital, in Manhattan, es
timates that halving new infections to 
twenty thousand a year would be ideal. 
Even cutting it to thirty thousand, he 
says, would probably be enough. The 
point is that it's not some completely un
attainable nwnber. "I think people think 
that to beat AIDS everybody has to either 
be sexually abstinent or use a clean needle 
or a condom all the time," Des Jarlai.s 
said. "But you don't really need to com
pletely eliminate risk. If over time you can 
just cut the number of people capable of 
transmitting the virus, then our pres
ent behavior-change programs could po
tentially eradicate the disease in this 
counoy." 

That's the surprising thing about epi
demics. They don't behave the way we 
think they will behave. Suppose, for ex
ample, that the number of new HJ. V. in
fections each year was a hundred thou
sand, and by some heroic AIDS-education 
effort you managed to cur that in hal£ 
You would expect the size of the epi
demic to also be cut in half, right? This 
is what scientists call-a linear assump
tion-the expectation that eveiy extra in
crement of effort will produce a corre
sponding improvement in result. But 
epidemics aren't linear. Improvement 
does not correspond directly to effort. All 
that matters is the tipping point, and be
cause fifty thousand is still above that 
point, all these heroics will come to 
naught. The epidemic would still rise. 
T his is the fundamental lesson of non
lineari cy. When it comes to fighting epi
demics, small changes-like bringing 
new infections down to thirty thousand 
from forty thousand~ have huge ef
fects. And large changes-like reducing 
new infections to fifty thousand from a 
hundred thousand-can have small ef
fects. It all depends on when and how the 
changes are made. 

The reason this seems surprising is 
that human beings prefer to think in lin
ear terms. Many expectant mothers, for 
example, stop drinking entirely, because 
they've heard that heavy alcohol use car
ries a high risk of damaging the fetus. 
They make the perfectly understandable 
linear assumption that if high doses of al
cohol cany a high risk, then low doses 
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must carry a low-but still unaccept
able-risk. The problem is that fetal
alcohol syndrome isn't linear. According 
to one srudy, none of the sixte,en prob
lems associated with fetal-alcohol syn
drome show up until a pregnant woman 
stans regularly consuming more than 
three drinks a day. But try telling that to 
a neurotic nineties couple. 

I can remember struggling with these 
same theoretical questions as a child, 
when I tried to pour ketchup on my din
ner. Like all children encountering this 
problem for the first time, I assumed that 
the solution was linear: that steadily in
creasing hits on the base of the bottle 
would yield steadily increasing amounts 
of ketclmp out the other end. Not so, my 
father said, and he recited a ditty that, for 
me, remains the most concise statement 
of the fundamental nonlinearity of every
day life: 

T ,omato ketchup in a bottle
None will come and then the lot'll 

W HAT does this have to do with the 
murder rate in Brooklyn? ~te 

a bit, as it rums out, because in recent 
years social scientists have started to ap
ply the theory-of epidemics to human be
havior. The foundational work in this 
field was done in the early seventies by the 
economist Thomas Schelling, then at 
Harvard University, who argued that 
"white flight" was a ripping-point phe
nomenon. Since that ti.me, sociologists 
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have acrually gone to specific neighbor
hoods and figured out what the local tip
ping point is. A racist white neighbor
hood, for example, might empty out 
when blacks reach five per cent of the 
population. A liberal white neighbor
hood, on the other hand, might not tip 
until blacks make up forty or fifty per 
cent. George Galster, of the Urban Insti
tute, in Washington, argues that the same 
patterns hold for attempts by govern
ments or developers to tum a bad neigh
borhood around. "You get nothing until 
you reach the threshold," he says, "then 
you get boom." 

Another researcher, David Rowe, a 
psychologist at the University of Arizona, 
uses epidemic theo.iy to explain things like 
rates of sexual intercourse among teen
agers. If you take a group of thirteen-year
old virgins and follow them throughout 
their teen-age years, Rowe says, the pat
tern in which they first have sex will look 
like an epidemic curve. Non-virginity 
starts out at a low level, and then, at acer
tain point, it spreads from the precocious 
to the others as if it were a virus. 

Some of the most fascinating work, 
however, comes from Jonathan Crane, a 
sociologist at the University of Illiriois. In 
a 1991 study in the American journal of 
Sociology, Crane looked at the effect the 
number of role models in jl community-
the professionals, managers, teachers 
whom the Census Bureau has defined as 
"high status"- has on the lives of teen-

-:All he did was stick gum in my hair, and now 
I have to put up with all this innuendo." 
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agers in the same neighborhood. His an
swer was surprising. He found little dif
ference in teen-pregnancy rates or school
dropout rates in neighborhoods with 
between forty and five per cent of high
status workers. But when the number of 
professionals dropped below five per cent, 
the problems e.'<Ploded. For black school 
kids, for e.xample, as the percentage of 
high-status workers falls just 2.2 percent
age points-from 5.6 per cent to 3.4 per 
cenr--dropout rates more than double. At 
the same tipping point, the races of child
bearing for teen-age girls-which barely 
move at all up to that poinr-nearly dou
ble as well 

The point made by both Crane and 
Rowe is not simply that social problems 
are contagious-that non-virgins spread 
sex to virgins and that when neighbor
hoods decline good kids become infected 
by the attitudes of dropouts and teen-age 
mothers. Their point is that teen-age sex 
and dropping out of school are contagious 
in the same way that an infectious disease 
is contagious. Crane's study essentially 
means that at the five-per-cent tipping 
point neighborhoods go from relatively 
functional to wildly dysfunctional virtU
ally overnight. There is no steady decline: 
a little change has a huge effect. The neigh
borhoods below the tipping point look 
like they've been hit by the Ebola virus. 

It is possible to read in these case srud
ies a lesson about the fate of modern lib
eralism. Liberals have been powerless in 
recent years to counter the a.cgumeot that 
their policy presaiptions don't work. A 
program that spends, say, an extra thou
sand dollars to educate inner-city kids gets 
cut by Congress because it doesn't raise 
reading scores. But if reading problems 
are nonlinear the failure of the program 
doesn't mean--a.s conservatives might ar
gue-that spending extra money on inner
city kids is wasted. It may mean that we 
need to spend even more money on these 
kids so that we can hit their ripping point. 
Hence liberalism's crisis. Can you imag
ine e.xplaining the link between tipping 
points and big government to Newt Gin
grich? Epidemic theory, George Galster 
says, "greatly complicates the execution of 
public policy .... You work, and you work, 
and you work, and if you haven't quite 
reached the threshold you don't seem to 
get any payoff. That's a very tough situa
tion to sustain politically." 

At the same time, tipping points give 
the lie to conseIVll.tive policies of benign 
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neglect. In New York City, for example, 
one round of cuts in, say, subway main
tenance is justified with the observation 
that the previous round of cuts didn't 
seem to have any adverse consequences. 
But that's small comfort. With epidemic 
problems, as with ketchup, nothing comes 
and then the lot11. 

EPIDEMIC theory, in other words, 
should change the way we think 

about whether and why social programs 
work. Now for the critical question: 
Should it change the way we think about 
violent crime as well? This is what a 
few epidemiologists at the Centers for 
Disease Control, in Atlanta, suggested 
thirteen years ago, and at the time 'no 
one took them particularly seriously. 
"There was just a small group of us in 
an old converted bathroom in the sub
subbasement of Building Three at 
C.D.C.,"Mark.L. Rosenberg, who heads 
the Centers' violence group today, says. 
"Even within C.D.C., we were viewed as 
a fringe group. We had seven people and 
our budget was two hundred thousand 
dollars. People were very skeptical." But 
that was before Rosenberg's group began 
looking at things like suicide and gunshot 
wounds in ways that had never quite oc
curred to anyone else. Today, bringing 
epidemiological techniques to bear on 
violence is one of the hottest ideas in 
criminal research. 'We've got a hundred 
and ten people and a budget of twenty
two million dollars," Rosenberg says. 
"There is interest in this all around the 
world now." 

The public-health appxoach to crime 
doesn't hold that all crime acts like infec
tious disease. Clearly, there are neighbor
hoods where crime is simply endemic
where the appropriate medical analogy for 
homicide is not something as volatile as 
AIDS but cancer, a disease that singles out 
its victims steadily and implacably. There 
are, however, times and places where the 
epidemic model seems to make perfect 
sense. In the United States between the 
early sixties and the early seventies, the 
homicide rate doubled In Stockholm be
tween 1950 and 1970, rape went up three 
hundred per cent, murder and attempted 
murder went up S1X hundred per cent, and 
robberies a thousand per cent. That's not 
cancer; that's AIDS. 

An even better example is the way that 
gangs spread guns and violence. "Once 
crime reaches a certain level, a lot of the 

gang violence we see is reciprocal," Rob
ert Sampson, a sociologist at the Univer
sity of Chicago, says. "Acts of violence 
lead to further acts of violence. You get 
defensive gun ownership. You get retali
ation. There is a nonlinear phenomenon. 
With a gang shooting, you have a particu
lar act, then a counter-response. It's sort 
of like an arms race. It can blow up very 
quickly." 

ago by the Stanford University psycholo
gist Philip Zimbard.o, a car was parked 
on a street in Palo Alto, where it sat un
touched for a week. At the same ti.me, Zim
b~do had an identical car parked in a 
roughly comparable neighborhood in the 
Bronx, only in this case the license plates 
were removed and the hood was propped 
open. Within a day, it was stripped. 
Then, in a final twist,, Zimbardo smashed 
one of the Palo Alto car's windows with 
a sledgehammer. Within a few.hours, that 
car, too, was destroyed. Zimbardo's point 
was that disorder invites even more d.is
orde~that a small deviation from the 
norm can set into morion a cascade of 
vandalism and cri.mi..nality. The broken 
window was the tipping point . . · 

How quic.kly? Between 1982 and 
1992, the number of gang-related homi
cides in Los Angeles County hand.led by 
the L.A.P.D. and the County Sheriff's 
Department went from a hundred and 
fifty-eight to six hundred and eighteen. A 
more interesting number, however, is the 
proportion of those murders which re
sulted from drive-by shootings. Between 
1979 and 1986, that number fluctuated, 
according to no particular pattern, be
tween twenty-two and fifty-one: the phe
nomenon, an epidemiologist would say, 
was in equilibrium. Then, in 1987, the 
death toll from drive-bys climbed to fifty
seven, the next year to seventy-one, and 
the year after that to a hundred and ten; 
by 1992, it had reached two hundred and 
eleven. At somewhere between fifty and 
seventy homicides, the idea of drive-by 
shootings in L.A. had become epidemic. 
It tipped. When these results were pub
lished last fall in thejourna.l of the Ameri
can Medical .Association, the paper was eo
ti tled "The Epidemic of Gang-Related 
Homicides in Los Angeles County from 
1979 Through 1994." The choice of the 
word "epidemic" was not metaphorical. 
"If this were a disease," H. Range Hut
son, the physician who was the leading 
author on the srudy, says, "you would see 
the government rushing down here to as
sess what infectious organism is causing 
all these injuries and deaths." 

Some of the best new ideas in prevent
ing violence borrow heavily from the 
principles of epidemic theory. Take, for 
example, the so-called "broken window" 
hypothesis that has been used around the 
counoy as the justification for cracking 
down on "quality of life" crimes like pub
lic urination and drinking. In a famous 
e>..-periment conducted twenty-seven years 

~ 

The broken-window hypothesis was 
the inspiration for the cleanup of the 
subway system conducted by the New 
York City Transit Authority in the late 
eighties and early nineties. Why was the 
Transit Authority so intent on removing 
graffiti from every car and cracking down 
on the people who leaped over turnstiles 
without paying? Because those two 
"trivial" problems were thought to be tip
ping points-broken windows--:-that in
vited far more serious crimes. It is worth 
noting that not only did this strategy 
seem to work-since 1990, felonies have 
fullen more than nfty per ce~t--but one 
ofits architects was the then chief of the 
T ransit Police, William Bratton, who 
was later to take his ideas about prevent
ing crime to the city as a whole when be 
became head of the New York Police 
D epartment. 

Which brings us to North Brooklyn 
and the Seventy-fifth Precinct. In the 
Seven-Five, there are now slightly more 
officers than before. They stop more cars. 
They confiscate more guns. They chase 
away more street-comer loiterers. They 
shut down more drug markets. They have 
made a series of what seem, when mea
sured against the extraordinary decline in 
murders, to be small changes. But it is the 
nature of nonlinear phenomena that 
sometimes the most modest of changes 
can bring about enonnous effects. What 
happened to the murder rate may not be 
such a mystery in the end. Perhaps what 
William B.ratton and Inspector Mez
zadri have done is the equivalent of re
pairing the broken window or preventing 
that critical ten or fifteen thousand new 
H.I.V. infections. Perhaps Brooklyn-and 
with it New York City-has tipped. ♦ 
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"Vision at the Heart:.Lessonsfrom Camp Ramah 011 the Power of Ideas in 
Shaping Educational l11stitutions," by Seymollr Fox and William Novak 

Jointly published by the Mandel Institute and CIJE, this is a lively, wide
ranging essay about a "vision-driven" institution and its important lessons for 
today's efforts in educational transformation. Forthcoming in March, the essay 
will be of interest to communal and professional leaders interested in issues of 
vision and goals, as well as those building new institutions or involved in 
revitalizing existing ones. 1997 also marks the 50th anniversary of the Ramah 
movement, offering a range of additional opportunities for dissemination. 

*** 
Dissemination 

For your interest, we have enclosed the following materials: 

The Best Practices Series: 

An announcement in the winter issue of the Wexner Heruage Review about 
CIJE's Best Practices volwnes. The Review is distributed to over 500 alumni 
and current participants in the Wexner Heritage program. 

15 EaSL 26th Street. New York, NY I 0010-1579 • Phone: (212)532-2360 • Fax: (2 12)532-2646 
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The Jewish Funders Network: 

The first session of the JFN' s national conference in Boca Raton this March will focus on Jewish 
education. I have been asked to give the opening speech, articulating principles and examples to 
help funders make sound decisions toward improving Jewish education. The Jewish Funders 
Network is an organization of Jewish foundations, funders and trustees 

TEI: 

A photograph of Baltimore participants in the second CIJE Harvard Leadership Institute, which 
appeared last fall in the Baltimore Jewish Times. 

Religious Education: 

In the Fall 1996 issue of this journal, CIJE consultant Barry Holtz published the enclosed article: 
"How Do Adults Learn? The Catholic-Jewish Colloquium and the Possibilities for Personal 
Transformation." 

*** 

CIJE's publications are having a "ripple effect." Mark Gurvis, of the Jewish Education Center of 
Cleveland, has called to inquire about how to create a Policy Briefto disseminate the results of 
Cleveland's Study of Educators. Susan Shevitz, of Brandeis University's Task Force on Jewish 
Education, called to ask about the specific steps involved in bringing papers and resea rch from 
draft to publication for a wider audience. 

Finally, we have enclosed a New York Times editorial about models of excellence in New York 
C:ity schools. The article summarizes the shared attributes of high-achieving schools in a 
paragraph we have highlighted for its resemblance to CIJE's approach. (Seep. 2 .) 
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WHAT1S NU? 
an eclectic collection 

The Council for Initiatives in Jewish 
Education has a series of best practices 
guides. The most recent, Jewish 
Education in JCCs, documents the 
educational advances made in six JCCs. 
Previous booklets are Best Practices: 
Supplementary School Education and 
Best Practices: Early Childhood 
Education. Available from the Council 
for Initiatives in Jewish Education, 15 
East 26th Street, New York, NY 10010-
1579; 212-532-2360; fax 212-532-2646 
The cost is $5 for each JCC booklet and 
$4 for each of the others plus shipping 
and handling. Call or fax your order 
today! 
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Four senior Jewish educators participated in the second CLJE Institute for 
educational leaders which was held at Harvard University on the theme of: 
"leadership and Vision for Jewish Education." Sandy Vogel, Director of Secondary 
Education and Principal of the Judaic Academy, Sandee Lever, Director:· of the . 
Chizuk Amun·o Preschool, Roberta Orman, Principal, Temple Oheb Shalom 
Religious School1 and Francine Klensin, Principal, Temple Beth 
Shalom Religious School, Arnold, Maryland and Teacher Recruitment Consultant for 
the Council on Jewish Educational Services, were among participants. 
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In this issue of Relj ~ious Education, a 
number of scholars and educators 
respond to a description of the 
Catholic-Jewish Colloquium, a project 

supported by the Lilly Endowment from 1992 to 1995. The 
colloquium, which met at the Institute for Christian-Jewish 
Studies in Baltimore, consisted of twenty-two professional 
educators who met for six intensive two-day sessions. 

CIJE consultant Barry Holtz was not a member of the 
Colloquium, but was asked to respond to the paper that 
described its work. He used the opportunity to focus on some 
issues related to adult Jewish learning. 



now DO ADULTS LEAHN'? 
THE CATllOLIC-JEWISH COLLOQUIUM AND TIIE 
POSSIJULITIES FOi\ PEI\SONAL TI\ANSFOHMATION 

Barry W. I loltz 
1'l,e J ewislt 'J'l,eulugical Se111i11m·y uf Amer/co 

Several years n~o I was i11vilt:d lo parlicipalc i11 1111 i11lcn•sli11~ 
cxperimen l in adult relig ious e<lucaliul'I. The Hecoustructionisl 
Hubbiuical College hat! received a gra11l lo b ring together a 
group of six A111crica11 Jewish pools w ill1 six Jewish S(.!liolars a_ml 
teachers. As 0110 of the teachers, 1 ha<l the chance to spcu<l [1vc 
i11tc11sivc days tc.1d1i11g Jewish texts lo the poets, many of whom 
were worl<l-re11ow11e<l and most of who m were fairly u11lc11rnctl 
in Jm.laism or Jewish literature. In many ways that week was one 
of the 111usl cxtruor<li11ary leaching cxµ cric11ces l hall ever hcc11 
involved in, hut one sma ll moment is relevant lo our conL·crns 
here. At the opening reception 0 11 the n .. st night, one of the poets 
came up to me with a qu estion. We h:ul never met, hut he knew 
my name because each of the poets lutd received in advance a 
copy of the book l hau e <lite<l, IJack tu tlic Sources. ''l hnvc only 
011e q ueslio11,'' he said lo 111e. "Yes?" 1 aske tl . "Misl11rnh, Mi<lrash, 
Talmu<l," he answered , "which is which and what's the <liff er• 

ence betwce11 them?'' 
l was taken aback. Nol because the <111cstio11 was difficult hut 

because lhc very last thing l expected from this lilc rnlc, sopl,isli• 
catc<l 111a11, the author o f three or four books of poetry (who 
would a year after our 111eeli11g w iu the 11a lio11al aw ar<l for po· 
e try that is secun<l u11ly lo the Pulitzer Pri1.c) was a q11cstio11 of 
simple <lescriplio11 anti uefi11iliu11. I le was not asking about the
ology or philology or lilerury structure. Ile just wa11lc<l lo k11ow 

the facls. 
ln matters of religio" what adults wa11l lo learn anti how they 

want to learn it is a tricky matter, more co111plcx, it seems l o 111c, 
tlian what we may ass11111c. Souw of our ex pcctalions :thoul aduh 
learning may h e shaped h y the likrnturc currently available in 
the ad11lt-cducalio11 field. But at the pn•se11t 1110111c11l appro11d1t·s 
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to adult learning are extremely variegated , and it w ould be diffi
cult to argue that there is one d ominant theory or paradigm of 
adult learning in that literature (Langenbach 1988; Merriam 1993; 
Rossman & Rossman 1990). 

F or exam p le, w e may believe-and find in the literature
that adult learners prefer "collab orative'' mod els of education, 
settings in w hich they learn fro rn one another rather than fro m 
the teacher . Yet we w ill often find that learners in religious set
tings may want to learn in a teacher-centered- env ironment p re· 
cisely because such situations seem to suggest a kind of re ligious 
truth, and such teachers an aura of authority, which is w hat the 
adult learner is seeking when turning to a relig ious class rather 
than to a Great Books d iscussion group or a course in pottery 
making. 

For me these issues a re made more com p lex still b y the sp e
cific nature of the Jewish religious tradition. For Jews the ques
tion o f learning and religious "formation" {a ter m rarely used in 
Jewish circles) a re related in two essentia l ways. F irst, because 
Judaism itself is a complicated religious traditio n tha t requires a 
host of competencies and knowled ge, learning is a critical com 
ponent of gaining access to the tradition itself. 

To be an "insider" in Judaism, one needs first and foremost to 
master a t least one language {H ebrew) in its various historical 
permutations ranging from biblical texts to the latest editorials in 
the Israeli press. One needs to know in addition the choreograph
ic movements of synagogue ritual (when to sit or stand or bow or 
sing) and the skills o f daily and festival practices, all of which 
insiders perform with a kind o f second-nature ease. Add to that 
the musical tropes for the public readings of Torah and Prophe ts, 
the la nguages (Aramaic and Yid dish are the obvious choices, but 
others are possible as well) tha t Jews have used b oth for religious 
und secular purposes over many centuries, and the bits of knowl
edge that insiders always seem to have at hand- historical facts, 
aphorisms and q uotations, and so on-and it is no wonder that 
the ch allenge for education seems almost overw helming. 

But the second aspect of learning is perhaps even m ore im
portant. For Judaism the fundamentaJ religious act is learning. 
Every day Jews recite a Talmudic passage in the tradition al 
prayer book, asserting that the stud y of Torah is equal to a who le 
varie ty of other com mandments including hono ring of parents. 
visiting the sick, and devotion in prayer. S tudy ing Torah in its 
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various guises is not simply a matter of learning the whats and 
hows of being Jewish. Studying is the essence of being a Jew. It 
defines who one is. Hence Jewish learning is not only the instru
mental gaining of skills, knowledge, and competencies. It is the 
religious act par excellence. And religious education is not only a 
preparation for what will come later; it is being a ] ew, realizing 
one's Jewishness, in the very act of studying. 

Innumerable statements in the literature of classical Judaism 
attest to centrality of Torah study as the religious act sine qua non. 
Study is not instrumental. It is not pursued because of honor, gain, 
or even practical knowledge. One studies, in the vocabulary of 
the rabbis, "Torah lishmah," Torah for its own sake. Hence the 
Mishnaic tractate Avot relates the following discussion: 

... Rabbi Zaddok said: Do not make words of Torah a crown with 
which to magnify yourself, nor a spade with which to dig. And thus 
Hillel used to sar: He who makes worldl)' use of the "crown•· shall 
perish. From this you learn: one who uses words of Torah for his own 
benefit, removes his life f.rom the world (4:5). 

The Jew studies Torah because it i.s the core value of Jewish 
identity. Indeed, we know that we should study because even 
God sets aside the first quarter of every day for learning Torah 
(Talmud, Avodah Zarah , 3b)! Thus fo r Judaism one crucial as
pect of imitatio dei is the model God offers of one whq learns, 
indeed, as one who ded'icates a fixed portion of every day for 
Torah study. 

And study is not only an individual's act, sanctioned or mod
eled by God's behavior. Study is the way that Jews build com
munity. Hence the moving story related in the sixth chapter ad
dendum to Pirkei Avot (6:9): 

Said Rabbi Yose ben Kisma: One time wl1en I was walking along a 
road, I met a man who greeted me. I returned his greeting. 

He said to me: My teacher , where do you come from? 
I answered him; I am from a great city of sages and scribes. 
He said to me: My teacher, if you agree to live with us in our place, I 

will give you thousands of golden dina.rs, precious stones, an<l pearls. 
I answered him: Even if you give me all the gold, silver·, precious 

stones and pearls in the world, I would onlr live in a place of Torah. 
So it is written in the book of Psalms b y Dadd, King of Israel, "I 
prefer the Torah You proclaimed to thousands of gold and silver 
pieces" (Psalm 119:72). 

Especially in a religious culture as liiterary as the J ewish tradi-
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lion is, learning offers its own rewards and goes to the heart of 
membership in the religious world of being a Jew. 

For children these matters have obvious implications, but 
iissues of adult Jewish learning are raised by the Catholic-Jewish 
Colloquium described so movingly in the article by Boys and 
Lee. Hence before turning to the Colloquium itself, I want to say 
a few words aibout adult Jewish learning and what I have expe
rienced not so much as a formal researcher, but as a teacher of 
adults over a good number o f years. 

What are these learners seeking? To begin with, it seems to 
me, they a re looking for a sense of connection to the past, a sense 
of place on the family tree that is the history of the Jewish peo
ple. What does it take to acquire that feeling of belonging? One 
obvious starting place-as with my poet friend described above
is with the rudiments of factual knowledge. Who was who? When 
was what? What does this term mean? 

But heyond facts there is something else. Jews today are 
seeking an experience of authenticity, a belief that their confron
tation with J uduism is real, complex, and not watered clown. I 
gave a talk not long ago to a group of adults interested in Jewish 
study and afterward one of the participants told me about the 
very positive experience she had recen tly had studying Talmud 
in a group. "Why d id it work so well?" I asked. Talmud is hard 
stuff and [ wanted to try to understand w'hy she had had such a 
good experience with it. Her answer: "No Xeroxes!" And I think 
I understand what she meant. Walking into class, holding a real 
book in hand , she felt she wasn't just "taking a course.'' She was 
instead part of the ancient tradition of learning Torah. 

Finally, I think that we need to think about what Theodore 
Rozack has called "the contemporary hunger for wonders," a 
search for meaning in an age that supposedly has seen the "eclipse" 
o r "death" of God (Rozack 1981). Rozack claims that despite the 
s·eeularity of our age-or perhaps for that very reason- we live 
in a time of re ligious search. It is clear to me that Jews itoo care 
about religious search and that therefore we must look at the 
ways that Juda ism is more than an accumulation of ancient facts 
or a great intellectual tradition. Judaism makes another claim. It 
says: These bones live. This tradition is mine too. As I have writ
ten elsewhere: "I believe that anyone who studies the works of 
the Jewish past must begin with a kind of faith assumption .... 
Simply put it is this: We be lieve that there is, to use an old-
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~ashion~~ word, wisdom to be found in the library [ of the Jew-
1sh tradition]. The texts of the past can teach us something can 
speak to our lives" (H.oltz 1990, 8). · ' 

What does the discussion above have to do with the Catholic
! ewish Colloquium? It seems to me that one fruitful way of look
~ng at the Colloquium is as an experiment in adult religious leam
mg, and reading the report by Boys and Lee raises a number of 
interesting issues directly related to the questions that I have dis
cussed earlier. The most crucial ls the question of what it means 
to learn another religion's tradition. The Colloquium raises the 
possibili~y that learning about another's religion may, in fact, b e 
a way-m the words of the article by Boys and Lee-"of deepen
ing one's particularity." How might the three aspects of learning 
abou~ ~udalsm that I have mentioned above-knowledge, au
thentlc1t)' and meaning-connect to the hypothesis suggested by 
Boys and Lee? 

At first glance their suggestion seems to fly in the face of our 
earlier argument. If one is seeking authenticity and meaning (here 
the category of .. knowledge" may be less relevant), why·would 
one find these qualities in an encounter with another's religious 
tradition? Indeed, we often talk about the distinction between 
learning about a religion as opposed to learning a religion. Mi
chael Rosenak, the J ewish educational philosopher, speaks about 
this as the d istinction between first-order and second-order rela
tionships to tradition. We can study about Judaism, in a second
order way, as a matter of historical interest, the way one might 
study about the ancient cultures of China or the world of Eliza
bethan England. But 

first-order teaching and thinking is concerned primarily not with what 
Jews have said in defense of Judaism and how they have explained its 
beneficent functioning but how, under new circumstances or in con
ditions. of changed consciousness, it has been seen us $/II/ true. (Ho
senak 1987, 106) 

~ne c~n, as he says, "instruct about a tradition in a secondary 
relationsh1p, but one cannot teach it; one cannot educate toward 
commitment to it." 

Learning ano ther's religion seems to be the most obvious ex
ample of Leaming about. As Rosenak continues • 

Second-ord~r justification makes my friend or colleague of a d ifferent 
faith appear more reasonable to me; his phi.losophical reflections and 
rhetoric are "interesting," and I am happy to learn that his tradition 
deals with issues that [are] indicated in mine a.swell. I am not .. con-

/J,\/1/IY W. 1/0l~TZ 

vertc J '' to another faith by sccon<l-ordcr j11stific.~.ition but rcconciktl 
to its existence. 

SHI 

Yet Boys and Lee have raised another possibility in their arti
cle: "Study in the presence of the other was the key to transfor
mation." By transformation they mean gaining new insights into 
one's own tradition, a "reformulating [of] one's own religious 
identity." 

How this proce!is may come about is no t entirely clear, but it 
does appear that the dialogic relationship that participants were 
put in, together with the safe and encouraging environment of 
the Colloq11ium1 broke through natural defensiveness and moved 
the participants to a deeper connection to their own religious 
tradition. Although this was not "authentic" Jewish religious learn
ing in the traditional sense, the environment created by the Col
loquium led the participants toward reflection on their own self
identity, and clearly this self-reflection must have been a crucial 
part of the Colloquium's success. And just as importantly, we 
must remember that the participants in the Colloquium were 
themselves educators, not a lay audience. How much the project 
described here might be relevant to a nonprofessional setting is 
an issue that would need more exploration. 

The report offered hy Boys und Lee is an example of some of 
the surprises thut may be in store for us as we think about adult 
religious learning. The elusive process by which individuals come 
to know, value, appreciate, and even love their own traditions is 
mysterious and more complex than any of us may suspect. The 
rnport by Boys a1H.I Lee helps us see! new di mensions in this ever
unfolding story. 

Barry W. lfuhz is Associate Prufcssur uf J cwish Eclucatiun at I Ill' ) cwish 
Thculugical Seminary ,,f A111cri~-:1 in New York Cit)". 
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Best ·of .the City's Schools . . 

~hai;e Vision, Not-Methods 
Py JACQUES STEINBERG 

At Public School 31 1n Green
point, Brooklyn, 5-year~lds sit up 
straight with their hands folded 
on their desks while teachers with 
rubber-tipped pointers drill them 
in spelling and arithmetic. 

At P.S. 234 In lower Manhattan, 
fourth and fifth graders call 
teachers by their first names and 
lead class discussions themselves 
on everything fro,m 15th-century 
Incan culture to the construction 
of suspension bridges. 

And at P.S. 29 in the South 
Bronx, third graders pretend that 
school is the office. They learn 
reading and math-on the job, writ
Ing copy and balancing the books 
for their own greetlng-card busi
ness. 

Despite different approaches, 

the three share success: their stu- . 
d~ts are among the hlgbest-per
formlng in the state. · 

While the school reports re
leased by the State Education De
panment on Thursday present a 
bleak picture of public education 
in New York City - the city's 
schools generally rank far below · 

· those elsewhere in the state in 
reading and math - ·these were 
among the brtgbt exceptions. 

And the State Edu.cation Com
missioner, Richard P. Mills, said 
he hoped the successful schools 
could serve as role models. 

"We hope this will cause princi
paJs to make phone calls, to find 
out what other schools are doing," 
said Mr. Mills, whose academic 
accounting was the first In state 
history to assess every school. "If 
I am a principal, and there are 
schools like my school 'in some 
important ways, and yet their 
pertormance Is higher, J want to 
know what they are doing." 

So does Chancellor Rudy Crew. 
"Utt can happen in one place," he 
said yesterday in formally re
sponding to the reports, "it can 
happen in many places." · 

Judith Riuo, the Deputy Chan
cellor for Instruction, said she 
had already begun to showcase 
the. methods of good city schools 
at the monthly meetings she con
ducts for the city's 32 district 
superintendents. . 

"We use data, and we say, 'This 
school is going particularly well, 
what Is different about It?' " Dr. 
Rizzo saJcl "And then, of course, 
we visit the schools." 

In general, there is no single · 
approach to teaching that works 
for every school, given the wide 
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disparity In students' needs and 
!b'ackgrounds. While students at .P.S. 
:3r· have benefited from an almost 
'military style approach, those at P .S. 
«3-f have flourished In an atmosphere 
more like that at th.e University of 
·califomia at Berkeley. 

. "There ls no magic bullet," said 
~Thomas Sobol, Mr. Mills's predece.s
-~ot, a professor at Teachers COUege 

at Columbia University. "That bav
· itng been said, there are some things 
'-JQ!J can't get away from." 
. -The himchieving New York~ 
6Chools e cenam characte 
'tics: a stron\&rinclpal who artJcu-
lates a clear on; a cohesive cur
-riculum1 where lessons learned m 
:9\\e P:de are built on In the next; 
extensive teacher fraln1ng, and ac
:dve sup~rt from parents. 

What ollows are snapshots of four 
el~mentary schools where students 

.~rform mu<:!1 better than students 
~rom s.imilar 1.ncome and language 
:backgrounds at other schools. 

' ' 
i ' 

I I 
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Academic Discipline, 
The Old: Way 

Patricia Synan logged 18 years as 
a student In the city's Roman Catho
lic schools - and that is evident In 
ll1t way she administers P.S. 31 In 
Gteenpolnt. where she has been prin
cipal since 1992. . 1 

Sixth graders who misbehave are 
-routtnely punished by being demot
ed, tor a week.. to th.e first grade. 
lOndergartners are seated, not on 
the cozy rugs that are In vogue 
.a-:ross th.e country, but in long rows 
~ wooden desks, from 9 A.M. to 3 
.P:M., with no break for recess. 

.' 'They play on Saturday," Mrs. 
6YJ1an reasons .. "Why waste their 
.lime here?" 

Once a month, the entire school 
assembles In the auditorium for a 
(:lass competition in which students 
duel using their knowledge of old
fashioned math facts, like multipll
cation tables. "I'm a traditionalist." 
says Mrs. $ynan, who has spent her 
entire 27-year career at the school 
• The hard work has pa:Jd oft The 
school's n2 students speak at least 
eight languages among them - In
cluding Bengali, Urdu and Spanish 
bot virtUally all learn to speak Eng
lish: 94 percent of the third graders 
achieved minimum competency In 
reading last year, and 34 percent of 
the third graders were reading at a 
sixth-grade leveL Over all. when the 
school ls· compared to others In the 
state whose students are equally 
poor and unfamUJar with E nglish, it 
vaults to third ln achievemenL 

Mrs. Synan does not believe In 
blllnguai education. in which stu
dents may be taught partly in their 
native tongues for six years. She 
advocates a "sink or swim" phlloso
phy in which every student is put In a 
mainstream classroom, with those 
requiring help pulled out in groups 
for 45 minutes of extra attention a 
day - but only ln English. 

" I can tali( to my friends In Eng
lish," Jean Chico.na, a fourth grader 

who Immigrated from Peru last 
year, said proudly. "And I can read." 



Making Learning 
(Gasp!) Fun 

Sometimes, it Is difflcult to tell the 
teachers from the students at P .S. 
234 In TriBeCa Every day, for exam
ple, In Maggie Siena's combined 
fourth-and-fifth-grade class, the 31 
students break into groups to re
search a topic and then reassemble 
to brief the rest of the class. Recent
ly, the subject has been Incan civili
zation, which the students have 
learned about by making pots, dying 
wool and visiting museums. 

"Women worked outside on a 
mat," said one girl, addressing her 
classmates as they sat around her on 
a recent morning. "They would rinse 
the wool and then leave It out In the 
sun, then use vegetable dyes." 

Reading may. not be structured, 
but itgets done. More than half of the 
third-grade students read at a snth
grade level. Among elementary 
schools in the city, it ranks fourth on 
that high scale. . 

The building that houses the 663 
students has a relaxed, whimsical 
air, reflecting what goes on Inside. 
Its beige brick facade ls dotted With 
ponals and curved like the hulls of 
the ships that dock nearby. "We're 
all here together, to learn and work 
together," said Anna Switzer, the 
principal. "We doo•·t have to set up a 
kind of artifice by making it more 
formal We work toward making 
reading a pleasurable, lifelong en
deavor." 

Creative Rewards · 
And Practice Tests 

Reading ls considered serious 
business - literally - at P.S. 29 in 
the South Bronx, where students with 
the best gra.des are rewarded with 
employment at Kid Card, Ink. the 
school's student-nm greeting-card 
business. The chlldJlen are drawn 
mostly from two public housing 
projects on the opposite side of 
Counlandt Avenue. 

Toe workers, 1n the third through 
th.e mth grades, Interview prospec
tive colleagues, write and illustrate 
the cards, place advertisements and 
sell their wares out of classroom 
storefronts. The price per card ls 
$1.00 for adults; 50 cents for stu
dents. " I do reai business," said one 
8-year-old girl. "I never did business 
before In my life." 

In the classroom, the students ben
efit Crom an experienced teaching 
staff : 78 percent are certified; 58 
percent have master's degrees, and 
only 13 percent have been at the 
school less than two years. 

"We only leave for maternity rea
sons or retirem~!:'t." said Dorothy 

Carmichael, who became the 
school's interim principal in Novem
ber after its principal of 21 years, 
Arnold Santandreu, left to take a 
dlsUict admlnlstrative position. 

The school keeps classes small -
no more than 22, or 10 fewer than 
allowed by the teachers' contract -
by hiring more teachers and fewer 
teaching assistants. 

But the school's high rank in third
grade reading - it placed fifth in the 
state, adjusting for poverty and for
eign languages - may be most at
tributable to its "test 59phistication 
program." Every third grader takes 
three sample standardized reading 
tests, beginning in October, under 
conditions so real that they are ad
ministered on the same day of the 
week as the real test. Those who fare 
poorly receive remedial be,Ip, either 
during or after school 

"It's coachJng, ~e Kaplan for the 

SAT," said Mr. Santandreu, who -
Started the program and is unapolo
getic about teaching to the test. "H 
you want to do well In life, you have 
to do well on tests. We're all being 
measured." . 

Location, Location, 
Curriculum 

cannen Farina, the principal of 
one of the best schools In the state, 
P.S. 6 on the Upper East Side of 
Manhattan. says she does not believe 
JD "teaching the test." 

" I think a good curriculum and 
strong educational practices are the 
best thing for test preparation," said 
Ms. Farina, wbo bas been principal 
since 1991. She does not let her teach
ers begin test pre.paraUon until the 
end of February, less than two 

months before the standardized tests 
are administered. 

The school, at 81st Street and Mad
ison A venue, has the advantage of 
being 1n one of the city's most afflu
ent neighborhoods, with some of the 
best educated residents, and the chil· 
dren have many advantages. 

Prospective kindergartners who 
do not live in the neighborhood, or 
who do not have siblings attending 
the school, must take a test to get In, 
scoring above 90 percent on either 
the Stanford-Binet LQ. Test or lbe 
test of the Educational Record Bu
reau. which private schools use. Only 
one in three appllc.ants is admitted. 

But Ms. Farina says that the 
school's ranking - it vaulted from 
78th in. the city in 1988 to first in the 
city, and second in the state., last 
year - cannot be attributed to loca
tion and selectivity alone, since other 
schools 1n the dlsUict have si.milar 

advantages but do not score as high. 
Among other factors, Ms. Farina 

cited a curriculum In which all stu
dents In each grade must read a long 
list of the same books - fourth grad
ers, for example. are expected to 
read "Sign of the Beaver," written 
on the fifth-grade level - so that 
their teachers the next year can 
build on that knowledge. 

And students who ace identified as 
falling behind as early as first grade 
receive support services, including 
the part-time attention of an addi
tional teacher, who works with stu
dents in class, rather than pulling 
them out to a separate room. and 
consultations with a social worker. 

"Educationally, they are every bit 
as good as the private schools at this 
level," said Andrew Chapman, a ven
ture capitalist whose son, Jordan, is 
a kindergarmer at P.S. 6 and whose 
daughter ls In the third grade there. 
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CORRECTION TO THE CHAIRMAN'S NOTES 
For the Steering Committee Meeting - February 6, 1997: 

John Colman and Lee Hendler will not be attending the meeting. 



COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES IN JEWISH EDUCATION 

STEERING COMMITTEE, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 6TH, 1997 
(15 E 26TH ST., 9.30 - 4.00] 

CHAIRMAN'S NOTES 

9.30 - WELCOME ALL. [MORRIS OFFIT WILL NOT BE COMING AS WILL NOT DAN 
BADER) 
JOSH ELKIN WILL BE AT THE MEETING AS A CIJE CONSULT ANT, 
AL THOUGH YOU HA VE INTRODUCED HIM BEFORE 

- GO THROUGH BOOK. 

9.35 MASTER SCHEDULE CONTROL (MLM) I on Agenda 

THIS IS THE MEETING AT WHICH WE HA VE TO ANNOUNCE THAT THE 
BOARD MEETING OF APRIL IS NOT GOING TO TAKE PLACE AND THAT 
IN ITS STEAD WE WILL HA VE A FULL 2-DA Y STEERING COMMITTEE 
MEETING WITH ME11BERS BEING ASKED TO KEEP THE EVENING OF 
APRIL 9TH OPEN FOR THE NEXT TWO WEEKS UNTIL WE MAKE A 
FINAL DECISION ABOUT THE SOCIAL DINNER. ] 

THAT MEANS THAT WE WILL MEET APRIL 9TH, 9.30-4.30 P.M. WITH AN 
OPTION FOR A 7.00 P.M. DINNER AND RECONVENE ON THURSDAY, APRIL 
10TH, FROM 9.30 - 2.30 

YOU COULD SAY THAT AL THOUGH WE HA VE HAD MANY 
DISCUSSIONS ABOUT THE STRUCTURE OF THE BOARD, WE PROBABLY 
NEED TO WAIT UNTIL THE END OF THE STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS 
[AROUND THE END OF APRIL] TO DECIDE WHAT IS THE APPROPRIATE 
STRUCTURE FOR IMPLEMENTING THE PLAN. 

YET, ON THE OTHER HAND, YOU AND THE STAFF ARE UNCOMFORTABLE 
ABOUT ANOTHER BOARD MEETING WITH THE PRESENT CAST OF 



CHARACTERS AND THAT IS WHY YOU ARE RECOMMENDING POSTPONING 
TillS BOARD MEETING. 
YOU MAY WANT TO TAKE SOME DISCUSSION ON THIS ISSUE. 

9.50 MINUTES AND ASSIGNMENTS (KAREN JACOBSON) II and ID on Agenda 

10.10 STRATEGIC PLANNING [ KAB +GZD + DNP] IV on Agenda. 

SHOULD TURN TO TAB 6, WITHIN WIDCH THERE ARE 3 DOCUMENTS 

KAREN WILL INTRODUCE THE ENTIRE SESSION WITHIN WHICH 
DAN PEKARSKY WILL REPORT ON THE RESULTS OF THE 
THE INTERVIEWS, GAIL WILL PRESENT THE WILLOW CREEK CASE 
AND KAREN WILL REVIEW PROGRESS ON THE CHANGE PHILOSOPHY 
DOCUMENT. 

12.30 - 1.15 LUNCH 

SHOULD RECONVENE AT 1.15 EXACTLY 

1.15 TEI VIDEOTAPE: PREVIEW OF WORK IN PROGRESS [V ON AGENDA] 
REFER GROUP TO TAB 6a WIDCH ARE TRANSCRIPTS OF THE VIDEO SO 
THAT THE STEERING COMMITTEE CAN FOLLOW THE VIDEO. 
IT IS A VIDEO OF A TEACHER IN A LANSING CONGREGATIONAL SCHOOL 
TEACHING A LESSON TO FIRST GRADERS. 

GAIL WILL PRESENT THE FIRST PILOT OF TEI VIDEO PROJECT. 

2.00 LAY PROFESSIONAL LEADERSmP SEMINAR [VI] 
REFER GROUP TO TAB 6b WHICH INCLUDES THE PROGRAM AND THE 
LIST OF ATTENDEES. 

THE REPORT ON THE LEADERSHIP SEMINAR AT HARV ARD AND WHAT 
CIJE HAS LEARNED FROM IT WILL BE ORCHESTRATED BY ELLEN 
GOLDRING, AND WILL INCLUDE CHUCK RATNER AND JOSH ELKIN 



2.30 CIJE GENERAL UPDATE [ITEM VII ON AGENDA] 

CALLON ADH: 
I WILL CALL ON DIFFERENT MEMBERS OF THE STAFF TO 
UPDATE THE GROURONVARIOUS ACTMTIES OF CIJE 

/j: 
1. KARENP STAFFING AND ADMINISTRATION 

2. 

3. 

5. 

BARRY: PROFESSORS SEMINAR AT END OF 
JANUARY 

NESSA: ~LAY LEADERSHIP --
CONSUL TING: [ADH] 

WEXNER 
HUC 
BRANDEIS 
COMMUNITY IDGH SCHOOLS 

GAIL: DECEMBER TEI 

6. NESSA: FORTHCOMING LUNCHEON SEMINAR 

7. ADAM~LEADINGINDICATORS - SOMEEARLY 

(9THOUGHTS 

3.45 CONCLUDE BY REMINDING EVERYONE THAT WE WILL 
MEET ON APRIL 9IB AT 9.30 THROUGH 4.30, LEAVING THE EVENING 
AS AN OPEN OPTION, AND ON THURSDAY APRIL l0Tll FROM 9.30 
THROUGH 2.30 



COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES IN JEWISH EDUCATION 
STEERING COMMITTEE 

AGENDA 
Thursday, February 6, 1997 

9:30 am - 4:00 pm 
New York 

I. Master Schedule Control 1 

II. Minutes 2 

III. Assignments 3 

IV. Strategic Planning 6 

Interview Results 

Willow Creek case 

Change Philosophy 

V. TEI Videotape: Preview of Work in Progress 6a 

VI. Lay-Professional Leadership Seminar 6b 

VII. CIJE Update 

Assignment 

MLM 

KJ 

KJ 

KAB 

DNP 

GZD 

KAB 

GZD 

EG 

ADH 





MASTER SCHEDULE CONTROL 

COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES IN JEWISH EDUCATION 

Date Prepared: 1/30/97 

------ -- - - -- ----- -1997 - ----- - ------ - - --------- -- -- ------- - - - --------- - - - - - - - / ---- - - - -1998 - -- - - - -

ELEMENT JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN J UL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR 

1. Steering Committee N.Y. N.Y. N.Y. N.Y. N.Y. N.Y 

9:30 AM - 4:00 PM 2/6 4/9 6/26 8/7 10/13 12/3 

2. Executive Committee N.Y. N.Y. 

6:00 - 7:30 PM 4/9 12/3 

3. Board of Directors N.Y. N.Y. 
7:45-10:00 PM; 4/9- 12/3 -
9:30 AM - 3:30 PM 10 4 

C:\CIJE\MASTSCHE. WPD 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

MINUTES: CIJE STEERING COMMJTTEE 
DATE OF MEETING: December 5, 1996 
DATE MINUTES ISSUED: December 10, 1996 
PARTICIPANTS: Morton L. Mandel (chair), Daniel Bader, Karen Barth, John 

Colman, Gail Dorph, Adam Gamoran, Ellen Goldring, Nellie 
Harris, Stephen Hoffman, Alan Hoffmann, Barry Holtz, Stanley 
Horowitz, Karen Jacobson (sec'y), Shlomo Offer, Morris Offit, 
Dan Pekarsky, Lester Pollack, Nessa Rapoport, Esther Leah Ritz, 
Jonathan Woocher 

1 

COPY TO: Sheila Allenick, Josh Elkin, Seymour Fox, Lee Hendler, Annette 
Hochstein, Dalia Pollack, Charles Ratner, Richard Shatten, Henry 
Zucker 

I. Announcements 

The Chair, Mr. Mandel welcomed all members to the meeting. He then asked Alan 
Hoffmann to introduce Nellie Harris, currently a Jerusalem Fellow, who arrived from 
Israel earlier this morning. Nellie Harris will be spending two weeks in New York 
becoming acquainted with CUE in preparation for her return as a staff member working 
with Gail Dorph in the area of Building the Profession. 

Alan Hoffmann asked Karen Barth to introduce Karen Jacobson. Karen Jacobson 
was hired as a transition consultant in late October, to work on three specific areas of 
concern: 1) Recruitment and retention of CIJE support staff; 2) Assistance in the 
relocation of CUE financial operations from Cleveland to NY; 3) Assistance in the search 
and relocation of CIJE to new office space. 

Karen will also be responsible for handling day to day operations until a replacement is 
hired for Josie Mowlem's position as Assistant Executive Director. 

The chair welcomed Morris Offit, a new member of the Steering Committee. Mr. Offit 
stated that he was looking forward to offering a positive contribution to CUE in his role 
as a Steering Committee member. 

Il. Master Schedule Control 

The master schedule control for 1997 was reviewed . 
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III. Minutes and Assignments 

The minutes and assignments of October 16 were reviewed and accepted. 

IV. 1997 Workplan 

Karen Barth introduced the revised workplan by delineating its highlights. Within 1997 
the five year strategic plan will be completed. CIJE will continue to build and redefine 
training pilots for teacher educators and principals. CIJE will consult to both new and 
existing programs in professional development for educators, expand the Goals project 
and conduct several pilots. In 1997, CIJE will focus attention on creating an extensive 
array of quality publications designed to tell the CIJE story, seed the culture, support 
policy-making with research and provide tools for change. The dissemination and 
utilization of Best Practices will continue, as will CUE' s support of lead communities. 
CIJE will also be preparing a major new initiative in Community Mobilization which will 
be defined as part of the strategic planning process. 

Karen explained that CIJE will continue to expand its capacity by adding to the staff and 
by building a cadre of professors in General Education to help with this work. At the 
same time, CJJE expects to cut back on time devoted to core administrative activities . 

Also on CIJE's agenda for 1997, is intensive planning for 1998 initiatives in Early 
Childhood, Senior Educational Leadership and Research and Evaluation. 

John Colman, suggested that an evaluation process should be part of the workplan, to 
determine hqw items like the Best Practices are being implemented and if they are 
affecting change. Alan Hnffinann said that currently TEI is the focal point for an 
extensive CIJE evaluation process. Further discussion pointed to additional areas for 
evaluation, including the effect of the publications on communities where they have been 
disseminated. 

Karen Barth then reviewed the workplan by domain and noted changes. 

A. Building the P rofession 

1. TEI 
Cohort 3 will be deferred to 1998. Alan Hoffmann explained that Cohort 3 
participants should be decided upon based on the focus of the strategic 
plan. He also noted that the funding from the Cummings Foundation is 
already in place, and that two seminars will take place in 1998. Three 
video packages will be developed instead of four. Gail Dorph will be 
working on writing about TEI. 
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2. Leadership Seminar 

3. 

A seminar that joins lay leaders and professionals together will be run in 
January. This program grew out of a request from the educational leaders 
with whom we have been working (who have participated in our previous 
seminars). There will be two seminars for our General education 
professors. Gail Dorph explained that a three day program in January will 
include two new professors and the one in June will include approximately 
five new professors. The goal is to recruit approximately 10 new people 
during the course of the year, and involve them in CIJE. We are searching 
for excellent candidates around the country to add capacity for our work in 
four major areas: Early Childhood, Educational Leadership, Research 

· Evaluation and Professional Development. Gail explained that recruitment 
relies on recommendations. 

Esther Leah Ritz suggested that the President of Alveras College, a 
Catholic College based in Milwaukee, be contacted as an excellent 
resource on innovation and change in education. 

Planning 
Karen Barth explained that major planning initiatives remain on the 1997 
workplan: Building the Profession, JEWEL, Norms and Standards, and 
Early Childhood. 

4. Consultations 
Consulting work will continue with several different organizations 
primarily in the area of Professional Development. 

5. Professional Development Policy Brief 
Esther Leah Ritz challenged the members to think about how to move the 
process of building the community from the national to the local level; 
limiting what we do here in New York, and giving the local institutions 
the knowledge to develop these programs in their own communities. 

Karen Barth stated that this is an essential issue in CIJE's strategic 
planning. Gail Dorph pointed to the professors program, which develops a 
cadre of regional professionals with the s~s to help design and 
implement policies on a local level. 

Alan Hoffmann explained that the second cohort is already working with 
individuals around the issues of community development and team 
building. He said that we are not where we would like to be ultimately, 
but that we are moving in the right direction. 
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Community Mobilization 

Mort Mandel suggested that CIJE might want to sponsor a bi-ennial, bringing 
together participants by invitation. Issues to be examined in relation to the 
development of a bi-ennial are: defining the goals, dealing with governance, 
developing an advisory panel, identifying appropriate participants, as well as 
determining if this type of program fits CIJE's mission and objectives. 

On the issue of CIJE's role as a catalyst, mobilizing leaders to meet together 
about Jewish Education, Alan Hoffmann defined the concept of a 'coalition of 
communities' citing the Essential Schools Network as an example. The coalition 
of communities may be an appropriate outgrowth of CIJE' s consultations with 
communities. However, we need to set priorities, so that CIJE doesn't find itself 
in the service business. Mort Mandel suggested that 1997 be a year to determine 
our priorities, set our goals for the future, and decide which activities are central 
to implementing our strategic plan. Reflecting the sentiments of the members, he 
noted a programmatic vacuum in conferences, with little focus on Jewish 
education, and expressed disappointment that the emphasis on this topic has been 
diminished at the GA. He added that CIJE is a natural to pick up this piece . 

1. Luncheon Seminars 
The Luncheon Seminars will continue in 1997. St:r.ate~g-will 
aefp define geals fer t:he seminar ht '~'1,inetffiting-issoos-ofrea:chingn1'11-
Steering Committee members, and pulling in local community leadership. 
Dan Bader pointed out that this program can also be strategically used as 
an opportunity to look for 'friends,' small and large foundations who 
would underwrite and/or host five or six seminars a year in their own 
community. He suggested that this approach will address several 
concerns, including: increasing our national organiz.ation network, moving 
programmatic development to the regional level, and easing CIJE's 
budget. 

Alan Hoffinann envisioned the structure for this program as follows: 
develop an academic seminar here in New York, then take the seminar on 
the road. He suggested this would be an excellent format to discuss 
ground breaking, not yet published works. Dan Bader stated he was aware 
of a willingness to support this type of program in Milwaukee. Karen 
Barth concluded the disc~ssion with her agreement to include this issue in 
future strategic planning discussions. 

Content and Programs 

The focus will be on the dissemination of the Best Practices materials. The future 
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Karen Barth then discussed the ten point "Vision Statement For Outcomes in the North 
American Jewish Community," which had been revised based on the last Steering 
Committee discussion, two staff workshops, and additional interviews. She stressed that 
this vision will never be complete. We will continue refining it throughout the strategic 
planning process and over many years. She noted that it is good enough to move on and 
discuss the question of change phi1osophy. To begin this discussion, she asked the 
question "What would it take for the Jewish community to reach this vision". This lead 
the group to a discussion of the 13 Generic Approaches to Achieving Transformational 
Change. 

6 

Karen noted that the inclusion of approaches and programs on the list did not indicate an 
endorsement, rather that they are examples of existing change programs the discussion of 
which would help formulate a clearer vision of options for CIJE. Some additional 
examples of effective change policies, and programs were discussed. Alberto Senderay's 
program in South America was noted as an interesting example. Senderay brought in 
talent from consulting firms and the Harvard Business School to help train change 
leadership. The result is a cadre of young leadership in South America His program has 
been used as a pilot for other programs, and replicated throughout Europe. The question 
was raised as to whether these new leaders produced real change or just mandated the 
status quo. 

The New York Continuity Commission's approach to affecting change was discussed as a 
model of creating change by seeding many small experiments in the hope that some will 
take root and grow. A discussion followed around the pros and c-0ns of this type of 
approach. The group asked for the recent Continuity Commission report. Karen Barth 
said she will see if she can get copies. 

Karen added two additional approaches to the 13 existing on the handout. The 14th 
approach to change is Best Practices, which is described as identifying and replicating 
best practices. Item 15 is restructuring and reengineering, which includes the redefining 
of boundaries between institutions. 

A. Strategic Game Plan 

Karen Barth distributed three versions of a "strategic game board," one for 
Institutions, one for People and one for Demographic Groups. Starting with 
Institutions, she asked the members to fill in the game board with a well known 
established program. ECE, the Continuity Commission, the Israel Experience, · 
and others were chosen as the examples. The group then studied how these 
examples filled out the gameboard. The next step was plotting CIJE and 
examining its gameboard profile. There was some surprise as the profile 
developed. Some members felt that CIJE was too spread out across the board, 
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others thought that CIJE was leaving areas of concentration under-represented. 
This vehicle was presented as a tool to open the discussion of where CIJE should 
be in the future, to help define what its priorities are currently, and what change 
techniques will help achieve the vision. 
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After a brief break for lunch, the meeting resumed with a re-examination of the 13 
(now 15) generic approaches to change. The strategic gameboard analysis 
prepared the members to examine the pros and cons of the approaches open to 
CIJE as change options. The discussion was captured on flip charts ( copies are 
attached). 

B. Strategic Plan Summation 
Karen Barth concluded the strategic plan segment by delineating the progress that 
was made during the discussion. The development of a shared vocabulary for 
discussing strategic options, the design of a map of CIJE's current strategies and 
what the strategies of other institutions look like, an awareness of what tools exist 
to affect change and the pros and cons of each. Karen Barth said that the next 
meeting will focus in on what CIJE will do. 

VII. CIJE Update 

Due to a tight schedule, and early ending time, so that members could be home 
before the start of Chanukkah, Alan Hoffinann gave an abbreviated update of 
events. 

A. GA . 

B. 

Alan mentioned that he, Karen Barth, Nessa Rapoport and Barry Holtz attended 
the GA in Seattle from November 13-15. Attendance for the GA was down from 
previous years. The many participants voiced disappointment that there was no 
forum for Jewish Education at this year's GA. Alan Hoffmann noted that he 
received many unsolicited comments stating that it is time to do something 
different focused on Jewish Education. This is another indication that there is a 
void that needs to be filled by CIJE. He reintroduced the concept of a bi-ennial as 
a timely idea. 

TEI 

Our next TEI seminar, which will take place December 15-18, is a first for two 
reasons. It will include members of both cohorts one and two, totaling 
approximately 65 people. We will have a chance to see the first of the videotape 
clips that we are preparing as a part of this initiative. This is a clip from a 
religious school classroom. It is a conversation between 6 year olds and their 
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teacher about when, why and how Jews pray. 

The evaluation of TEI is underway. The evaluation plan bas three parts: 
creation of communal maps of professional development, interviews of 
participants, case studies that will follow several participants and the changes 
that they are trying to institute. 

With regard to the mapping project, our research and evaluation team (Adam 
Gamoran, Ellen Goldring and Bill Robinson) has gathered data about current 
professional development offerings in five communities which will serve as 
baseline data for future monitoring of changes in the scope and content of such 
offerings. They are currently writing reports that can serve as the basis for 
communal conversations to develop more comprehensive personnel action plans. 

Ken Zeichner, one of the members of our professor's group, who is an expert on 
teacher education, will be joining our team to help analyze the interview data and 
set up the case study strategy. 

Lay Professional Leadership Seminar at Harvard 

CJJE's first lay-professional leadership seminar entitled: The Power of Ideas: 
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Leadership, Governance, and the Challenges of Jewish Education will take place 
January 19 and 20. We are expecting between 20 and 25 teams (lay and 
educational leaders) from institutions in Atlanta, Boston, Cleveland, Hartford, 
Milwaukee and Montreal. Our guest faculty will include Judith Block 
McLaughlin, chair of the Harvard seminar for new presidents and lecturer in 
higher education at Harvard University; Michael Rosenak, Mandel Professor of 
Jewish Education at the Hebrew University; Tom Savage, former President of 
Rockhurst College and current head of its Continuing Education/Seminar Program 
and our own Karen Barth. Josh Elkin and Ellen Goldring ~ave been instrumental 
in putting this program together. 

Education Professors Seminar 

We will be holding a seminar for CIJE' s education professors at the end of 
January. Two new professors will be joining us: Bill Firestone of Rutgers 
University who's expertise includes the financing of education and Anna Richert 
of Mills College who's work is in teacher education and professional 
development. Moti Bar Or and Melilah Helner-Eshed, who were part of our 
Judaica faculty this summer will again be teaching the group. We are delighted 
that all of the professors who were with us this summer will be participating in 
this seminar. 
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E. Milwaukee Lay Leadership 

Dan Pekarsky reported about the process of developing a curriculum 
for Milwaukee's Lay Leadership Development Project. He focused on the 
interplay between CIJE's guiding principles and local concerns and issues 
in the development of this curriculum. A curriculum framework is now in 
place. Remaining tasks include identifying one or more individuals to 
further specify the curriculum and to lead the seminar, as well as 
recruitment of an appropriate clientele. Nessa Rapoport and Dan Pekarsky noted 
that there is a great deal of excitement about this program among the local 
planning group. 

F. Luncheon Seminar 

On Wednesday, December 11 Barry Kosmin will be speaking on the role 
of Bar and Bat Mitzvah. His paper is based on his findings from a survey of 
nearly 1500 students and their parents--the class of 5755--from the Conservative 
movement. 

The meeting was adjourned at 2:30 pm. Alan Hoffinann wished the members a Happy 
Chanukkah, and distributed a Chanukkah treat of chocolate gelt and dreidels to all. 

9 
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CRITICAL CHALLENGES AND ISSUES IDENTIFIED IN 
STRATEGIC PLANNING INTERVJEWS 

Interviewees bad a wealth of ideas about how to enhance the vitality of American Jewish life and 
Jewish education. Some of the critical emphases and issues are summarized below. 

1. A vision for the future 

When asked what a more vital Jewish community of the future would look like, 
interviewees pointed in varied directions. Some emphasized the centrality oflearning to 
Jewish life across different stages of the life-cycle. Others painted a community which 
offered substantially richer opportunities than are currently available for seekers in quest 
of a richer spiritual life that speaks to the need for meaning and transcendence. Others 
imagined an inclusive community in which various groups now pushed to the margins of 
Jewish life-- e.g. the gay community, secular Jews - are embraced and allowed to enrich 
Jewish cultural life. Another pointed to a world in which compelling but, for many, 
yet-to-be-devised intellectual frameworks serve to integrate modern sensibilities and 
beliefs with central Jewish categories, thus ending the split in the contemporary Jewish 
consciousness. Another identified a future in which, informed by Jewish texts and 
sensibilities, Jews actively interpreted and addressed the critical moral, ecological and 
social challenges presented by contemporary life. Finally, while some imagined a Jewish 
future in which Judaism's distinctive religious insights and practices are at the center of 
Jewish life, and felt that it was only as such that Judaism would prove strong, others 
aspired to a Jewish community that featured a variety of diverse streams~ both religious 
and secular. 

2. Is there a crisis and, if so, what can we do about it? Where we now are: the 
optimism/pessimism continuum. 

Is there a crisis? While many feel that Jewish cultural life is in a state of disrepair (as 
witnessed by demographic data), at least one person suggested that there is no "problem" 
requiring revitalization. The so-called problem is only a problem for traditional 
"establishment" institutions that are losing their social support; at the same time as this is 
happening, other forms of Jewish life, e.g. those associated with the Jewish Renewal 
movement are spontaneously coming into being and engaging the human energies of 
many. 

Can the demographic crisis be meaningfully addressed? One person expressed the 
view that we are naive to think that the majority of American Jews can be engaged in 
Jewish life under modem conditions. At the other extreme, another expressed the view 
that we already possess the knowledge needed to develop educational institutions capable 
of revitalizing American Jewish life. In between are many who are cautiously optimistic 
and who urge the need for: new ideas about the nature and significance of Jewish life; 
new institutional forms (both communal and educational); new target populations; and 
higher quality leadership and other personnel. 
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3. Leadership 

A number of individuals felt that the key to transformational change is dynamic 
leadership. Different kinds of leaders emerged as critical for different interviewees. 

For some, high-quality, wealthy lay leaders seemed critical. A concern was expressed 
that there are not many young leaders of this kind on the horizon. 

Others emphasized a critical need for "change-experts" -- for change agents and 
consultants who could help Jewish institutions develop and implement their change
agendas. 

Others focused on charismatic congregational rabbis and emphasized the need to 
reconstruct rabbinic education so that rabbis could more readily meet the most critical 
challenges before them. Though there was a general sense that the roles of rabbis needed 
to be reconceptualized, different ideas were expressed about this reconceptualization. 
Ideas mentioned included: rabbi as teacher ( especially of adults); rabbi as spiritual guide; 
and rabbi as community organizer. 

4. Institutions 

To repair or not to repair. Some interviewees were confident that, with appropriate 
inputs, existing institutions (for example, synagogues and schools) could be meaningfully 
repaired and urged investment in these primary institutions. Synagogues, day schools, 
and congregational schools were identified as arenas in which meaningful intervention is 
possible and desirable; what stands in the way is not inability but a failure of communal 
energy and will. It was suggested that outreach efforts that bring people into these 
existing institutions are unlikely to bear fruit if the institutions do not have something 
meaningful to offer those who walk in the door; there needs to be a message and 
responsiveness to people's needs. At the same time, some interviewees were skeptical 
that existing institutions could be transformed into adequate institutions for the American 
Jewish community. For example, the view was expressed that synagogues are so 
pathological as to be beyond repair, and a concern was expressed that by their very nature 
they seem always far behind and therefore unresponsive to the needs and concerns of 
their constituencies. 

New institutional forms. Skeptics concerning the prognosis for existing institutional 
types, as well as some of their supporters, urged the development of new kinds of 
institutions that might more adequately address contemporary needs. New institutional 
forms that were proposed included: "virtual" universities, which while encouraging 
periodic face-to-face interaction, take advantage of interactive technologies like e-mail 
and video-conferencing; meditation centers; retreat centers; educational institutions 
organized around and lodged in familial-settings; after-school programs, very different 
from supplemental programs, that meet parents' needs for after-school day care; internally 
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pluralistic institutions that meaningfully bring together individuals representing very 
different Jewish outlooks and ways oflife; institutions in which the distinctive ways of 
each group would be honored but in which opportunities for meaningful engagement 
across group lines would be written into the pattern of organization. 

5. Achieving high-quality institutions 

Critical ingredients. One set of discussions focuses on the ingredients of such 
institutions. Different emphases were found in the interviews. Some mentioned the need 
for strong, charismatic leadership (of the Marshall Meyer variety). Others noted that 
existing institutions typically have no compelling message that will engage people, and 
that they are unlikely to be vital unless animated by powerful ideas. Still others noted 
that we tend to build our institutions without attention to the felt-needs and rhythms of 
our potential constituencies, expecting them to adapt to us rather than the other way 
around; attention and responsiveness to the needs of relevant constituencies in designing 
institutional life is essential. 

Design and/or fostering natural growth. Some interviewees felt that we now know - or 
can come to know - a lot about the character of strong Jewish institutions, and that 
therefore the job of a responsible Jewish community is to encourage, guide, and support 
the development of these institutions in a systematic way. Others (often skeptical of our 
ability to design institutions that are attuned to "the needs of the customer") emphasized 
the desirability of nurturing a cultural context that encouraged and supported grass-roots 
efforts of various kinds -- young shoots, some of which might evolve into tomorrow's 
powerful oaks. 

6. Powerful ideas 

While some interviewees emphasized the need for new institutional forms and/or new 
target-populations, others emphasized the spiritual/intellectual poverty of contemporary 
Jewish life and articulated a need for Jewish ideas that would prove compelling to 
contemporary American Jews. Jewish institutions -- new or old, explicitly educational or 
not -- are unlikely to prove engaging unless they are suffused with powerful Jewish ideas, 
ideas that infuse with rich meaning the acts and activities we associate with Jewish life. 

One person ventured the idea that the critical problem we face is that our understandings 
of such terms as "prayer," "God," and "mitzvah" presuppose a world-view that is no 
longer credible to many contemporary Jews; therefore the challenge is to develop a new 
intellectual framework that will give such terms a meaning that can more readily be 

identified with. 

One interviewee suggested that there is a need for a kind of Aspen Institute in American 
Jewish life -- an institution that encourages our most powerful and creative minds to 
address our deepest questions and that feeds the American Jewish landscape with a 
stream of rich ideas that enrich and challenge our understandings of ourselves as Jews. 
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Other interviewees emphasized the importance of ensuring greater access to powerful 
Jewish ideas -- for example, through a journal, or by making sure that rabbinical students 
routinely have opportunities to study under the most profound contemporary thinkers (so 
that they can be influenced in the ways that another generation of rabbis was influenced 
by thinkers like Heschel and Soloveitchik). 

7. Target-populations 

How inclusive should the community be? There are various echoes of the 
in-reach/out-reach debate in the interview data. Some interviewees expressed the view 
that the Jewish community needed to be more inclusive than it now is -- finding ways to 
be more welcoming and engaging to women, to gays and lesbians, to secular Jews, and to 
others who typically feel marginalized by, and sometimes alienated from, American 
Jewish life. It was suggested that not only does the Jewish community have the 
obligation to reach out to such groups on terms that are welcoming and affirming, but that 
such groups have the potential to make important contributions to the quality of Jewish 
life. Another group thought to be underserved by the community today was identified as 
"seekers" -- that is, individuals in quest of religious meaning and transcendent 
experiences; typically, very little provision is made for them in the organization of Jewish 

life . 

Target-populations for education. While some interviewees explicitly resisted (as 
"magic bullet" thin.king) the notion that Jewish educational interventions should focus on 
a particular target-population, others suggested that given scarce dollars and human 
resources, it would be strategically wise to focus on special target-populations. While 
those who took ilhis position shared the view that we have to stop thinking of Jewish 
education as something that happens between the ages of 5 and Bar/Bat Mitzvah, there 
were very different views expressed concerning what special target-populations needed 

the lion's share of attention: 

a. Adult education: Some believed th.at once adults have become powerfully 
engaged in Jewish learning, the education of their children follows in due course. 

b. Adolescence: The view was expressed that this is the stage in which adult 
identities get shaped and that therefore Jewish education needs to be at its most 
serious at this stage of the life-cycle. 

c. Early childhood and family education: Not only was early childhood viewed 
by some as a critical stage in human development; it was also suggested that at 
this stage it would be possible to draw the whole family into the orbit of 
education, giving rise to meaningful forms of adult education and family 

education . 

d. The secular community: Some complained about the absence of adequate 
educational resources being directed at America's secular Jews, even though many 
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American Jews fall into this category. It was urged that this group not be written 
off, and that meaningful ways be found to engage them. 

8. Improving Jewish education 

A variety of ideas were expressed in the interviews concerning the best way to improve 
the quality of Jewish education. Below are some of the central ideas that were expressed: 

Improve the quality of Jewish educators. Consistent with CIJE's emphasis on 
personnel, many interviewees spoke to the importance of improving the quality of 
Jewish educators. Some spoke to the desirability of attracting and training new 
populations of Jews for whom the work of educating would represent a sacred act laden 
with personal significance; Jews-by-choice, post-career individuals, and Russian 
immigrants were offered as examples. Others spoke to the need of professionalizing the 
field of Jewish education via licensing, standards, and strong pre-service and in-service 
education. Still others spoke to the need to facilitate the personal religious growth of 
educators working in schools, camps and other settings via retreats and sabbaticals .. 

Strengthen the content of Jewish education. a) Some urged that progress depends on 
moving away from an emphasis on what to do and how to do it and towards an emphasis 
on the "whys" of Jewish life, the powerful ideas or insights that underlie Jewish practices. 
Put differently, Jewish educating institutions need to be suffused with compelling Jewish 
ideas. b) Others urged that Jewish educational environments need to be welcoming and 
responsive to the genuine questions and the honest doubts of learners; otherwise, they 
will continue to be alienating institutions. c) While several individuals mentioned the 
need to make "text'' central to Jewish education, more than one urged that we adopt a 
broad understanding of "text," one that includes works of art which gave the power to 
engage contemporary seekers. 

Relationship between experience and education. While implicit in many comments 
was the suggestion that access, via education, to powerful ideas about Jewish life would 
transform otherwise empty Jewish practices into meaningful experiences, a very different 
view was also expressed: it was suggested that the hunger for Jewish education only 
arises after one has already had powerful Jewish experiences. It is such experiences that 
catalyze the desire to learn. As an example, it was suggested that, for many individuals, it 
is only after they have been deeply moved by a religious service (such as those at Bnai 
Jeshurun in New York) that they develop a desire to engage in systematic study. This 
suggests that facilitating powerful Jewish experiences should be the starting-point to 
Jewish education. 

Emphasize the non-academic quality of Jewish learning. It was suggested that the 
Jewish learning we need to foster differs from the academic Jewish learning found in 
universities; it needs to engage the heart,. to speak to the living concerns of the learner . 

Improved institutional settings. While some felt that the supplemental school was a 
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dead-end, at least one interviewee felt that, suitably supported and enriched, it could be a 
powerful educating institution; not the quantity, but the quality of Jewish education is 
decisive, it was suggested. The possibility of substantially improving day schools was 
also mentioned by some. Others emphasized the need for other kinds of educational 
settings, e.g., those identified as "informal" or familial settings. 

Religion and/or peoplehood. While some felt that Jewish religious ideas need to be at 
the heart of any Jewish renaissance, others felt that peoplehood -- the sense of ourselves 
as an enduring people with a multiplicity of outlooks, religious and secular -- needs to be 
at the center of Jewish education. 

9. Eradicating financial barriers to quality education 

Developing an army of educators that are up to the challenge of Jewish: education is a 
costly endeavor, requiring substantial investments in salaries and both pre-service and 
in-service education. In addition, the view was expressed that the absence of money 
should not be an obstacle to a quality Jewish education; the community must ensure that 
all children have the opportunity for a quality education, regardless of their financial 
resources . 
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Willow Creek Community Chur~h 

"It was .never ow- intention to build a big church. From the very start, our vision 
was to just 'be! the church that God in1eru:Jed us to be." . · 

-Bill Hybels 
Senior Pastor 
Willow Creek Community Church 

In their quest to "be" that church, the Willow Creek Community Church (Willow Creek) 
had seen an explosion of growth since its founding in 1975. They attributed much of their success 
to the ·simple concept of knowing yow- customers and meeting their needs. · Before starting the 
church,. the founders asked the follo~g simple questiqn to thousands· of people who did not 
attend church: 8 What are the""reasons why you don't attend churcb'r Their res1>9ilses were very 
frank. They found that people with no interes~ in church gave five general ·reasons for their 
indifference: 

1. Churches were always asking for money (yet nothing perceived as 
personally significant seemed to be happening with the money). 

2 Church setvices:were boring and lifeless. 

3. Church services w~re predictable. 

4. Sermons are irrelevant to daily life in the "real world". 

5. The· pastor made people feel guilty and ignorant, so they leave church . 
feeling worse than when they entered the doors. 

With the survey data in band, the founders of Willow Creek focused their attention on 
building a service organization that continually attracted new "customers" and empowered regular 
attenders to bring in more new "customers." The results speak for themselves: 

James Mellado, MBA 1991, prepared .this case under the supervision of Professor Leo/'lllJ'd A Schlesinger as 1he basis for 
class discussion rn1hu than to illustraJe eiJher effective or w jfective handling of an odministraJivc siJluui.on. 

Copyright o 1991 by the President and Fellows or Harvard College. To, order copies, call (617) 495-6117 or write rhe 
Publishing Division. Harvard Business School, Boston, MA 02163. No part of Ibis publication may be reproduced, stored 
in a retrieval system, used in a spreadsheet, or transmitted in any form or by any means-electronic, mechanical, 
photocopying, recording, or othcrwise-wi1hou1 the permission of Harvard Business School. 
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• They are lhe best alten<.lcd chur~h in America with close to 14,000 people 
flocking to Willow Creek on an average weekend of services and about 5,000 
returning during the week for yet another service. 

• The church ~as cultivate~ a volunte~r work force of some 4,500 people who 
serve in 6,000 volunteer positions in over 90 different ministries. 

• Yearly revenue has now topped the $12,000,000 mark. 

• · All this has been done with the support of a full-time paid staff of 147 with 
an average annual salary of approximately $30,000 and 110 part-time staff. 

Numerous articles have been written on Willow Creek. Peter Drucker, in bis Harvard 
Business Review article entitled, "What Business Can Learn from Nonprofits1", used them as an 
example of ho,w productive an organization can be if driven by a clear sense of mission and focus 
on results. Three times a year over 1,000 church leaders from all over the world attend seminars 
which explain the whats, whys and hows of Willow Creek. (See Exhibit 1 for attendance, · 
membership and staff levels since 1978. Income statements for the years 1979 through 1989 are 
included in Exhibit 2. Balance sheets for the years 1979 through 1989 are shown in Exhibit 3.) 

Two majof issues confronted Willow Creek as they continued . to grow. The first 
concerned potential organizational adjustments required to ~ffectively assimilate even larger 
numbers of attenders. In 1991; Willow Creek successfully h:indJed 14,000 weekly attenders, and 
most of their major ministries were still growing rapidly. 1be management at Willow Creek ~as 
trying to determine just bow Jarge the church cou1d beoome and .still remain e(Jective. Could . 
Willow Creek successfully grow to 50,000 or 100,CX)'.) attenders? What changes, if any, ~uld 
Willow Creek have to rea!ize if they wanted to continue growing effectively? Should Willow 
Creek be divided into stnall~r churches or was the present organization capable of continued 
growth? · 

. The other major issue concerned an · u~ntended by-product of the successful · 
implementation of thei~ strategy for getting unchurched people to attend. The major weekend 
s~rvices were designed to be a pressur~free environment where believers could invite their 
friends to explore the Christian faith with total anonymity. This was by design. However, Willow 
Creek's chosen strategy critically' depended upon this relationship between a believer and the 
visitor to help integrate them into the church. In the past, most visitors were personally invited 
by regular attenders; therefore ther~ was an established link wit~ them. Today, a growing number 
of visitors. were si!Dply coming on their own without knowing anyone who could help them 
become a part o( the church. How could Willow Creek assimilate the growing number of 
unconnected visitors when they promised them anonymity in their services? 

1. PWha1 Busiocs.s Can Learn from Nooprofils"; Harvard Business Re,·iew, pp. 88-93; P,e1cr Drucker; July-August 1990. 
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Trends In the Traditional Christian Church 

Although the U!Jited States has a strong Christian heritage and is generally recogni~d 
by the American populace as a "Christian• country, most "mainline" traditional Protestant churches 
have been losing members for the last decade. Eighty-fIVe percent of Americans identified 
themselves as "Christian" and sixty percent of these identified themselves as ProtestanL 2 (See 
~Exhibit 4 for survey results of American religious affiliation. See Exhibit S for membership 
levels and average annual growth rates from 1980 through 1990.) -

Recent research indicates that the proportion of Americans who co~sider religion to be 
important has been declining (see Exhibit 6)3• Furthermore, the proportion of Americans calling 
themselves· religious ~as also been going down (see Exhibit 7)4. 

The level of confidence and trust given to organized religion by the American public has 
declined precipitously in the last decade. Whereas the church used to be the most revered social 
institution in the country, it has dropped to about "third or fourth on the list.5" An easy 
explanation for the confidence drop lies in tbe highly publicized scandals involving well known 
television evangelists. However, data shows that these events are not the main reason for the 
decline in trust~. The scandals simply reaffirmed existing "negative feelings that many adults 

_previously held about the Christian church.7'' While churches' pre_acb~ love, the public saw 
strong divisions between different denominations and theological bickering within denominations. 
(See Exhibit 8 for changes in confidence in selected institutions between 1979 and 1987). What 
was most troubling to concerned Christians was that the '\mcburched person" that the church was 
trying to reach was fmding the church t9"be increasingly less relevant to his/her life. In a recent 
survey, over six out of ten unchurched people found church to not be relevant to their lives (see 

• 8 . 
Exhibit 9) . . . , . · 

For many cbu_rches .which were growing, much of th~ growth w~ not from r~ching the 
unchurched, but rather from taking away members from other existing Christian· churches. The 
phenomena was described as a "reshuffiing of chairs within Christendom•, with the average growth 
rate attributed to conversion well below ten percent. When the unchurched attended c;;hurch, 
most found that their experience was not positive. Recent research concluded that, "substantial 
numbers of people do not descnoe their church experience as inspiring, fulfilling; ·exciting or 
satisfying."9 • · 

The declining interest in traditional Protestant churches has not been due to individuals' 
lack of money or resources. In 1989 alone, "Americans donated more than $50 billion to 
churches, with the vast majority going to Protestant churches.1°" They also gave an estimated 

2. Telephone survey of 113,000 households in the 48 contiguous states from April 1989 - April 1990 by ICR Survey 
Research Group or Median, PA, for 1be Gradua1e School and University Center or the City University or New York. 
3. The Frog in,,~ Ke11le p. l 13; George Barna; Copyright 1990i Regal Books, Vcnt~re, CA 9300~. 
4. Ibid, p. J 16.. 
5. Ibid, p. 138. 
6.. Ibid, p. 115. 
7. Ibid, p. 115. 
8. Ibid, p. 138. 
9. Ibid, p. 138. 
10. Ibid, p. 135. 
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"$10 hill ion worth in volunteer time.11
" Ironica·lly, although an espoused goal of mosl churches 

was lo reach the unchurchcd, they generally spc~t very little c>f their budgcLc; on activities toward 
that e nd. 

In addition, .o".er the last decade there has hccn a deterioration· in the loyalty exhibited 
to specific denominations. People were less hesitant lo join a different church or denomination. 
They wer~ opting to shop around and even attend many different churches. In addition, fewer 
people automatically accepted the denomination of their parents as a given.12 

History of the Willow Creek Concept 

Although only a small po rtion of what went on at .Willow Creek, the "seeker service" was 
wha t they became famous for. Willow Creek provided two types of churclt services· designed _and 
targeted to _reach two completely differen t audiences. The "seeker service" was specially dc:;signed 
lo expose the Chris tian fa ith in a relevan t and non-threatening way to basically urichurched · 
people. Willow Creek estimated that ove r fifty percent of the attendance al these services was 
made up of peopl'e that would otherwise be unchurched. Another service was designed to meet 
the additional n~ of people tbal have already converted to Ch.ris~ianity. It was similar, in many 
ways, to existing worship services in other churches across the country. The dual church service 
concept of Willow Creek emerged from the pastoral and life experiences ?f Bill Hybels . . 

Bill_Hybels described ~he family environment he grew up in as a, "strong Christian family 
that regularly attended a traditional Bible-believing church." Bill commented that, "the church 
helped instill in me a strong sense of values, a good '-•:ork cthlc and a sound knowledge of the 
BibJc." Despite the positive influence of church, when Bill was only thirteen years old, he had 
an odd experience that began to signal his problem with the standard operating procedures of .a · 
traditional church. As Bill and his father were driving home from church one day, his father 
mentioned a friend at work named Bob who was going through some hard times. He explained 
how Bob's wife had recently come down with a terminal illness. Due to this situation, Bob had 
started asking Bili's father questions about God. Bill's father mentioned that he was thinking 
about inviting him to church .. Without so much as a thought, the thirteen year old yelled out, "Oh 
no Dad! Whateve r you do, d9n't do that! You will eJct!nguish any. interest in 60 minutes if you 
do that!" Even as a child ~ill sensed th~t somehow church wasn't very inviting lo ~he nonhclicver. 

Bill's initial involvement in the ministry came in 1972, when at the age of 20 he was asked 
by Dave Holmbo, a minister at a church west of Chicago, to lead a sm·an youth group Bible study. 
After leading this group for some time he asked members if they wanted their friends to become 
Christians. They all enthusiastically replied, "Yes!" Bill told them to pray for their friends and 
invite them lo the Bible study. He.was taken aback by their response; a wall of blank glassy-eyed 
stares. He !ISkcd them ·what was the matter, and they replied: 

"Well Bill, we're sitting on these carpet squares down here in this bciscmcnt next 
lo the kitchen, and well, I'd be embarrassed to bring my friends here." 

11. Ibid, p. 135. 
12.. Ibid, p. 113. 
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"And Bill, c1hout these mushy songs we sing, that just won't'cut it with my friends." .. 

• • • • • 

"And, well, about your 65 minutes worth of teaching. You know we like you and 
we'll listen to you, hut my friends don't even know· you! I don' t think they can 
last that _long." · 

• * • • .• 

_"You know, If you could just make the Bible relevant to. our friends. Talk about 
things that impact the!r livc..c;. Then I think they would come and keep coming." 

• • • # • 

691-102 

What Bi)l and this group of some 25 high schoolers w_erc beginning lo understand was ~h.al 
"seekers were fU1J[lamen.ta!Jy different than someone who was afready convinced and there was no 
way to meet the needs of both with a single service structure!"_ · · 

'Bill took in all of the group's suggestions; he changed the place they met to somewbe_rc .. 
that woQ)dn't be embarrassing, he cut his teaching time to 20-25 minutes, cut his subject matter 
to deal with only one topic at a time, and determined th.st the mcssag~ would somehow relate 
to the young people's lives. In addition, they started playing upbeat music at the meetings.' They 
even titled meetings "Son City". The first Son City mcc:ting occurred in May of 1~73. The -
changes quid<ly were rellcctcd in increased allcndanc.;c. The group grew to over 1000 kids by 
mid-1974. After some time, Bill felt that it was time to challenge the group of seekers about 
t,ecoming Christians. They set aside a Wednesday' night for Bill to make the challenge. The 
response was tremendous. Over 300 young people were converted to Christianity. ·After this 

· meeting in May of 19?4, Lbe enlarged group of Ch~tian young peopl,e felt ·a burden lo reach 
their unchurched parent-;. Under Bill, a group within the Son City youth ministry established a 
vision for starting a completely new church that would be based on similar principles _that brought 
success at Son City. The group moved to the Willow Creek Theater located in a Chicago suhurh 
and started the Willow Creek Community Church. Around 100 teenagers left the previous Son 
City ministry to help start the new church. They invited their parents to the first se rvice o n 
October 12, 1975. At that lime, the whole leadership team was donating their time ori a 
voluntee r basis. Within a year, church attendance grew :to over 1,000 people. In the following 
Lhrcc years attendance tripled. ln the late seventies, the church brought 90 acres of land and 
began construction of their existing auditoi:ium. In 1981. the cpurcb moved their services to a 
new site in South Barrington just northwest. of Chicago. They retained the name of Willow Creek 
with their move . 
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Purpose of Willow Creek'3 

The foundation of Willow Creek is anchored in their four-fold purpose statement: 

Exaltation: Willow Creek Community Church exists to provide beiievers with the 9pportunity 
to worship and glorify _God together. 

Edification: Willow Creek Community Church exists to help believers build a foundation of 
Biblical understanding, ·establish a· devotional life, d_iscovcr their spiritual gifts, and encourngc 
believers to become participating members in the church. · 

Evangelism: Willow Creek Community Church exists lo reach people who arc facing an 
eternity separated from God. Believers are encouraged lo seek out the unchun.:hed and look for 
opportunities to share God's love with them. 

Social Action: Willow Creek Community Church exists to l!Ct as a conscience to the world by 
demonstrating the love and righteousness of God in both word and deed. 

~hilosophy of Willow Cr~ek14 

. \ . . 
The uniqueness of Willow Cr~k lies not in its statcmenl <ii purpose, but in its phil~sopby 

and strategy for a~mplish_ing its purposes .. Bill Hybcls commented: 

In some- ways, the Willow Creek Community Church is just like thousands of 
· Bible believing chun.:.hcs across this country and around tJ:le world. We arc like 
many other churches when it comes to our purpose. AJmost every Bible bcli(?ying 
church believes in the same Biblical four-fold purpose of being an exalting church 
tha_t worships God, an edifying church that builds up believers, an evangelistic 
church that reaches nonbelievers, and a church tbal is committed in some form 
to social action ... So really we arc not that different- when it comes to the purpose 
of the church. We are very different when it comes ·to the strategy of how we 
achieve those purposes. That is where -Willow Creek Community Church is 
unique. I've never seen another church like us when it comes to strategy. I think 
almost every church leade·r ... dreams about being a part of a church that is filled 
to capacity and that is all made up of ·people who are totally committed to 
exaltation, edification, evangelism and some form of social action ... but we asked 
a question at a very early stage in our development, 'starting with no people, how 
arc we ever going to get to a point where we have a building filled with people 
who have reached thHt level of c;ommitment'!' How are we going lo get people 
from point "A" to point "Z"? We arc starting with this person that . we call 
"Unchurchcd Harry" ... a composite man that is probably in his· family room with his 
feet up on the foot stool reading the paper or watching 1V with a can of beer in 
his hand. Now, that's point "A". There are thousands of unchurched Harry's that 

13. Church Leadership Conference Notebook, Willow Creek: An Overview, p. l.J-3;. 
14. Ibid. 
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arc not being rcachcd ... How do we bring this guy out of his chair all the way to 
a poinl of Christian maturity'! . Now I contend that most churches understand 
their purpose lo some extent, hut they don't _have a due as lo what kind of 
strategy they need lo put into cITect lo take H arry out of his armchair and 
eventually bring him to a place of spiritual maturity. 

Many years ago through prayerful consideration ... some sUivey results and through 
some lessons that we learned through the "Son City" youth ministry ... we 
developed what has come to be known as our 7--t.tep strategy for reaching 
unchurchcd Harry ... Wc don't contend that it is the only strategy or the best 
strat~gy. It fii.s us and to some extent, it is effective. 

691-102 

The development o_f Willow Creek's 7-step strategy was guided_ by four philosophical 
principles: 

1. Every believer has the responsibility of being a witness in one's faith and 
relationship with God. 

2. The needs of the seeker differ from those of the believer. 

3. Believers must respect the individual's process of a faith decision and the 
journey one must travel to maturity in their relationsbip ~th God_. 

4. Every l>cliever is a minister, gifted by God for the benefit of all in the 
church. 

The 7-Step Strategy15 

The 7-step strategy of. Willow Creek had both a market and internal focus. The external 
focused part of the strategy was designed lo ~ring unchurchcd Harry/Mary to conversion. The 
internally focused slrategy was designed to mature the newly converlcd Harry/Mary to the point 
where he/she was i~volvcd in service and was ready to meet other unchurched pcopJc and help 
tbe_m along the way to conversion. Their strategies worked together and fueled each other. Sec 
Exhibit JO for a diagram describing the 7-step strategy. A more in-depth discussion of each step 
is provided below: 

Mar~et Focused Strategy 

Step 1 - Bridge Building Bringing unc!hurchcd Harry/Mary into the church would only be 
accomplished when believers huilt a relationship of integrity with them. A relationship of integrity 
was one built on honesty and authcnlic concern for the uthcr person. Every believer at Willow 
Creek was strongly challenged to huild that kind of a relationship with unchurcbed people. In 
addition to merely challenging the believe.rs, Willow Creek provided training to empower them 
to f uHill the challenge. It was the · goal of the Evangelism Ministry to train believers to 
successfully implement steps 1 and 2 of the 7-stcp strategy. The Evangelism Ministry offered an 

15. Ibid. Portions taken from p. J,3.J to J.3-5. 
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Evangelism S~minar as a training device for believers. it was a four-week series "".hie~ e<;>vcred· 
lopics such as: Bdrig Yourself~ Telling Your Slory, Making lhe Message Clear, and Coping Wilh 
Queslions. The seminar was designed to help believers clearly express the gospel message and_ 
pre pare lhcm for questions nnd/or ohjcclions the nonbeliever might raise. A "Defenders" ministry 
wm; nlso ciffcred to pre pare believers to he able to answer tough questions nhoul Christianity that 
might be asked t>y athc ists,.agnmlics, or member:. of other world religions. This was m;complished 
hy monthly teaching sessions .and oul,;ide "[icld trips" designed to give first hand exposure to 
people and groups that had different beliefs. 1 • 

Unchurchcd Harry/Mary were presumed to he totally insulated from Christianity. They 
didn't listen to Christian radio or watch Christian lV. Their lives were not touched by bumper 
sticker evangelism and they had no intentions ~f going to church. However, lhere was hope when 
a relationship can be established. Surveys indicated that 4 out of 10 unchurcbed people would 
willingly attend a church servi~ if i!'lvited by a friend16• ·'This represents some 15-20 million 
adults each Sunday who could have been involved .. .17" i( they had been invited . . The believers 
at Willow Creek were encouraged to do things and to go places where they might develop 
relationships with unchurched people. Bill Hyhels himself was a member of a health club where 
he could keep io contact with unchurchcd people. 

Step 2 - Sharing a Verbal Witness Once a rcla'liopship of integrity :wa~ eslablis.hcd with 
unch1:1rc}Jed Harry or· Mary, believers· were able . to share -.yhaL it ·has n:i~,mt lo them to be a 
Christian. The beli~yers were encouraged to be sensitive to the rignt timing of such a witness and 
to be sensitive to give the seekers "their own space and lime." tvfost people who heard ah<,ut a 
believer's relationship with Christ would !]Ol immcdia_tcly rcsp\Jnd with a decision . lo establish a 
similar relationship. It was at this point that believers needed a p lace to bring iheir seeking 
friends so that they will continue to be challenged, in a relevan~ creati'{e and contemporary way. 

Step' 3: - Provid ing a S~rvice for Seekers1
• · There were two seek~r se~ccs .each Sunday 

morning at 9:00 and 11:00 a nd two Saturday evening services at 5:00 and 7:00. Each service had 
a capacity of 4,550 people. The structw:e of the seeker service was stro~gly influenced by the 
results of surveys. 

If a service for unchurchcd individuals was lo be successful, it was important that the obstacles 
hindering church atten<lant;e be removed. Those designing the seeker service began hy 
developing a specific'pwfil(? of the target person for the service; projessional men hc~.wceQ the 
ages of 20 and 5_0 (although the· church ·reflected a much h~o·ader ·representation in ·il'
attcndance). The reason for targeting males and designing a service to speak and appeal to men, 
was that males typically wcr~ more difficult to reach with the gospel message and were tougher . 
in their demands upon the cburch.19 Women tended to be more open, forgiving and easier to 
please in church matters20• Therefore if a service for seekers reached men, it should reach 
women as well. The idea was to pick the toughest segment to reach, design the service to reach 
that segment and hope that all other segments would respond as well. 

16. The Frog i.n. du: K<"ffle p. 137; Cicmge Barna; Copyright !WO; Regal Bl>oks, Venture, CA 93003. 
17. !hid, p. 137 . . 
18. l'orlions taken from Church l..caderi;hip Conference Notebook, Service for Seekers: /\n /\nalysii., p. 1.3-9 to l.:l-'13; 
1991 Edition; Copyright 1990; Willow Creek Community Church. 
19. lhid, p. 1.3-IO. 
20. lhid, p. J.3-IO. 
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The seeker service v.:as built on t~e following six principles: 

1. 

2. 

:t 

4. 

5. 

All people (not just believers) matter to God; _therefore they matter lo us. 

Non-believing unchurchcd PC<?Ple need lo he reached. 

Meeting the needs_ of hclieven; and seekers cannot be done in the same 
se rvice since the needs of the believer a!1d seeker differ greatly. -

Respect for the spiritual journey 'of the seeker must he communit:ated, 
allowed for, and legitimized. · · 

Seekers do n,ot want to be embarrassed!, singled out, prci,;surcd or 
identified. 

6. Excellence reflects the glory of God and bas a positive effect on people. 

691-102 

It was hoped that basing the seeker service on these principles would eliminate the major 
ohstaclcs or the unchurchcd. Willow Creek determined that they would respond and cater lo the 
needs and desires of the ·unchurchcd in every way, except where, in their opinion, it conflicted. 
directly with Biblical doctrine. All "man-made" traditions or hiascs were thrown out the window. 
For cxampJc, dancing was· frowned upon i~ !'JlOSl churches in this country. Willow Creek 
incorporated choreographed dance every once in a while in their- services. Nam,)' Beach, 
Programming Director, dcscrihcd the d~ign of the seeker service: 

We basically starl from scralch in' designing each service thinking about the effect 
it will have on tlie unchurched ... We are trying . lo identify with the 
unchurchcd ... and reach them where they are in their life. Basically saying to lhem 
that we understand, we are humans also with many of the same needs. We are 
trying to use music, drama and other fonns of art and communication to illustrate 
the problem the service is trying to ~ddress. A focused package is what we are 
after ... sometbing that flows and makes sense and prepares them for the message 
to comc. .. We a~o want people to feel that if they missed a service, that they 
rcaUy missed something special. We never want them to be ahle to predict what 
is going to happen ." 

The staff •attempted to sec all their activities through the eyes of the seeker. The seeker's 
lirst impressions were considerc.d extremely important. Loo~ing for anything that wovtd discredit 
what they were to experience, unchurchcd Harry/Mary scrutinized all aspects of a church 
including the facility, the grounds and the acluai service. For this reason, the staff members and 
volunteers were dedi~tcd to total service excellence. The dedication permeated all areas of the 
ministry, from grounds maintenance lo the actual service. The staff and volunteers constantly 
visualized the path that a seeker took upon entering and exiting the church to make sure that 
every impression was a positive one. They called this path of first impressions "Main Street". The 
tirst part o{ the seeker's path through "Main Street" was described by Dan Hybels, Director of 
the Grounds Services Ministry: 
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The first impression of the church is given as soon as a seeker e nters the grounds. 
Initially, t he seeker will encounter policemen at the entrance to the grounds who 
arc there to facilitate trnffic contro l. The grounds are immaculate, the lawns are 
mowed, trees and llowers have been planted and the overall appearance is 
p leas ing to the eye. (The church actually looked more like a modern community 
college. The stuff, in foct, called the church grounds "the cc1mpus" .. Sec l!.'xhibit 
11 for a picture of Willow Creek.) Once on lhe grounds, the seeker is assi~tcd 
in parking by a me mbe r of the traffic control team who 'is easily identifiable hy a 
bright orange unifonn. As the seeker approaches the church; he/she is again 
assisted by a mcmhcr o f the traffic control team who mo nitors crnsswalk.s, 
sto pping traffic to allow people access to 1!1? ch_urch buil.9ing. 

Once ins ide the building, the seeker found individuals who were happy to answer any . 
questions he/she may have, hut who were careful not to ovetwhelm. Upon entering the · 
auditorium the seeker was handed a bulletin containing information on church activilies. As the 
seeker sat in a comforlahlc. theate r-like atmospber~. he/she heard background con~emporary 
instrumental mu:sic designed to make them feel comfortable (since silence is unsettling for most 
peo ple). The auditorium was designed to he neutral There were no cmsses or o ther religious 
symbols which may make the seeker feel uncomfortable. The en~ire experience was designed to 
put the seeker at case and allow him/her to he receptive lo the message. 

Larry Dahlenburg, Director of the Building Services Ministry, com men led further ahout "Main 
Street": · 

Eighty pen.:en t of our time in building maintenance is spent making sure tha t 
"Main Street" is in top condition. We intend to send a message to people that 
everytl)ing about Willow Cree~ including the maintenance. o f the gm1:1nds aad 
building, reflects how important the staff feel about the wor k Lhat goe.-. on here. 
We believe that first impressions are lasting impressions. We want to take every 
precaution to make the right lasting impression. We don't even like using any ··· 
"out of order" signs anywhere in the building because we sec that as sending a 
message that Hit has been broken for some time." It is our desire to be very 
responsive to fix things immediately so that the seeker can focus o n more 
important things. 

The seeker services lasted approximately sixty-five minutes with six componcnL~: 

. . . . 
Music The music performed was upbeat and contemporary. Seekers were invited to participate 
in only one chorus during the service. Toe musical selections, were relevant to the message that 
would be given during lhe service. For this reason, series of messages were planned some six 
weeks befo.re they we re presented: Musical selections wer,e performed by members of the vocal 
team, orchestra o r band. 

Drama The maj9 rity of weekend services included a locally written sketch performed by the 
Willow Creek vo lunteer drama team. Drama did not attempt to preach or answer questions, 
rather it was used to provoke quc,.<;tions, provide identification with the issue and prepare the 
thought proce.c:s for the message. These sketches de alt humorously, dramatically, sensitively with 
current issues and concerns and were always relevant to the message thal would be given during 
the seNice. A ~ketch dealing with the problem of time manage ment might show a dual career 
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couple trying lo find time in their schedules lo just "talk." The sketch ended with both of them 
pulling off t~c ir time lo talk to a "later" date . 

.. 
Scripture Readlflg A member of the ministry staff was responsible for the scrip~ure reading 
each week. Generally, a personal story or current event. corre..,;ponding to the scripture was 
related, illustrating that Scripture was releyant in ~q<la/~ culture. The Scripture reading was 
always relevant to che mes.\'afi that will be given du.ring rhe service. 

Announce~ents AnnounccmenlS were given hy a member of the ministry staff· a_nd were 
informative fo r the seeker as well as the regular attender. This portion of the program was not 
designed to give details of an upcoming church picnic o r lo ask for volunteers to teach Sunday 
School; this time was designated to welcome everyone who was in attendance and _inform those 
who would like additional information about the church how to obtain it. Registration about 
upcoming classes that may be of interest to seeker were also relayed. The announcements 
provided a smooth transitio n into the offering portion of the service. 

Offering This portion of the service was presented in a very low-key style. A disclaimer was 
given at the beginning of lhe offering by the staff member who has made the announcements. 
The ~ecker was told ·that he/she was a guest and that as a biucst be/she was no t expected to 
partidpatc. This was designed to put the seeker at ease> and to reinforce the fact that hc{she was 
welcome al Willow Creek for himsclf/herscJf and not for their financial contribution. 

.. . 

Message The message was the finaJ component in the service . . u~ing coni~mpora'ry e_xamp)es 
lo illustrate Biblical principles, the message dealt with current issues and problems and 
emphasi~ the.relevancy of Christianity in_ the lives of seekers and _believers today. 

· · An underlying belief th_at permeated cyery aspect of the service was that sce~ers desired 
anonymity. Anonymity provided the seeker the chance to sort things out ,vithout being pressured 
to sing anything, sign anything, give anything or say anything. It was the belief of the leadership 
of Willow Cr~k that the seeker needed to have the opportunity to seek "from the shadows" and 
not be emharrassed or singled out. The only connection between the seeker and the church was 
a believer who invited them to come. Believers were encouraged to be sensitive to the seeker's 
need for anonymity and to make themselves available as resources for hcJping the seeker along 
the proce.,;s: Total participation for the seeker was limited to the singing of one short chorus and 
greeting those sitting around him/her. Every other aspect of the service allowed ror anonymity 
and reflection without ohligation. · 

Internally Focused Strategy 

Step 4 - Atte nding the New Community Service .. Recognizing that helievers needed more 
"meaty" teaching and worship of God beyond that ·given in the seeker service, Willow Creek 
provided N~w Community service. Two New Community services were held each week on 
Wednesday and Thursday nights at 7:30. Some ~.000 believers attended these services each week. 
The vast majority of those al tending these services were active financia! supporters of the church: 
Jim· Dclhmcr, a Teaching Pa,;tor a l Willow Creek, commented: 

It seems ironic tha t the group that is carrying the church financially have their 
w<>rship service during a more inconvenient time in the middle of the week. 
Logic would say lh.tt you should cater first to those who provide the limmccs to 
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keep the opcralion going. lnsl~ad, Willow Creek caters l(? thc,sc who ·are ~skcd 
no t lo participate in the offering each weekend at the seeke r service. These 
hclicvcrs realize that they have the right to demand that they get the most 
convenient time Lo go to church (i.e. weekends, spcci<1lly Sunday morning), but 
he.cause they arc so sacrifidally committ,cd to reaching unchun:hcd Harry/Mary, 
they wiJlingly forgo their right lo the me>sl convenient time period sc, it would he 
even easier for the unchurched to attend. Most churches· meet" tflc needs. of the 
believers on the weekends leaving little if any time during the week to reach the 
unchurchcd. · 

The New Community service was specifically designed with the maturing believer in mind. 
Much more parlidpation_ was asked of those attending . . The service was intended lo he a true . 
worship experience with deeper and more challenging preaching. The commitment to var iety, 
relevance ~nd excellence was still as much a part of New O>mmunity as they were about. the 
Seeker service. The New Community services also gave a platform to encourage believers to take 
the next few steps· in the 7-stcp strategy. · 

Step 5 - Participating in a Small Group B~lic.'VcTS who attended the New O ,mmunity i-crvices 
were encouraged to pa.rticipale in a small group ministry. Each small gmup consisted of four 
couples, each in a similar stage in life. One or the four couples was trained hy the Small Group 
Ministry team lo handle group leadership rcsponsihiliucs. Single adul~,; anti high schol>I student,; 
were encouraged lo join small groups through the Single Adult .tad High School Ministric.,;. 
These groups provided accounlahilily, instruction, encouragement:, .tnd support for each of it,; 
members. Bill Hybels comment~ on the small group ministry: 

It is the dream ~f this church that every single believer be involved in a sma!I 
group. Our church services are obviously way too large _for people lo have a 
sense of encouragement, accountability [i~ their lifestyle] and close fcllowship ... so 
we really believe that the SQlall group setting is the only place where: that sort of . 
thing is going to happen. Traditionally, believers have been taught that they can 
mature [in their spiritual life] if they only pray and read the Bible .. Thal is only 
two legs of a three fogged stool. The other leg is fellowship (Chrisiian 
fricndships) .. JL is only a maller <>f time before believers arc going lo f1-1cc n 
calamity or a major life dcdsion ... and arc going to need someone who knows lhcm 
well enough to be able to give them guidance and ho ld them accountable lo lhcir 
Christian beliefs. 

Step 6 - Involved In Service This was und_oubtedly one of WiJlow. Creek's major slrcnglhs. · 
- Willow Creek bas mobilized a 4,000 person volunteer work force. The slrategy fc>I' identifying· 

and empowering this work force was centered around helping people lo discover their "gifts" and' 
provide them with an opportunity to display them. · 

. . 
The vehicle to help people discover their proper pl.ace of ministry was the Netwo rking 

Ministry. Between 140 and 200 people went through the Networking Ministry each month. In 
this ministry, people attended four two hour self-assessment and discovery sessions which co~ered 
the following topics: 

12 

Spiritual Gifts: Willow Creek believed thal the Bible ta.ught that every Christian has hccn 
granted certain spiritual gifts by God and that they should he using them in service ,L,; an 
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expression of ohcdicncc and worship lo God. Examples of some gifts were leadership, 
teat:hing, preaching., helping, administration, e ncouragement, counseling, hospitality, 
craftsmanship, wisdom. mcn.y, etc. 

Ministry Passions: Identifying a person's passion for ministry was also key in 
correctly positioning that person in the right area of service. This step helped a 
believer to pinpoint their passion for ministry by ic..lentifying issues thHt caused a 
strong emotional stirring, groups of people they felt most attracted to and areas 
of need which were of importance to the person. For example, if someone had 
a gift of teaching, they needed to match that gift with a certain group of people. 
If they had a passion for high schoolers, it would be more appropriate for them 
to teach this group than toddlers. 

Personal Temperaments: Temperaments reflected a person's personality and 
character trnits. A person's temperament wa-: identified by having the person take 
a personal survey. It was important to identiiy the person's has:ic temperament 
type lo make sure lhe person was serving in an area that was consistent with their 
make-up. For example, if a person was gifted in teaching, hHd a passion for high 
schoolers, but was an introvert. this person would prefer to teach a small group 
of high school students; not an entire group of 500. 

The person combined lhis data with their· own knowledge of their talents, spiritual 
maturity level and time schedule to jdentify potential ar~ of ministry t.1:iat fit with their ·self
evaJuation. The person was then asked to make an appointment with ~a Networking Ministry 
consultant who assisted in exploring specific positions within the ministries that· they have 
identified an intcres't in. This phase was crucial if the beli~ver was going to be serving where they 
would be fruitful and fulfilled. . After the meeting, the . consultant notified the leader of a 
particular area or ministry that a volunteer was going to contact them. However, it was the 
rcsponsibilily <>f lhc volunteer to c.xmtact the ministry leader directly and hcgin to serve in a . 
meaningful way. The believer w ac; now ready to make his/her unique con~hution in service. 

Step 7 - Responsible Money Management Believers were educated in 'the area of sound 
financial management and were taught to recognize their individual rcsponsibiliti~ to manage 
their money properly. Believers were encouraged lo reject excessive indebtedness, live within 
their means, be gracious with their possessions, share with those who are need, and give 
generously to the Lord's work. Willow Creek had a ministry called "Good Sense" to assist 
believers in developing money management skills. · 

Some people have gone through al) seven steps of the Willow Creek strategy in as Httle 
as three to four years. For most lhe process of reaching spiritual maturity took a much longer 
lime. 

Organization 

In 1991, the Willow Creek organization consisted of 147 full-time and 110 pHrt-time staff 
members and 4,500 volunteers who served in over 90 minislrics. Sec Exhibit 12 for a list of the 
ministric..'-. The whole organi:attion was under the directorship of lhc Board of Elders. The 
Board of Elder.; consists of seven lay people Hnc.J the Senior Pastor, each with one vote. Sec 
Exhibit 13 for Willow Creek's organization chart. The Elders had the rc..-.ponsibilitics of providing 
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a Godly role model; insuring that the church received qualily preaching and teaching; refuting 
those who worked at counte r purposes to the church; and praying for the people o f the church; 
providing oversight and direction to the Senior Pastor, the Board of Directors, the staff and the 
mcmhers of the church. The Elders issued policy decisions: and provided long-range planning 
after receiving recommendations from· the Managemenl Team, a group of senior ~taff managers 
who reported lo the Senior Pastor and met weekly. Each year, the Elders evaluated each other's 
performan<;e and ~ither reaffirmed their positions as Elders for the following year or were asked 
to step down. Each year the Elders also determined the appropriate numhcr of ciders and' 
evaluated · polcntinl candidates fmrn lhe church membership. Approved candidates were 
appointed ac; Elders by a majority vole of the formal members of the church. 

The Board o f Directors was compriscdl of seventeen individuals (each with one vote) with 
the responsibility c>f overseeing legal and financial matters and providing for the care_ and 
maintenance of all properties of the church. If more board membc_rs were needed, the Elders 
selected new board members from a list or recommended candidates produced hy the Board. 
Approved candidates were appointed as a hoard me mber by a majority vote or the formal 
members o f the church. 

Over 95% of the paid staff were people that.developed within Willow Creek. Many times 
vo lunteers found that they were enjoying what they did so much tha t they. quit their jobs and 
came on staff full•time. See Exhibit 14 for an example· of a pe rson that went through the 7•step 
strategy and ended up leaving his job with the Chicago T ribun~ to join the staff a l Willow Creek . 

Tbc Willow Creek organization bas built upon a somewhat controversial philosophy that 
new service products should ni>t be started based on need but rather on lettd.ership. Mo!.t churches 
start out with a list of nceds'and then struggle to find people l<> fill the them. Church staff.,; arc 
so intent on filling the slots that more ofte n than not the only criteria for working in a particular 
area is being a wiJling, warm body. The volunteer may not have any tlf the right gifts, talcnLc; or 
passion for ministry· tha t 11re needed, Ol-'VCrthclcss they arc happily acccplcd lo serve and a rc told, 
"Well, just do your best: · 

Willow Creek decided [rom Lhe ve ry beginning that they would not add any ministry or 
activity until the right leader became available. They believed that an excellent servi~producl 
couldn't happen without ex~ llcol leaders~ip . . They were committed no't to "provi~ing service" 
but "providing excellent service"! Many times this meant that a valid community need would go 
unmet for years. For example, Willow Creek did not have a· junior high school ministry for r_nany 
years and received much criticism from some church attenders for it. Don Cousins, tbc Associate · 
Pastor. related lhe following: 
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Some famili~ with junior high children.left the church as a result. Despite the 
criticism, we did not begin that ministry until the right leader became available. 
IL is so much easier lo huild a quality program from scratch then il is to correct 
an established poorly run ministry. Today we have a flourishing ministry for 
junior high school kids called "Sonlight Express" because we waited for the right 
leader in Scott Pederson to start it. Due to our patience in waiting for the right 
leader, we have been able to systematically build one excellent minjstry upon 
another. · · 
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Willc~w Creek was oom,tantly l0oking lo add_ new ministries as leadership bcc~e av<!ii~ble. 
A recent example was; the Cars Ministry begun in 1988.· Talented mcihanks donated their lime· 
in. repairing cars given to the church and gave them away to pcc,plc nce<ling transporialion. A,;;, 
of 1991, 150 cars have hce111 donated and of those, 80 have heen repaired and given lo needy 
people. · 

Both paid staff personnel and the v9lunteer work force were placed in min.istrics using 
similar selection criteria. The only difference was that the interview process for hecoming a full
time staff person was much more intense. Higher standards were used in hiring full-time staff. 
A volunteer transitioning into a f ull-tim~ position was forced lo go through this more rigorous 
interview process. Thq leadership of Willow Creek looked ~or people that had strength o f . 
character and were spiritually- authentic. In addition, they looked for -people that had the right 
gifts, a passion for ministry, personality, and talents as weEI as the rigtit relational fit with the rest 
of the staff. Mosl of Lhc volunteer work force were processed into ministry through the 
Networking Ministry. Many of the paid staff were taken from lhe volunteer work force. Willow 
Creek liked Lo souri.:c their full-time paid staff from within their volunteer work force because 
answers lo many of the sdeclion criteria were known in advance. Don Cousins mentioned that, 
"Il is extremely difficult lo judge a person's character or spiritual authenticity in an inte rview. 
You have to see them at work for some time." 

Church management strived to· provide those:; under their · leadership . with clearly 
established expectations, personalized leadership, arid honest, accurate and constant feedback. 
Detailed job descriptions and ministry goals were developed to fit _each person in the ministry . 
The goal was to match what the person thought his/her responsi~ilitics were . with those of 
management Leaders were also trai!'.)ed to recogni~ the dcvclopm~nta~ I~cls of those they led. 
The leadership a t Willow Creek used four levels of worker development: · 

1. Heavy direction required 
2. Coa~hing · 
3. ·support 
4. Dclcgalion 

. Managers and workers Lc,getbcr established the lc: .. -vel the work~r w~ at. This way, both 
parties have a clearer picture or what to expect from each other. Two main criteria werc·used for ✓ 
cvalu~ting perform~nce: · · 

"Is the person's minisLry fruitful?" 
"ls the person fulfzlled?" 

Constant · feedback was provided so that problems were identified and rectified 
immediately. Feedback was u~ually provided ~very other week after the worker submitted a 
progress review report lo management. See Exhibit 15 for an example of a weekly report. See 
Exhibit 16 for an example of a bi-monthly report. Both formalized constant communication 
helwccn workers and management. Yearly performance reviews were usually just a repeat of 
whal the worker and manager discussed lhroughout lhc year. . 

Bill Hybcls expected nothing of others that he didn't expect from himself. Every week, 
Bill Hyhcls' sermons were evaluated and he received feedback from tbe_ Elders of the church 
within an hour of each service. The Elders evaluated each message with one Elder consolidating 
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all the commcnls on one 1,hcc.t and passing il on Co BilJ Hyhcls.. Jn addition. each ::.crvic.:c was 
vidco-lapcd and evaluate<.! wc_ckly hy stalf. The ohjc<.:livc or this cxcn.:isc was simple; lo look l<>r 
how they wuld do things heller. 

Future Challenges ConfrC?nting Willow Creek 

Despite lhe fact that Willow Creek advertised very little, they attracted huge amounts of 
attention. In addition, they have hccome known as a safe place for anyone to atieod. This is 
exactly what Willow Creek wanted lo commu~icate to the public at large. However, a growing 
problem has emerged. Seekers have come to the seeker servic;:e without the esta~lishment of a 
rch1tionship with a hcliever. They arc· stepping into step 3 of a 7-sicp sira~egy without having 
passed through sleps 1 or 2 The cstahlishment of a rclaticmship w~ hclieved lo he ahsolutcly 
critical to the :;uccc.-.sfal implcmentc1tion of the. 7-~tcp stra tegy. Since invitations for seekers lo · 
hecomc Christians were rarely given at the seeker services,· conversion wuld not take place 
without the verh,11 wilnc.<.s provided by a believer friend. Without conversion, the seeker would 
never have the incentive to progress any further along in lhe 7-slcps. · 

Church leadership was struggling with the , question of how. tc> get a relationship 
established between a seeker 'and a believer at the seeker service without breaking the promise 
of anonymity. The church leaders were considering the possibility ,of forming new small groi.tps 
that would be IJ}ade to establisli a connection with seekers that came to lhe church -.:vithout an 
established relationship 'Yith a believer. They would oe drastically different than the helic.-vcr 
small groups which were intended to establish deep seated relationships between believers. Joe . 
seeker small groups would hav~, as their-purpose, ~9le establishment of relationships betwe~n 
believers ~nd·seekeh. The seeker small groups would be more social gatherings than anything 
else. · TJ:le church hoped to integrate the seekers into these small groups hy announcing al the 
sc;eker service that various small groups were gojng tc> h<? started in certain ncighoorhoodo;. If any. 
seeker wanted ~o make some ft:icndships with some people from Willow Creek that lived in their 
area, they would be asked to fill out a :-mall form on the bulletin and hand it in the· oITcring plate. 
The information will he passed on to lhe appropriate small group leader who cciuld then contact 
the seeker and invite him/her to the next social gathering. Another method Willow Creek was 
using to establish relationships wi~ seekers was through the In Touch Ministry. A small Lca·r-ofT 
section on the bulletin was provided for seekers to fill out if they wanted to meet with someone 
for any reason .. A risk was _that Willow Creek had already identified that the "seeker doesn't want' 
to sign anything or say anything ... " They were struggling to balance desire to make contact with 
seekers with their philosophy of allowing seekers to be anonymous. 

Leadership of Willow Creek in the 21 Century 

Since 1989, Willow Creek has seen a change in its leadership structure. The change was 
rooted in Bill Hyhel's desire for Willow Creek lo become a better service organi:tation. He found 
ht! was unable to provide hoth preaching and leadership at the level of qm1lily c.lcma·nc.led by 
church allcndcrs and staff. The rc.,;ull has hccn a movement toward the separation of preaching 
and leading functions for the senior pastor • 

Many churches were in the midst of a transition from a "mom and pop" type church to 
a larger "shopping center• make. These churches ha~ multiple ministries and much larger staffs. 
If the trend towards larger churches continued, the demands on the church leadership would ::.hift 
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as it did. nl Willow Creel<. When the average church grows to. more thnn 1,000 people, the 
leade rship demands required lo successfully ijlanage a larg~r mor~ complex organization wi!I 
_outgrow the capacity of most of the preachers. Most minister's entered the ministry lo preach and 
tench, not · necessarily lo lead. It has been very rare for a gifted preacher to also have the 
required leadership skills fr> pr<)pe rly manage a much larger organiz.ation. The demands of 
providing numerous high qu..ilily sermons during the week tended to undermine the ability of that 
preai;hcr to lead from a sheer time_ stand poinl. Bill Hyhcls commented: 

For a while· there, I was doing JO to 50 hours a wee k just in sermon research and 
preparatio!'l, p_reaching and recuperation from preaching. I was virtually providing 
no leadership for a 250 member staff and 14,000 attendee church. Leadership just 
wasn't happcning ... Lcadership is required to build the infrastructure that will 
involve all those people in meaningful assimilated ongoing ministry ... As the church 
grows, the need for leadership grows much faster ... What's interesting is that as the 
church grows, the need for quality preaching grows much faster ... so as the church 
becomes larger the chances of finding one person to carry the preaching and 
leading load hewmc very slim .. .ll becomes a practical impossihilily and an 
emotionally dangerous joh fo r one pcn;on to try to do both functions as the 
church grows. 

For this reason, Bill Hyhels believed that the leadership functio n should he separated from 
the preaching function. He hclicvcd thal the larger churches of the future would he led by
people who were gifted with leadership skills . . They may or may r.ot provide any preaching at all. 
They would provide ·much o f what the Chief Executive Officers provides a for-profit company. 
These Iead~rs wou(d cast ·a yision for the church,.attract high quality people, align them with their 
unique giftedness, and have them all pulling together in the same direction. The church would 
continue to have multiple preacher/teacher types who would exercise their preaching gift,;, hut 
they ·would follow the direction of church "leaders_" · 

Willow. Creek was evolving to thi~ so rt of church leadership model in 1991- Bill Hyhels 
p<!rceived that he was gifted m·ainly in the area of leadership. In 1989 he· felt he was reaching 
burn-out as the preaching demands increased with the size of the church. Bill was ahle to identify 
he was re·aching hum-out stage by noticing that his internal motiva!ion ceased to he love for God, 
~nd he was not able to live up lo his standards of service quality. Bill commented that, "The way · 
~ was doing the work of God was killing the work of God in me_" Together ,..,jth the help of the 
Elders, the leadership of lhe church mobilized lo find a solution to correct the situation. Willow 
Creek added another preacher, Jim Delhmcr, to help carry the preaching load., In this way, both 
the preaching and leading functions were positioned to achieve the levels of service effectiveness 
that would continue to be demanded as the church continued to grow. Th,is would also give Bill 
Hybcls the freedom to lead. As Bill Hybels also has speaking gifts, he would continue lo preach 
hul to a lesser degree. · 

' . 
It was no surprise that Willow Creek was willing to adjust its structure to achieve an even 

higher level of service quality. ll was also not surprising that Willow Creek gave Bill Hybels the 
opportunity to adjust his role to helter serve his needs and the needs of their customers. Thfa 
was what Willow Creek was all nhouL · 

~They help people fuul out what God made them to he and then empower them to 
provide th(lt as a sen1ice to other people." 
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Exhibit 2 

wmow Crook Communlly Chutch, Inc. 
and Pa,adlso Ctulsllan Youlh Camp 

Comblnod :Slalomonl ol Rovonuo, Exponsas, 
Capilal Addilions and Changos In Fund Oalancos 

(Ynar En(llng Oocembor 31) . 
REVENUE 1889 1980 11187 1118G 1985 11104 1983 1982 11181 1980 1979 

Conulbullons and Ocquosls $11,190,280 SB,161,791 $7,842,859 55,608,511 S◄,187,850 S3,080,302 S2,.9l7,G10 $2,081,194 Sl,67G,980 $1,328,921 Sl,261,9GS 
Foes lor Sorvlco ind Spoclal Evonll 224,980 Ui9,35I 165,304 101,478 94,239 115,046 • 79,400 135,808 103,711 ◄8,6◄7 ◄3.524 
Audio Tape I nd Book Salos 1,029,042 822,205 613,96( ◄01,718 317;077 2◄8,.C◄3 190,◄ 10 167,783 101,712 19,703 21. 189 
1n101es1 lncomo 416,240 16G,360 123,896 63,918 77,866 52.77◄ 78,117 • 39,135 20,337' 5,659 49,3◄9 
Endowmenl lncomo 8,217 ' 8,227 13,907 8,310 7,660 

TOlel Aevonua $l2,U7◄,825 $9,327,934 $8,749,930 SG,1◄ 1,935 $4,68◄,692 S3,◄90,5GS s~.213.r,31 $2,•123,920 $1,902,7◄0 $1,◄02,930 $1,376,027 

EXPENSES 
Sala,les 3,990,794 3,057,121 2,132,777 1,337,895 093,587 740,763 562,976 ◄60,58 1 3◄4,53~ 278,672 232,.325 
Payroll Tues and Employoa DanofilS 89◄,589 5◄3,728 285,173 167,832 , 85,855 35,◄◄~ 
Mllellals and Suppllos I 111,539 118,809 59,◄09 48,00S 75,799 63,l2S 42,91◄ 29,378 30,339 28,705 32,979 
Transponallon 75,975 00,751 GG,903 52,107 53,522 ◄1,313 38,801 ◄1,666 29,826 22,904 23,721 
Equipment 171,545 9◄,541 62,340 ' 37,316 4◄,~24 39,0◄3 11,180 10,388 12,070 35,207 39,323 
FaclUll11 Malnlon&nca 86,508 75,118 94,983 , 51,897 37,025 17,0G8 14,108 8,383 7,62◄ 24 
Stall DeYolopnenl EJponsos 64,118 25,2GB -~ .110 46,449 28,140 12,870 17,8◄ 1 1◄,264 12,282 12,945 7,377 
Admlnls11allvo Exponsos 220,301 182,141 l9Q,2l2 171,171 116,899 78,GSO 38,475 38,922 32,◄64 2◄,9$2 21,293 
Telephone and UIIUtles 285,878 240,701 100,997, 169,882 115,.870 119,125 86,659 60,945 56,043 9,951 11,509 
lnw,anct 111,15◄ 102,915 90,311 56,870 36,883 2◄,◄56 1 8,◄38 19,802 22,534 14,955 9,955 
lnltrHI 184,620 178,570 198,444 269,156 307,841 339,529 303,387 '103,◄SZ 360,529 17,619 21,869 
."'rolesslonal Fa11 6◄,308 56,016 62,267 42,835 14,839 18,664 8,887 26.231 10,539 1,600 5,726 
!,pedal Eve111s and Mlnlslfy Expenses 336,125 403,851 433,474 207,2◄◄ 159,767 180,283 138,359 119,050 73,822 29,778 23,53◄ 
Oenovolenl GUii 130,917 90,541 70,587 139,909 136,940 35,905 970 20,520 7,270 , 2,969 2,135 
T,afllc Conual 71,032 5<4,699 ◄2,660 31,756 13,489 9,360 • 7,GOG G,172 4,043 
Audio Tape and Oook Purcnuea ◄91,007 ◄71 ,177 315,627 278.881 148,320 160,726 119,27◄ 104,789 68,543 12,176 14,866 
Oep,eclallon 635,860 587,988 531,610 399,173 2n,99◄ 290,753 226,287 185,573 129,733 24,37<1 18,561 
ci.woom LeaslnQ 27,383 63,409 
Loss on Olspoaal ol P1operty 14,093 
OlhGI Opora1lng Cos ls 108,227 84,690 79,152 64,265 61,419 108,006 39,540 23,103 16,566 9,181 82,664 

Tolal Expenses sa,032,ss1 $6,◄20, 104 SS,02.S,505 S3,5G9,723 S2,608,513 $2,315,880 $1,755,796 Sl,573,279 Sl ,218,772 $532,988 $561,954 

Revenue In Excess of Expenses $4,842,268 $2,907,830 $3,724,425 '2,572,212 $2,076,179 $1 ,180,685 $1,517,741 $850,6◄1 $683,960 $869,9CZ $814.073 

Fund Balancu, Beglnlng ol Year $18,~56,◄57 S l5,4-C8,G27 $11,724,202 $9,151,990 $7,075,811 $5,795,126 $4,277,385 S3,-C26,7◄4 S2,7"2,776 $1,872,834 Sl,058,761 
Fund Batancas, End ol Year $23,108,726 S16,35G,◄57 $16,448,627 $11,724,202 $9,151,990 $6,975,81 I SS,795,120 $4,277,385 S3,◄2G,7◄4 $2,742,776 SI ,872,83◄ 

S<Mce: Willow c,eak F1nanclal S1a1emen1S ( 1979-1989) 
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Exhibit 3 

WIiiow Crook Communlly Church, Inc. 
and Paradiso Chllsllan Youl11 Camp 

Combined Balance Sheata 
(Oocembor 31) 

ASSETS 1989 1988 1987 1986 1905 1984 1983 1982 1981 1980 1979 

Cash and Equlvalont 
Shorl-lerm lnveslmonls (al cosl 

$2,953,595 Sl,792,062' $\,676,•1£,3 $_1,450,7\lT $1,085,04', $278,138 $86,992 $353,322 $467,017 $388,192 $262,478 

which app,oxlmatos m11kel) 4,448,000 2,230,000 2,038,598 377,360 4◄8,360 526,317 28~.867 179,297 1,553 1,553 1,5S3 Roal Estate Held lot Salo 100,000 160,000 
Escrow Account 200,000 200,000 · 200,447 200,745 20S,078 90,333 Prepaid Expenses 9S0 4733 ◄824 3157 lnventorlos 199,914 1◄8,053 107,52 1 71,913 68,605 32,028 . es,119 48,◄0S 31,32◄ 
Property and Equipment (at cost, Ion 

accumulalod doproclallon) l7,2◄3,324 16,252,557 13,824,837 11,1184,790 10,178,271 8,720,7211 8 ,442,391 7,041,035 6,503,059 5,735,806 2,609,533 
100,000 
28,200 22,483 22,483 21,400 21,400 21,◄00 

Olher Assets 1,220,693 307,673 262, 156 10~.sso 88,605 19,794 10,913 5,900 6,245 15,251 4,416 

Total Assesta $26,065,526 $20,730,245 $17,909,565 $14,045,410 · $12,0◄4,085 $9,900,◄48 $9,105,110 $7,856,470 $7,125,664 $6,167,026 $2,902,537 

LIABILITIES ANO FUND BALANCE 

Accounts Payable and Awuod Exponsos $446,614 $432,521 $362,140 $210,472 $162,994 $70,541 $65,608 $61,40S $77,204 $12,766 $30,678 
Accounts Payablo-con1racto,s 173,868 97,354 48,656 37,10 304,07◄ 200,820 203,262 279,311 395,268 290,635 
lnstallmoni Noto Payable 1,486 
Employee Rell1emon1 Account 8,587 12,451 23,◄S1 15,3S7 
PayioU Tuoa Withhold 

1,3001 4,119 2,207 
Member's 0oposlls 70,960 45,694 2U61 22,671 7,988 4,615 3,◄45 
Long-101m Debt 2,175,355 1,798,219 1,921 ,861 2,050,721 2,423,047 2,752,108 3,038,941 3,305,831 3,320,904 2,992,765 690,826 

Fund Oalancos 23,198,725 18,358,457 15,448,627 11,724,202 11,151,990 7,075,811 5,795,126 4,277,385 3,426,744 2,742,776 1,872,834 

Tow UablllUH and Fund Balanc:4S $26,065,526 $20,730,245 $17,809,565 $14,045,410 $12,044,205 $9,906,448 s~.1os,110 · $7,856,470 $7,125,664 $6,167,026 $2,902,537 

Sourco: WMIOw Crook Financial Statomon11 (1979-1909) 



• WJlow Creek Cotnmuni1y Church 

Exhibit 4 

USA remains solidly religious 
Overall 

No religion 
. 7.5% 

691-102 

Jewish are most urban, 
Baptists 1he least 

W.4 
84.5% 

83.3-.4 
71'.~ 

72.9% 
71~.4 

69.0% 

21 
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691-102 Willow Cleek Community Chutc:h 

Exhibit 5 

Selected Data on Major Ch~irch Denominations 

Total 
Denomination Membership 

in 1990 {a) 

Episcopal Church 2,047,000 
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) 2,798,000 
United Methodist Church 8,973,000 
United Church of Christ 1,689,000 
Evangelica! Lutheran Church in America 5,269,000 
Lutheran Church - Missouri Synod 2,608,000 
Roman Catholic Church 54,972,000 
Southern Baptist Convention '15,202,000 
Assemblies of God 2,478,000 

Willow Creek Community Church (d) 12,716 

United States Population 

(a) Projected by the Barna Research Group. 
The Frog in the Kettle by George Barna 
Copyright 1990 
Regal Books, Ventura, CA 93003 
Used by Permission. 

(b) Churches in America as of February 1990. 
American Church Lists, Arlington TX 

(c) Number of Churches in 1988 

Number of Average numbe.r of 
Churches Members per Church 
in 1990 (b) in 1990 

8,13~ 252 
12,321 227 
41,279 217 

7,027 240 
10,269 513 

4,884 534 
(c) 23,552 2,334 

34,717 438· 
11,746 211 

1 12,716 

Annual 
G_rowth Rates 

1980-1990 

-3.0% 
-1 .81¼ 
-0.6o/c. 
-0.3% 
-0.2% 
-0.1% 

0.9~ 
1.1~ 
8.81M 

20.0% 
•' 

. 

(e) 1.0% 

(d) · Attendance figures are used for Willow Creek to o~tain a valid compa.rison 
with other churches. Most church's membership level is well above actual weekly attendance. 

(e) 

22 

The opposite is true for Willow Creek. 

1980 actual population and 1990 projected population. 
Statistical Abstract of the United States 1990; 110th Edition; 
U.S. Department of Commerce; Bureau of Census. 
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Willow Creek Communi1y Church 

Exhibit 6 

Importance of Religion · 
In People's Lives 

(Percent saying •vrry important") 

S6% S696 

. : ::':~· 

·.: ..... 

•, .. ·. ' -~ 
·;.~-~·:; 

...,.· · .:-
= ••• -: ;: 

•. : ..... . • . 

1986 1987 1988 

Exhibit 8 

Changes in Confidence 
in Selected Institutions 

1979-1987 

SJ%' 

.. .. ... 
~ :· ~-.. <·:: 
. -: . 

1989 

~~~~ 
U.S. Svprrmr The mitirory Pubf,c Churr:hlorgoniztd 

Coull scnoo/s rdig,on 

fJ ~ ~ ~ 
Banks Ttf.tVision Or9oniztd labor N~pol'ffl ,_.,., ....._ ~ --c ...... ,"""" ,....., .., '· ,_ t. s.... '"' 

691-102 

Exhibit 

Proportion of People Who 
Call Themselves "Religious" 

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 

7 

Exhibit 9 

. . 

Is the Ch.urch Today Relevant? 
(Un'!Jwrhed people ~pond) 

lfa·4'YES 38% 

23 
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Exhibit 10 i Dcllc•;ng Dol>llkn, 

Dclieving Dob/Delly establish a 
•retallonsblp of ltllegrlty" with 
unchurd1ed l-larry/~ary. 

Dellevlng Dob/Deuy 
share a •verbal witness• 
of his/her faith with 
unchurchcd Harry/Mary. 

Bob/Delly Invite 
Harry/Mary to the 
•settker Service• 
designed to expose 
the ChristJan faith In a 
nonthruccnJng 
maMcr. 

t.t 1 

• Surt ol now cydc can ac\lnlly begin right an.u convenlon. • 

• 
Wlllow Creek Comm unity Church 

7 · Step Strategy tor ncachlng 
"lluchu1·chcd Harry/Mary" 

.. Uochu<d"J c-
" tl>uy/M"Y ~ 

• 
891-102 -24--

t • 1\clieving I larry/Ma~ c.\l~l,lish a 
. •retntlonslllp of l11tc1:r1ty• with 

unchurchec.l Larry/Sheri ... 

**7 Resource 
Ma nagem ent 

'l11e church teaches 
Harry/Mary 10 properly 
manage their rc.,ourccs 
in a Oiblical ma1111cr. 
I larry/Mary learn 10 

share wilh 1.hme in need 
and give generously to . 
IJ1e I.ore.l's work. 

;J/QL[Y 
SPI!l(f'I 

6 ·me church 
encourages believing 
Harry/Mary to· 
dlsco','.er their gifLS 
through the 4 week 
•Networking" 
program and gel 
Involved in service 
that utllizcs their gifts. 

lhc church encourages the 
now m:uuring Harry/Mary to 
join a •snur/1 group • for . 
fellowship, acc:ountauili1y, 
dlsclplcshlp, encouragement, 
and support. 

• Over 95,. ol .iarr wera rrom people rea.chlng lhb atep w khln the churd1. 
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Willow C,uk Community Church 691-102 

Exhibit 11 

Willow Creek Community Church 

Source: Willow Creek Comrnunify Church 

25 



691-102 Willow Cr••k Community Church 

- Exhibit 12 The Ministries of Willow Creek Community Church 
' . , • Adopt-A-Bed Indoor Plant Ministry 

After-Hours Crisis Team Information Center 
Artists Insight 
Attendance Counters International Ministries 
Benevolence Board In Touch 
Board of Directors Journey 
BUDDY Landscape Design Team 
Building Project Construction Lifebuilders · 
Building Services Magazine 
Business Office Membership 
Camp Paradise Network 
Campus Development Odyssey 
Cancer Conquerors Offering Counters 
Care For Children Orchestra 
Cars Pastoral Care 
Card and Letter Writers Pathfinders 
CHILD Photography Team 
Church Relations Plant Growers 
Collectors Prayer Team 
Communion Preparers PrimeTime 
Communion Servers · Production • Computer Services Promiseland 

C Counselling Rainbows 
Dance Team Rebu.ilders 
Defenders Reception 
Discovery Seeds Resource Center 
Elders Seed Tapes 
Evangelism SHARE 
Exodus Small Groups 
Focus Son City 
Food Pantry Sonlight Express 
Funerals/Memorials SpeciaJJ Events 
General Office Assistants Special Ministries 
Good Sense· Special Promiseland 
Graphics Suitcase 
GRASP Tentmakers 
Greeters Traffic 
Grounds Transportation 
HEAL Ushers 
Hearing Impaired Video Team 
Heartbeat Vocal Team 
Hearthstone Voyagers 
Heritage Wedding Ministry 
Heritage Singers Willow Creek Sports 

• Hospitality Teams Women's Ministries 
Young Moms 

Source: Willow Creek Community Church 

26 
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Exhibit 14 

'Unchurched Harry' goes from athiest to Christian 

Mttl "Un<hurfbcd llmy," lhc 
ptnon Willow C"tk Community 
Olur<h In Solllh Oartlnclon Is d•· 
1l1ntd lo rt•ch. 

F'or a ptrlod In his Ill•, L.c,t Slr1>
btl, JI, ol Arlington llcl1hl1, wovld 
han nolhlnc lo do with any church, · 
7rl loday ht lo lht dlrttlOf' ol nr, 
•let mlnblrlu lor WIiiow Crttk, Al• 
1110.ch hi• lull-llmt sl•II commit• 
fflftll makes him lar mou lnvolvt<I 
wllh lilt chrth lhan most, his COIi• 

nnlon lo Chrlsllanll1 ofltn • ,lvld 
rumple ol how •fl•cll•• lht •••k• 
tnd 1<nlct1 can be In ruchlnc lht 
onchurchcd. 

Until ltlO, Slrobtl not . only wu 
un(hurchcd, he wu lndlflrrtnl lo re• 
llc lon of any • tnd. 

· 1 WU •n •lhlrsl." ht said. " I JuSI 
lhollchl lhc ldu of Cod WU rldicu, 
Jou.,. I'm• nry sktpllcal rcnon. My 
hckcround 11 In Journalism and law, 
so yov'u cot lo prov, II lo mt, and 
lht ldu ol God jvsl 1ovndcd ,t,. 
1wrd." 

In Ifft, ho•evtr, his wHr, l.tl llt, 
1tarltd 1lltndln1 WIiiow Crttk. Al 
the llmt, Slrobtl was lbt lrcal al, 

hlr1 t<lllor ol Th• Chicago Tribune, 
and his enter was soarlnc. lie was 
dotnc work ho lo"d, ht wu Wtll• 
paid and he lell no need al all lor 
rellcton. 

nu1, In rrlrosjl«t, ht Stcl lhal ht 
wu sllcnlty looking for tnort mun, 
Inc In Ille. 

"There IJ In evtrybody • God, 
oh•p,d void, and only God ••• 1111 
ll," Slrobd Hid. "Some pc:ople lry lo 
1111 ll with olhrr lhtn«s - druc.s, ,.,, 
work, whalc•tr - blil nolMng tlu 
will fll lnlo lhal Splitt." 

So Slrobtl wasn't tnllrely cmed 
lo spiritual ldus. S1111, wh•n his wlli · 
11ked •1m lo come lo WIiiow Cree• 
wllh her, ht rdus,,d, 

'"'l'llrn I slarltd s .. lnc lrcm•ndous 
chan,u In h<r, and lhal made n,c 
curlOIIS," Slrobtl rtcalltd. "Sh• had 
always been 1hr, lor tHtnpl•, bul 
suddenly she com, oul or htr 111,11. 
And tho wa7 she r<biltd lo mo and 
lht 1>11,y wn dlflorcnl. She kn•w I 
liked muslr, so she'd say, ' lhc music 
Is ,,.11, &«•I: co1nr lo hear lh• mu, 
sic.' ~h• <POiiy was 11lrr me. so I 
llnall7 uld OK, I' ll check II wl." 

Al lh• llnw. strvl.,, wrrr 11111 
b<-ln& htld In th, WIiiow Crctk mov, 
Ir lhfalrr on NorthwtJl lll&h••r 

Just wul of Roule $J (lht bulldln1 h 
now a b•n'Jl'rl hall). Tlte musl• 1u,u 
grtal, Slrobcl admllltd, bul he 1us 
more Impressed wllh DIii llybtls' 
scrm<1n aboul "Dasie Clirlsll•nlly. • 

" lie uplalned lh eonttpl ol · 
«race,• Slrobtl rccal~d. "I always 
lhou111t Chrlsllans bellovtd lhal II 
7our cood cktdJ ou1wel1ht<I your 
bad dctd1. you'd 10 lo hoaven. Thal'S 
what I 101 oul or Sunday acbool u a 
kid. Dul whal Dill eaplalncd WIJ lhal 
we're •II 1lnncn, and be<:auH or our 
sin ••'rt " P• ralrd from Cod. Dul 
Chrlsl dltd on our bch•U, and rttel• • 
Inc lh•I ,,.. ,111 of Plrallon ls how 
you b«ome a Chrlsllan. Cood dctds 
are• natural oulflowlnc ol lh11.• 

Th:,I wwn'I enou1h lo connrl 
Slrobel, bul II 1Un1ul1ltd hit curios!• 
ly. lit sptnl more than I yur al• 
ltndln« Strvltts and dolnc rtscarch 
lo dtlormln• II lbe New Teslamcnl 
1ccoun11 ol Christ's cr~lllalon and 
r<surre<llon are rtllable, ~1nolly, on 
Nov. I, ltll - Sllobel romtrnbc11 
lho dal.t II readily II his own hlrlk• 
do7 • · he concluded lh•I Jcsu, 
Christ rnu,1 bt lht ion of aoJ. 

"II wasn'I A parllcularly dr•m•II• 
convtrslon," Slrobtl PIJ. " I Jusl 
came to 1hr conclusion 1h11 lhe his-

lorkal evldtnu Is o•trwhclmlnJ." 
Aller his con,er1lon, Slrobtl k ll 

lhe Tribune lo btcomt lhe m1n1gln& 
edllor ol lhe Columbia, Mo., Oally 
Trlbvnt, • newspaper nallonally rec• 
ognlccd lor Ill n cell<nce. lie had 
bt•n ell.rod a m•n•c•m•nl po.,lllon 
•I lhe (;l,k.iio Trlbun•. "bul I w•nl• 
<d lo run my own 1hlr," Slrobtl u ld. 
"The nlble Hid JOU should pray lor 
7our •url'1 dtslrt, and my desire 
was 10 t<lll I new1p1per. So when the 
olltr came lrom Ml11ourl. well, ll's 
what 0111 (ll1beb) ulll • dl,lne co, 
lrw:ldonc,. I btllnt Ood wu rupon• 
slbl•.• 

Slrobtl 1penl two yu11 H lho tdl• 
lor or Ibo l>•ll1 Trlblint, which wH 
n1mtd th• bul paptr In hllssoUtl, 
bwl then ho acceplcd lhe pojlllon ol 
mclro cdllor lor lbe Dally Ucnld 
and mowed 10 Arllntlon llclghls, In 
parl lo be near WIiiow Creek ontc 
1111n. In IH7, Strobel rulcnod his 
Job al lht D•IIJ llorald and acccpkd 
his currcnl position 11 WIiiow Creek, 
l•llni • pay cul al mo,e I hon fO per• 
c-enl. 

lie h•• no n1ms aboltl lhe ,,.,v,. 
" I Juli •Anl lo hdp nlhcr, llnd 
Cbrlll." he 11ld. "1'lal'l lh only 
way m7 Ille will have muoln&, I 

Source: Paddock Publlcatlons, Inc,, P.O. Box 280, Arlington Heights, IL 60006 

wu happy belorc, but now I'm Ire• 
mcndou1l7 Pllslltd on a much dctp
tr level." 

Despllo his devollon lo Chrlsllanl• 
ly, Slrobtl •nows ht never would 
hue stepped lnlo a church - lor • 
Jtcond time, anyway - II ht hadn' t 
dlKovtrtd Willow Crc,k. 

"l would hue been chast<I •••1 
b7 orcan mule, or b7 a pulor pul• 
lln« bis arm around me and uylni, 
'Why don't )'OIi come over for din• 
n<r?,' • Slrobcl Hid. ' 

Whal 1llowcd him lo r<lurn lo 
WIiiow Creek allrr hls llrsl ,lsll wu 

, lhc anonymlly there. 
" I didn't want anyon• lo sec m• In 

: church;" Slrobel r ttalled. "I wed lo 
carry • nolcbool wllh me so In cue 
someone I knew spollt<I mt, I could 
uy I wn wotllnr on a slor7. The 
anonymlly ga.e me Ille llm• need• 
cd lo ln•nll~•\c-al my own pace. I 
sat In tho back. ol that church for 1 
year, llslonln& i nd lhlnklnc." 

In addlllon, he wn lmr.rcsstd by 
lh, crullvlly of lhe '"" cu - IM 
drama, lhe musk, the sttroons lhal 
ll7btb dcllvcrtd. 

"I cxptelcd I hollcr•lh•n•lhou ap
proach, which Is 1n us7 tared lor • 
•r•lc, blil Dill's musacn ••r• al• 

• 
691-102 -28-

LN S lrobel II one ol lh • men, 
" Unchurched Harry•" who 
hawe become Chrlallan a e lltr 
lllltnlng lo BIii Hybtll pretch. 

ways loplcal, and I apprtclaltd O aL 
I could apply his .._,. lo m, 
marrlacr. my role u • parent. mr 
Job, and lb•l kept me comlnc back." 
. Slrobel admlls lhal hb dtelslon lo 

abandon journalism lo work lor WU, 
low Crtck may stem odd lo SOIM. 

"I'm makln& a lot less mOM7 
here, 1nd pt0pl< lhlnk I'm nuls, bul 
•~ mr, m7 dtclslon makes all I~• 
HM< In lht world," Strobel a,ld 
"On mJ dulhbcd. I'll know lbal , 
whc:n lh• opportunl17 came lo lfivr 
1 sale carter and help, olhtrs llod 
Chrbl, I tool IL Whal I'm dol•& now 
mallttl lor tlernlly. 
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Willow Creek Communi1y Church 

Exhibit 15 

Please submit by 4:00 tne day berore our meeting. 
WEEKLY REPORT 

Today's Date: February 11, 1991, 

TO: Geor2e 

FROM: Dan 

A. My 12-month goals are written down and up-to-date: 
[X] Yes [] NO (if no, target date is: ------

B. This month or this week, I have.made progress on these goals: 

1. Complete 50% of curriculum project, 
2. Hired part-time secretazy. 
3. Finalized prouam/site/promo for Easter breakfast, 

C. For discussion (I need inpnt before I can recommend.) 

D. 

t._ Any ides!} on a consutta·nt for March retreat? 
2. Okay to raise seminar fee by 1S%? 
3. Your philoso.pby on research surveys, 

Information/News, etc. you should know about: 

1. My vacation: April 1-10 
2. Ned Nelson resigned 

3. Personnel situati,on 
4.. Budget overruns 

•E. Recommendations. I am recommending that: 

1. Curriculum target date; Extend to June 15, 
2. We drop the "bold advance" program. 

F. I am waiting on you for th~ following: 

Your revisions on the rough draft senrinar brochure. 

*G. Overall, I think I'm: 
[ ] Doing Ok [ ] Overloaded 
[ ] Frustrated .[ ] On top of things 
l,X] Snowed under, but ru be okay in .JQ_ days or so. 

H. A highlight, for me,· in the last 7 days ways: 

Attending the trainin~ seminar in San Die20! 

•'TIJE TWO BIGGIES" 

Source: Willow Creek Community Church 

691-102 
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691-10.2 Willow CrHk Community Church 

Exhibit 15 (cont.) 

;Here's my updated --ro Do• list as or __ __.F....,e""'b.Llru..,.a...,zy,._..11...,, ..... J .... 99..._1 __ __,, 

Target 
Date 

For the Month of: February . 
1. Final Draft: 1991 Goals Feb 15 
2. Revise all department job descriptions Feb 28 
3. Mail Easter Breakfast inviµ.tions Feb 20 
4. Set up 7 recruitment interviews Feb 15 s. Develop timetable for task force Feb 28 
6. Hire pan-:-time secretary Feb 1S 
7. Seminar brochure to printer Feb 18 
8. Join a health club! · Fcb28 
9. Complete a curriculum rough draft }:eb 25 
10. · 

For the next month of: March I 

1. Plan and conduct department retreat March lOi 
2. Mail research survey March 15 
3. Design ministry data b~e March 31 
4. Recruit 20 people for Evangelism group March 31 
s. Set up 7 recruitment interviews March 15 
6. Update April-May-June goals March 31 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 

Actual 
Completion 
Date 

Feb 9 

FcbS 

Llst 51>ecific projects that have a target/deadline date. Keep this same list going all 
month and rep~n at month's end on your success at reaching target dates. 

Source: Willow C~ Community Church 

30 
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Willow Creek Community Church 

Exhibit 16 

MINISTRY DIRECTOR - •A PRIORITIES• 
Date: Jano8]J' 10•25 Due: Bi-monthly 

1. What are your •A-Priorities•? 

2_. 

A. Staff: 
1. 
2. 
3. 

Redefined job descriptions for 1991. 
Each staff person established goals for 1991. 
Established meetings to review performance. 

B. Plan upcoming events: 
1. Decide on program for next 3 PrimeTnne nights. 
2. Plan leaders day May 16, 1991. 
3. Plan end of the year rally. 

C. Reauit 2 new Street Directors by March 1, 1991. 
. 

D . Plan Director overnight for Februacy 16, 1991. 

On a scale or 1-10 rate your effort this week -2-

3. 0~ a scale of 1-10 rate your performance this week. _£_ 

4. Is ,each staff person in the right position? No (if no, explain). 
Are they effective?~ Are they fulfilled? __ __. 

691-102 

Jeff is doing too much administration. Need to move him out of iL Everyone 
else is doing well. 

5. What have you done to prepare/plan for your next events? 

6. 

Met with planning team to plan Februacy PrimeTune nighL Our Theme: 
. -Waiting-Dating-Mating." Using media, drama and message. Social time will be 
a party. 

What did you do to recruit new Street Directors? 

Interns: Interviewed 2 potentials from Trinity. 
Volunteer: Had lunch with Tom Mascari. Also, planning a potential Director 
sport night 

Source: Willow ~ O>mmunity Cb~ 
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691-102 
Willow CrHk Community Church 

Exhibit 16 (cont.) 

7. What have you done to lead, build, shepherd existing Street Directors? 

Met with them last Thursday - tallced about balance in ministry. Also called each 
guy this week. Met with 3 men for lunch. 

8. What is one thing that will t~e _the ministry the next step? 

• Starting a PrimeTime ban~ it would ~ hot! 
- Taking staff on a two day planning retreat next week. 

Extra Credit: Have yon shared your faith? · · 

Not v~rbally, although I invited a friend to church Sunday . 

•• Are you managing your lite in a God,.hoitoring way? 

Yes, the holiday season helped me tQ get ~e-cah"brated. 

**Approximately,· how many hours did you work this week? 

46 hours 

Source: Willow Creek Commmiity Church 
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DRAFT #3 

CHANGE PHILOSOPHY AND EMERGING IDEAS ON STRATEGY 
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HOW WE BELIEVE INDIVIDUAL JEWS CAN CHANGE 

Fundamental Belief 

The ultimate goal needs to be to transform the lives of 
individual Jews; to make being Jewish central to their 
lives and their quest for meaning. 

The "Direct Service" institution is the most important 
vehicle for changing the lives of individual Jews in 
North America. It is only by finding a sense of 
community within these institutions that Jews will 
become more committed to being Jewish. 

Multiple access points are needed to reach different 
types of Jews. 

The effect of multiple positive Jewish experiences on 
children and adults is synergistic. On the other hand, 
the effect of scattered, infrequent experiences is often 
nonexistent. 

Family life is critical in the development of Jewish 
identity and commitment to Jewish living. 

Explanation/Implications 

We need to define success in terms of how we impact the minds 
and hearts of individual Jews and how that turns into action in 
their lives. 

Change needs to take place in institutions where Jews interface 
with Jewish learning and living (e.g., synagogues, schools, 
camps, JCCs) to make them more relevant and appealing to the 
majority of Jews. This means transformation of existing 
institutions. It may also mean building new institutions or 
creating new types of institutions. Any change program that 
does not ultimately transform "direct service" institutions is not 
worth investing in. 

Change needs to happen across a broad range of direct service 
institutions to offer a diverse population of Jews the opportunity 
to connect with the tradition. Any type of institution that has 
potential to be a site for authentic Jewish learning and living 
should be included. Therefore focusing on one type of 
institution (e.g., day schools) is not the total answer. 

If resources are limited, it is better to concentrate resources so 
that they impact on a smaller number of individuals than to 
spread resources around so that they barely touch the lives of 
many people. 

Change programs that focus on one age group are going to be 
less effective than those that focus on all age cohorts. 
Institutions need to be structured to support Jewish life in 
families. 

• 
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WHAT WE BELIEVE ABOUT HOW INSTITUTIONS CAN CHANGE 

Fundamental Belief 

Comprehensive Institutional change requires 6 things: 

1) Leadership is the most important factor in bring_ing 
about institutional change but (with the exception of the 
occasional genius) is not usually sufficient to bring 
about sweeping changes. 

2) Vision is the second most important factor. Vision 
cannot be created in a vacuum but must be supported by 
an "infrastructure of ideas." 

3) Cultural change must be part of any change program. 
Without a real shift in mind set, change will not be 
ambitious-enough and is unlikely to stick. 

4) An explicit change process is needed as a road map 
for turning vision into reality. 

5) Skill-building is needed to support the new 
methodologies and approaches initiated by change 
programs. 

6) Sufficient and appropriate funding is needed to 
support a change process at the institutional level. 

Explanation/Implications 

There needs to be an improved infrastructure to support the 
development of stronger lay and professional leadership for 
Jewish institutions. 

An ongoing dialogue needs to be facilitated between the 
grassroots and the philosophical thinkers around the 
development of "big ideas." External facilitators will be needed 
to help institutions to adapt these ideas to their own situations. 

Institutional change programs need to explicitly address the 
culture of the institution. Tools need to be developed to help in 
this endeavor. 

Carefully specified methodologies need to be developed to help 
institutions through the difficult process of change. Ongoing 
evaluation needs to be a central piece of these methodologies. 

Training institutions need to become driven by their own vision 
of an educated Jewish leader and to build a program around that 
vision. New training programs or institutions may need to be 
created. 

The funding approaches and methodologies of foundations and 
federations will have to change to focus resources on leadership 
development and institutional transformation, and to support 
longer time frames. 

-
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WHAT WE BELIEVE ABOUT HOW INSTITUTIONS CAN CHANGE - cont. 

Fundamental Belief 

Piecemeal changes in institutions do not work. The 
whole institution must change from the inside out. 

The time frame of change is longer than most change 
programs acknowledge up-front 

Explanation/Implications 

Isolated programs (no matter how good) that are not part of a 
broader vision of institutional change are unlikely to be effective 
in bringing about long-term meaningful change, especially when 
those programs are imposed from the outside. We need to help 
institutions transform themselves and design pilot programs for 
themselves that fit their long-term change vision. 

Transformational change programs need realistic time frames -
at least 5-10 years -and ongoing support throughout that entire 
period. 

-
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WHAT WE BELIEVE ABOUT HOW CHANGE IS DISPERSED 

Fundamental Belief 

There is a model of change called the "S" curve, that is 
often used to describe the dispersion of technology. While 
it is not a perfect way of describing changes in educational 
systems and other highly complex social systems, it is a 
useful tool for thinking about dispersion of change. It 
suggests that the process of change has 5 stages 
(see Exhibit 1) 

I. Problem awareness - the growing awareness and 
understanding of a problem with no real action 
taking place. 

2. Invention - the development of new models 
and ideas to solve the problem. 

3. Adaption - the integration of those 
new models and ideas into leading edge 
institutions. 

4. Dispersion - The acceptance of the new 
ideas by the majority of institutions. 

5. The institutionalization of the new ideas 
and the slowdown in the rate of change. 

Jewish educational change is at stages 2 and 3. 

Explanation/Implications 

The focus of change efforts has to be on the 
development of models and ideas for change and on 
the integration of these models into leading edge 
institutions. 

It is better to focus energy and resources on leading 
edge institutions in order to create effective change 
models. (i.e. "invest in the best") than to spread 
resources thinly across all institutions regardless of 
their readiness for change. 

• 
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WHAT WE BELIEVE ABOUT HOW CHANGE IS DISPERSED - cont. 

Fundamental Belief 

There is a ''tipping point" phenomenon* that can lead to 
rapid improvement in results when a critical mass of 
resources are concentrated in one place. 
(*see enclosed article) 

Change needs to happen in the way that institutions work 
together as a system. 

Change needs to happen in the national infrastructure that 
supports direct service institutions (i.e. training 
institutions, movement, foundations) 

Federations and central agencies can be an important 
vehicle (in some cases the most important vehicle) for 
planning and achieving transformation in direct service 
institutions. This importance is likely to vary from 
community to community. 

Explanation/Implications 

Change programs are likely to be more effective if 
they apply enough energy in one place to reach the 
tipping point. 

The roles of different institutions and the boundaries 
between them need to be reconsidered to improve 
the functioning of the whole system. 

National institutions need to develop their own 
change vision and process for supporting the change 
efforts of direct service institutions 

Each community's landscape needs to be carefully 
assessed and a strategy developed for change that is 
specific to that community's situation. 

• 
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THE PROCESS OF CHANGE 
Exhibit 1 

Numbers of 
institutions that 
change 

1 

• 

time/effort 

5 

• 

1- Problem identification 
2- Invention 
3 - Early Adoption 
4 - Dispersion 
5- Institutionalization 
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Joshua Davy 

Betty Naom Miriam 

William Collin Micah 



Judy 's .Meclti11al1 Aleph Class (1996) 

The setting for these teaching episodes is a small Midwestern synagogue located just outside a univers ity community. • 
The congregation recently affiliated itself with the Reconstructionist Movement and has made extensive use of 
avocational teachers in its educational programs. 

Here is an excerpt from the synagogue newsletter, in which Judy writes about her Mechinah Aleph Class, which meets 
once a week, Sunday mornings from 9:00 a.m. -12:30 p.m. 

KIT AH MECHJNAH ALEPH 
from Judy Horowitz 

Our combined kindergarten and first grade - known as 
Kiia.h Mechinah Aleph - has an engaging curriculum that 
includes Hebrew, holidays, brachot, mensblichkeit, 
introduction to Torah, and its own weekly period of 
daveoing with the rabbi. We've established a two-year 
sequence of study, one year emphasizing concepts of 
God and prayer, the next focusing on the synagogue, 
particularly the sanctuary. 

We began this year's study of God by discussing the 
children's own images as weU as traditional Jewish 
concepts. The class has considered what and where God 
is, God's qualities, what God has done and continues to 
do, and evidence of God. The suggestion that every 
child and ad11:• " 10 have a relationship with God led to 
discussion o f prayer and the various forms that 
communication with God can take. The year will 
conclude with students composing an illustrated class 
siddur. Last year our study of the sanctuary culminated 
in the construction of a model Bet Knesset that included 
a beautifully written and illustrated hand-sewn Torah, 
Torah. coverings, ark, everlasting light, stained glass 
window, and mezuzot. . 

Hebrew instruction focuses on mastering the Aleph Bet 
and developing a vocabulary of everyday objects 
including classroom items, the natural world, and foods. 
Unive.rsity student, Darcy Bloom, has been wonderfully 
inventive in devising games that encourage 
comprehension and memorization. In addition to 
playing a form of College Bowl and a human board 
game,. the children have acted out parts of nature and 
have pretended to be Israelis helping a tourist learn 
Hebrew. We incorporate the language in other areas of 
study so that, for example, when discussing mitzvot, the 
children learn the Hebrew name for each commandment 
Knowledge is enhan.ced through Hebrew songs and 
weekly review of the vocabularies of the Jewish 
calendar, holidays, and Bet Knesset. 

Avocational teacher SaUy Stein reads and discusses 
stories and other curriculum concepts or holidays which 

Background Information 

we study week by week. Sally's sensitivity to young 
children and enthusiasm for aU aspects of Jewish life 
make her highly effective in exploring religiou· .ractice 
with the class and helping children identify a. ication 
to their own lives. 

All ofus on the teaching team have been impressed and 
moved by the children's eagerness to discuss spiritual 
matters, their openness to hearing and thinking about 
religious concepts, and particularly their eagerness in 
forming personal meanings about God, Jewish 
observances, and menshlichkeit. Kitah Mechinah Aleph 

· demonstrates that five and six year olds are more than 
equal to group discussion of up to 30 minutes in which 
they grapple with the weightiest of issues and exchange 
ideas with insight, creativity, and humor. 

I became an avocational teacher three years ago to learn 
more about Judaism, to find a meaningfuJ place for 
myself as a new member of our congregation, and as a 
way to get to know people, particularly the parents of 
my students. All this has happened. Yet somehow I 
didn't anticipate the obvious: how connect, I would 
feel to another part of the congregation, s young 
children; how my students would not onJy become my 
charges but my study group and, I like to think , my 
friends. I have bad a chance to get to know these 
children in a way that the typical causal social 
interaction among families doesn't always permit. I 
admire them. It will be a pleasure to watch them grow 
up having had this early glimpse at the qualities each 
revealed in class. I am grateful for the chance to be part 
of theu study group and I strongly encourage others to 
sha~e the very considerable rewards of avocational 
teaching. 

• 
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Seating Chart 
Judy's Mechinah Aleph Class 
Sunday, April 14, 1996 -

(seated on floor in a circle) 

DARCY 

Collin 

SALLY 

Robby 

Joshua 

William 

Micah 

· Camera 

' 
Betty 

Noam 
.... 

Miriam · 

JUDY .. 

" 

.,. 

., , 

.' . 



Seating Chart -· 
Judy's Mechinah Aleph Class 
Sunday, April 21, 1996 

. Collin 

Joshua l .,. 

JUDY 

Betty 

Micah 

Davy 

,. 

SALLY . 

Miriam 

Noam 

DARCY 

William 

Robby · 

·• 

·• 

I 
I 

. .. • 



Judy's Mec- -Alef Class 

In the opening Jew minutes of ·the lesson, Judy links the current lesson with the 
class's previous conversations about God and links that to today's discussion 
about prayer. She asks them lww tl1ey would .define prayer if a younger 
child asked tliem tlte question, "What is prayer? H They don't 11ave a lot to 
say in answer to this question but do sltare some ideas about talking to God 
and about how Jews and Christians might pray differently. They list some of 
the prayers they already know reviewing the Sl1ema, Etz Hayyim and 
HaMotzi · 

Judy: We've talked about prayers that ask God for things, 
right? ls it asking- is it like asking for a list of 
birthday presents? 

Judy: 

Miriam: 

Judy: 

Miriam: 

Judy: 

Miriam: 

Judy: 

Joshua: 

Judy: 

William: 

[Several say "Non 

What kinds of prayers of asking would w e think 
about? Miriam? 

. .. God? 

Sit up so we can hear you better, okay? 

Micah, Miriam has some idea about what we- what 
an asking prayer might be about. 

You could ask a prayer and people who ask prayers 
for their family to be healthy. Asking for God's help 
to keep our families healthy. Joshua? 

Um, like if you got kidnapped or something and then 
the kidnappers, like, put a bomb in your room, you 
would pray to God, "Please help me." 

So asking God for help when yoti have trouble. When 
you're in trouble or feel like you have a big big 
problem in your life. 

You can pray to God to help you not be nervous. 

Lesson Transcript - S11nday, April 14, 1996 

• 
Judy: 

Joshua: 

Judy: 

William: 

To help you not be nervous. 

J1 you're going into a haunted house. 

[William laughs] 

• 
So to help- to ask for God's help to be the kind of 
person you really want to be. William's example was 
asking God's help· to help you be brave or strong when 
you've got a problem. 

I remember that when I go to swimming lessons. 

Judy: Okay. 

Betty: 

Judy: 

William: 

Judy: 

William: 

Judy: 

Joshua: 

Judy: 

Robby: 

Yeah, he's scared of swimming. 

Well, the water--

I'm nervous! 

Sure. 

I come right to . . . like, ... 

That makes sense, William. That makes sense. And 
so when we are feeling nervous about something we 
can talk to--

You bite your fingernails. 

we can talk to other people for help. Robby, we could 
talk to other people. We might talk to the adults, 
we might ask for help from adults. William, we 
might ask for help from adults to help us be brave. 
And a lot of people think that another place they can 
go to to ask for help when they have a problem is to 
God. To talk to God. 

I need to go to the bathroom. 

Pagel 



• Judy's Mec/1i11aJ1-Alef Class 

Joshua: 'Cause he's always there for you. 

There is some side conversation, about going for drinks of water and going to 
the bathroom. 

10:52 Judy: 

William: 

So let's think about the things we've talked about 
that prayer could be. Talking to God was the big idea 
that we had- to thank god, to remember God, to ask 
for God's help for other people like the people in our 
family or to ask for God's help for ourselves when we 
need something, when we-

This wouldn't be a 'prayer • like "God, I want to fly" 

[Joshua laug/1s] 

Judy: When, when do we pray? Wha- When can we pray? 

WiUiam: Times that we need help. 

Judy: At dinner and in the morning. At dinner. You could 
pray at dinner. You might say a blessing about the 
food that you're eating . .. 

There is some side conversation in whic/1 a few kids joke about /,ow tlzey 
think Chinese people pray. 

Judy: That's just what I wanted to talk about- about what 
are some of the things that help us pray? Or help us 
get . . . about praying? Some people feel that the 
time that's best for them to pray is at a dinner or I 
know people who pray right away when they wake 
up in the morning. Rabbi Booth has talked about 
that, about the mo~g prayers. · 

Collin: 

Judy: 

... bed. 

Or s~me people feel like that's a really good time for · 
them to pray. When- It's important for you to find 
the time- or for a person to find a time to pray when 

Lesson Trimscript • Sunday, April 14, 1996 

• 

Judy: 

Joshua: 

Noam: 

Judy: 

Noam: 

Judy: 

Darcy: 

Darcy: 

Joshua: 

• 
they feel like it's a time or place where they can 
think about the things that are important to them or 
feel close to God. Sometimes we pray- we always 
pray- we have to pray at a certain time, like before 
we eat. That's just the way things are organized. Or 
when we daven with Rabbi Booth. We know when 
we go into wh- that's a time to pray. That's set up. 
B,ut sometimes we'll just pray on our own, anytime we 
want. Can we do that? Is that okay? 

Yeah. 

Just pray when yo u're walking to school? Pray before
- when you're in your bed? 

When you're going to the bathro-om? 

When we go to the bathroom? 

When we go, when we go in to, to the Bet Knesset? 

When we're going in to bathroom 

When we go into the Bet Knesset that's an important 
time to pray together as a group. To, to say certain 
prayers _toget- together· as a group. 

. .. This is silly but you asked the question. There is a 
prayer for going to the bathroom. 

[Some laughter] 

You know, maybe- maybe you could ask Rabbi Booth 
to read it to you sometime. It's interesting. 

What is it about? 

Sally: . It's about your body and how it's working the way it 
should. 

Page2 



fudy's Mec- -Alef Class • • Darcy: It's about your body and the functions of your body and 
how it works. 

William: 

Darcy: 

Joshua: 

Noam: 

Darcy: 

Could you say it? 

I don't know it, actually, by heart, but I've heard it 
before. 

But if you can't say it. .. 

How do you know there is one if you, um, don't know 
it? 

' Because I've heard it before. 

Judy refocuses the kids on thinking about the Bet Knesset as a special place 
and the fact tlzat some people feel closer to God there. 

Deb: So some people like to be in the Bet Knesset when 
they sing certain prayers. But could there be other 
places where a person feels close to God? It's 
different for every person. Every person- sometimes 
at some pa.r- times in their life they feel a place or 
more than one place that feels like a good place to 
pray. Joshua? 

Joshua: 

Judy: 

Joshua: 

Um, that big wall postcard she (pointing .to Darcy) 
brought in. 

The Kotel in Jerusalem? People feel very close to God 
when they go there and they want to pray. TI1ey go 
there to pray 'cause that's where they feel likethey 
can really talk to God. 

Judy: Where else might .a person feel really comfortable, 
really able to think about something important to 
them, and a place where they can talk to God very 
well? 

Lt·sso,1 Trnnscript - Srmdny, April 14, 1996 

Sally: 

'Judy: 

Sally: 

William: 

Judy: 

Joshua: 

Judy: 

Joshua: 

Judy: 

Robby: 

I like to do it in the woods. When I'm outside and I 
can just be in .some p lace where it's really really 
quiet. 

Yot,1 feel that God is there? Or you're- or you're 
ready .. : 

Definitely, definitely. I feel close to God. 

... way up high ... 

.. . Joshua? 

Um, I pray to God when] am sleeping or I'm just about 
to go to sleep. 

Is there something about that time that makes you 
feel like you can really feel close to God or say what 
you really are thinking about. 

Um, it's easier to talk to God then 'cause usually at 
night everyone's starting to go to bed and not talking 
to God - so it is easier. 

. .. It's quiet. .. Robby, ... ? 

. . . same thing. 

Judy wrnps 11p. t/1e com1ersnlio11 m,rl tells n story 1rsi11g dolls ns r1rops. The 
story is about a litlle girl and /rer 111otl,er and bedtime prayer. 
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• Judy's Mecl1inal1-Alef Class 

Judy: 

Robby: 

Judy: 

Joshua: 

Judy: 

Joshua: 

What a gre~t day you've been having, you guys. 
Now you know- Remember last week and in other 
weeks- Davy and Robby. Remember, we've been 
talking about prayers and the different kinds of 
prayers that we already know and that we already 
say like the ones we said just now before snack. And 
how some of- some of the prayers we know come 
from prayer books and are made up by somebody 
else and we learn them and we say them a lot. The 
Sh'ma is another one that we've learned. We 
memorized it and then we can say it a lot. And then 
there are other prayers, Collin, that people make 
up for themselves. And you know, Jewish people 
and grown ups have been doing this for thousands 
and thousands of years. So when you make up a 
poem yourseli, you're doing something that Jewish 
people have always done. And grown ups and kids 
do it together too. So wha- ~o you remember what 
Darcy explained about what people do when they 
go to Jerusalem and they get to this wall, the 
Kotel? Raise your hand if you can remember? 
Robby? 

They write, they write a prayer as they say it and 
then they put it in a crack. 

Right. And why·do they do, that in this huge wall 
that Darcy showed us pictures of? Joshua? 

Because, um, they do that and a rabbi comes and get 
it and bums it and then the prayers go up to God and 
God makes them come true. 

Um hm. This wall is a very spec\al place for 
Jewish people because as Darcy said ... 

You can't say, um, "I want a Sega or something" 

Judy: You can't say you want a Sega- you don't ask for 
presents, right? That's what you ask your parents 

Lesson Transcrip t - Sunday, April 21, 1996 

• 
for. God is not in charge of the presents that you 
get. So what kind of prayers do you think, think 
people write on the papers that they put in the 
wall? Joshua? 

• 
, Joshua: Um, that thing on the radio I heard about. . . um, 

mad cow disease? 

Judy: Oh, okay. So not to get mad cow disease or not to 
get sick. You mean, hoping that they won't get sick. 

Collin: 

Judy: So Collin.said that one prayer could be that- if it 
was his prayer, that the Jewish people won't get 
treated badly anymore. That would be a prayer-

Darcy: ... That's a good prayer, Collin 

· Judy: - a good prayer for the Wall. 

Judy: So these are asking kinds of prayers, right? We've 
talked about prayers that say thank you to God, 
and prayers telling God the terrific things that He 
has- God has done. And then prayers that ask for 
some thing to happen. And, and those are a couple 

Joshua: 

Judy: 

Joshua: 

Judy: 

Miriam: 

. kinds. Joshua? 

How do you know your prayer comes true . . . ? 

How do you know your prayer comes true? 

Or really comes true? 

What do you think? How would you know if a 
prayer comes true? 

'Cause it just happens you know it's true ... 

Pagel 



• Judy's Med1inaJ1-Altf Class 

Judy: When the thing you e- you wished ·would happen 
doei; really happen? 

Robby: U they ha- Maybe it would happen that single 
day. 

Judy: That same day? It might even happen that same 
day; then you wouldn't have to wait. 

Joshua: But you said- Darcy said the Rabbi doesn't burn 
the papers just ... 

Judy: Oh, you mean, he doesn't necessarily collect all the 
papers the same day? 

{Joshua. nods] 

Judy: Yeah. · 

Sally: Do you think that everyone in the whole world 
puts their prayers on the Kotel? 

Darcy: 

Noam: 

Darcy: 

What about you guys [ who?) haven't even been 
there. 

I have. 

You have. Noam has but I don't think the rest of us 
in the class have so that means our prayers are .. : 
right? 

Sally: That's one way to do it but there's other ways too. 

{A coitple of-cliildren comment at once] 

Judy: And, and other weeks when we've talked about 
prayer, other kinds of, of wishes that people have 
talked about- I remember last week William said 

Ltsson Transcript - Sunday, April 21, 1996 

• •• • 
one thing he could imagine praying for, Betty, was 
that to be brave when he feels nervous in a certain 
situation. That, that he would ask God to help 
him be the kind of person to br- to have the kind of 
bravery he really wants to have. And Joshua had 
another hope that if he was in a scary situation 
that God could help keep him safe. So those are 
other kinds of things people can ask for or do ask for 
when they send prayers to God. The thing about 
the Wall is it was- You probably remember Darcy 
saying it was the wall, Micah, of one o(- o( the big 
temple of the Jewish people. It's the wall of the 
temple that the Jewish people used to have before 
it was destroyed years and years and years ago. 
And one reason some people especially like t,o pray 
there is because they_ feel somehow that they can 
really talk to God there or they feel close to God 
there. We've talked about different places where 
people do hav" that feeling that they can pray and 
feel close to God and that God- It's a good place for 
God to listen and hear our mes~ges. 

T}1e class continues wit!, the students asked to imagine that tltey 
are at the Kotel (tltey have learned about this 011 Yorn 
Ha•Atzma'ut) and tllat they are writing a personal prayer to place 
in tire wall. Tl1ere is continued conversation about .wl1at happens to 
these written papers as Darcy, one of tlieir teacl,ers, l1as toid them 
that there is a Rabbi wl,o collects all tire papers from the 111all and 
burns them. There is more ccmverstation about wishing prayers and 
present prayers and what it is okay to pray for. Sh,dents work at 
writing tl1eir prayers for their imaginery Kotel. 
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Judy Interview (Prayer a,id Classroom Lessons on 4114/96 & 4/21196) 

Judy Interview Clip #1 

Karen: I think, you know, lot of people watching the tapes 
or coming to your class might say, these are really 
hard things to talk about wi- I mean, they're hard 
enough for us to talk about uh, let alone discussing 
with little kids. Um, what, what do you ~ is 
hard about teaching ideas of prayer and God to 
young children? And why have you decided to 
spend- to make this such a focal point of the 
curriculum this year? 

Judy: Well, from the beginning of my teaching when I 
was prepared to discuss "This is how Jews do things 
for the holidays" or "This is how Jews do things in 
the Bet Knesset" or "This is the Torah." I mean
it, it was clear immediately that you can't discuss 
any of that without saying it''s because of God. So 
all of these things have their source in God and to 
wait six months or a year or three years to say, "By 
the way, the reason we're do,ing this is because God 
has asked the Jews to do this" or "Because God is 
behind the Torah" or "Because prayers are directed 
at God" I mean ... It has no logic. It doesn't mtike 
any sense. And then I think even if they weren't 
going to grasp it I would have to try very hard to 
discuss things in a way that was appropriate for 
them grasp as much as possible about why we're 
even doing aill this ... Because it's a religious school 
and a religion is a way of thinking about God and I · 
think they- those words need to be said 
immediately. Or that idea needs to be-conv,eyed in 
some way in the beginning. 

Karen: But it doesn't make it easy to do. 

Judy: I don't know if I would think of it as hard. I mean, 
I'm always trying to monitor my language so I, I'm 
using vocabulary that's appropriate for them, or 
encouraging them to talk about the topic so that I 
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can see what their ideas are so that I know I'm in 
tune with what their ideas are. 

Karen: Well, like, I was · thinking about um- I think it, I 
think it came up in the second lesson where Joshua 
says, '"How do I know God hears our prayers?" 

Judy: Yeah, ul1-huh. 

Karen: So I guess that's- So when he asked that question 
what were you thinking? . .. 

Judy: Yeah, Funny I thought about that. .. I made some 
notes on that, yeah. 

Karen: 'Ca11se that just seems like a really, in, in a- with 
the emphasis on having a personal relationship 
then. Communicating and saying things that are 
important to us. I mean, it seems like you're really, 
helping the children see that prayer is something 
that they- it's a resource, it's something that they 
can have in their life and that- This is a 
relationship that they can have. So then, when he 
asked that question I thought, "That is a great 
question!" 

Judy: Oh, I know. 

Karen: And I'm glad he's asking you. 

Judy: Yeah, and I turned it back to them, didn't I? Didn't 
I say that? Like, "How do you know?" And I think 
Miriam or somebody said, "Well, then it happens" 

Karen: Yes, Miriam says-

Judy: '"Cause if the thing you asked for happens then you 
know God heard it. 
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• f udy Intm,itw (Prayer and Classroom Lessons on 4114/96 & 4/21/96) 

Karen: Right, but I- But I was just wondering- I mean, it's 
a very concrete question in a way. But it's also a 
question that seems to be s truggling at 
understanding: What does it mean to have a 
relationship with something that- I mean, do we
Do our prayers get answered? I- You know, how 
are you- how are you thinking about that? 

Judy: Well, . .. 

Karen: As something to talk about with kids. 

Judy: I was thinking of getting back to it because l'd let it 
go after they answered it. 

Karen: How were you. .. 

Judy: After, after they answered it in that one way and I 
think there's a lot ol other ways to think about it or 
answer it and- Among them are, "Well, you know, 
sometimes it takes a long time for the thing you ask 
for to happen," but also, urn. And I-and one of the 
things I was struggling about as I wrote these notes 
down is, uh. Well, the idea I was thinking of that I 
have to figure out how to say to them is, do you 
think that when you communicate with God-

Karen: 

Well, one thing we talked about is waiting for God 
to give you a good idea. 

Right. Yeah. I wanted that ... 

Judy: ... That. So that maybe that takes time and 
maybe what prayer is too is a way of thinking, th
things through for yourself and even if you're not 
aware of it, God is helping you get good ideas for 
how to get what you want or solve a problem or cope 
with something that's difficult or mysterious. And 
so- But I, I don't- I, I have to think about how to 
say that, about maybe one thing prayer does and 
maybe a way our prayers get answered is we start 
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thinking for ourselves in a different way because we. 
have engaged in prayer. And we can make certain 
things happen or we can become a c- differe11t kind 
of person or more the person we want to be because 
we've tried to communicate these things from God
with God rather than having the thing delivered 
to llS-' 

Karen: Right. Yeah. 

Judy: You know as- nnd then .knowing that that's the 
answer. How d- - how do I convey to kids that 
there's another way that our prayers can be 
answered that's a little bit more long term and 
amorphous and has more to do with meditation. 

Karen: And, and the ,effect on you in clarifying what you 
wMt. What you could do to make happen- make 
the things that you want happen. I mean, it seems 
like you were- this- you know, their, their image 
of asking for a present and getting it, is, is an 
Malogy you're trying not t- you're trying to say 
this is a different- works dillerently. But exactly 
how it works and how to make that- what to pin 
that to that they could understand is a real- that's 
a really interesting challenge. 

Judy: Because I think, just by saying, "Let's try a prayer 
where we're asking God for something." You-

Karen: You put yourself in a position of wanting to get it-

Judy: · And it does create this image of God as Merlin who 
can just send it back down if He's ready to or we've 
prayed in the right way and tha- that's 
something we've got to work on too. Uh, I think it's 
sort of inevitable,. . . We don't want to have too 
many um, prescriptions about, "Well, don't ask for a 
Nintendo and don't ask for-
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/udy Interview (Prayer and Classroom Lessons 011 4/14/96, & 4/21/96) 

Karen: 

Judy: 

Two thousand dollars or whatever-

-Getting Mrs. Anderson for your teacher next year 
or something like that. I mean tha-- and, and 
we've done some of that so-you know, it's hard to 
say, "Well, don't ask for this to happen next week 
and-" I guess I just want to encourage them to do a 
prayer of petition and do a prayer of thanks· and get 
an idea of the process and the form and uh, and 
then maybe some of these other ideas will make 
more sense after they get used to the process 

Judy Interview Clip #2 

Karen: Right. Right. .. Are there other things thatJ that 
·you want say about this particular1esson? This 
first lesson? Before we move on to the second lesson? 

Judy: Um. It was a little bit disappointing because I've 
seen the kids engage in just this kind of discussion on 
other topics in a very uh, attentive, serious way 
that was sustained over at least twenty minutes 
and this was um, n- not the feeling in the room on 
that day. Uh, we'd been a- apart from each other 
for three weeks and 1 felt that. I felt the difference 
in the way I felt with the group because we were 
just getting back together. I arrived fate 'cause my 
daughter had a fever so I wasn't there for the first 
half of class and I, I didn't have a sense of where 
the class was as the half hour section s went by. So, 
um- And then I discovered subsequently U1at they 
had been sitting for an hour and a half. Of some 
with the Rabbi, some with something else the 
other teachers had done, 'and we never- or 
virtually never do that. We'll change the pace of 
the format so that when we are going to have a 
discussion w e'd give them s- another format before 
that to- uh, I think that's certainly more 
conducive to them sitting and thinking. So there 
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was that and sometimes when someone turns on the 
switch of silliness we can't-- it's hard to tum. off. 

Karen: _It's hard to un- yeah. Undo it. Yeah. 

Judy: . . . Mob reaction. So, um- So there was that, that
- it was a little bit difficult for me to keep the, the 
ball moving and certainly to keep their attention in 
the way that I wanted and draw on the kids' um
and almost every child in that class has a way of 
responding very seriously that I wasn't able to 
elicit that, that day. 

Jndy Interview Clip #3 

Karen: 

Judy: 

Karen: 

So wha- Those were the- I, I was also just 
wondering as I was looking at these less~ns and 
thinking about these big, hard- I think they're 
hard issues to explore for ourselves as well as with 
kids. . . What effect the teaching and thinking 
about prayer has on you in thinking about prayer 
:1°d praying. 

Well, I, I agree that it-- It is pr- I don't think 
about it being hard too much I think I must have my 
first year of teaching but I don't think about it too 
much any more. Um, because a lot of what I think 
about is how easy the kids make it to dis- to 
discuss these. I think it's probably been one of the 
easier grades to approach, at least. . . Depends on, 
on what level of discussion a teacher's looking for. 
This- I, I'm very interested ii.n the level of- their 
cognitive grasp of this age. That's fine with me. 
It's very satisfying to me to discuss it with five and 
six-year-olds. But their- the ease with which 
they- I mean, I could say -

Respond. 
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• f 11dy lntuofew (Prayu and Classroom ussons on 4114196 & 4121196) 

Judy: Let- we can- let's talk about anything. I mean, 
the latest popular culture toy or t.v. but if- and I 
can just say, 'Now let's talk about God." And 
"Yeah, okay." And they make it so easy, and. so 
natural that- I mean, it's an ideal kind of 
environment for uh, at least approaching the topic. 
So their openness and responsiveness, um, have 
made it easy and th- and their, uh-- and th-- that 
very quality, I think, has made me take it so 
seriously because they're just SP,onges. I mean, I 
know that's a metaphor that's used a lot but 
they're so ready to hear about it and talk about it 
and say, "Well, what about Jesus?'' or "What about 
this?'' or ''Why does· God let bad things happen?" 
or anything. . . they're just eager and earnest and, 
and in most cases, pretty attentive to that and so I 
ha- I have foWld that uh, has made me talce my 
role very very seriously. · 

Karen: Why, why do you think that is? 

Judy: Why do 1 think--

Karen: That they're- that these, these uh issues or topics 
about God and prayer are things that they're so 
open to? 

Judy: Well, 1 think most people are but you know, lhese 
different veils come down of I don't want to say 
anything dumb or it isn't cool. These other lhings 
that get in the way of older children and adults, 
you know. It's, uh, I'm afraid to talk because I 
really don't know about this so I won't say that 
much. With them they don't have any of the that 
and they're not ... They're not jaded, they're just 
ready. You know, they're in terested in everything. 
They're interested in hearing about- just about 
anything in seems to me. So, lhat's why we need to 
be reaUy careful about what we talk to them about 
'cause they're interested in everything and um-
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And so there's just not too much you have to lift out 
of the way to get- to talk to them. 'Cause they're 
right there. They're ready to talk about Nintendo 
and God or um, th- the right way to eat an Oreo 
and- [1a11ghter] . .. It's just like, "Okay, what are 
we going to talk about now?" And I - It has made 
it- I, I feel the responsibility that that kind of 
openness evokes in me and, and I feel how 
important this topic is and um,-

Karen: Are there issues or questions that you're thinking 
about? Or that this has raised for you that· either 
are on your mind personally or that relate to your 
teachlng that have come up because of these 
incredible discussions and, and, you know, openness? 

Judy: Um, a lot of it I think is just germinating in me and . 
.. I can't really articulate it because I don't quite 
know what's happening. I'm interest in why this is 
so important to me because I- for much of my adult 
life I, I have not been an affiliated Jew. And I'm 
forty-four f.\OW and this is an important topic to me. 
I feel like I'm dLc,cussing something that's critical 
and that's working in my mind even though I 
haven't tapped it or paid much attent ion to it and 
so that's one motivation for me too, be<:ause I know 
that the more I read so that l can get to some of the 
central ideas becnuse those are the ones I want to 
convey to the kids. So that I can do a lot of read ing 
froin adult literature to try'n'pull out what, what 
can be crystallized about some of these topics and 
then try and convey that in a simple and honest 
way, um. You know, I really feel like as I do that, 
so- something's happening to me and l don't know 
what it is and uh, I do want to con tinue to pursue it 
been--because of my a.wnrcncss or how it seems to be 
to me emotionally. And th- it's- it's in me 
somehow and I, I, I'd like it to come out of me ... 
And I want to watch how that happens and this 
has helped me move that along, I think. But um, .. 
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/11dy Ititeruiew (Prayer an,d Classroom Lessons on 4114/96 & 4/21196) 

Karen: 

Judy: 

Karen: 

Judy: 

Karen: 

. I'm not quite sure how to explain how I think 
about some of these topics myself because I'm very 
much learning along with them. 

Yeah, me too. I think these are- Um, it's-- It-- I've 
found it really interesting to watch the tapes of the 
classes and, and to talk with you about these_iideas 
and to think about my own journey 

0

in prayer and-

Yeah. 

And . . . So it seems like it's really special 
opportunity to launch them on a path and to use it 
as a chance for us to also think about it for 
ourselves. 

Um-hm. Um-hm. And I think, um, I almos- I 
almost with the parents could really know wh at 
happens in the class and what their kids say 
because they are quite remarkable. The kids. And I 
think the parents would be ve.ry proud if they 
heard. I, I try and convey some of it but it's hard if 
you- as you say if you- There's not enough tape 
you could watch to really get the context but the, 
the kids are really something to be proud of. I 
think the parents would enjoy it. 

I think trying to find ways to bring the parents 
together with this is what Jeff Schein was talking 
about and what the reconstrudionists' emphasis on 
family education. And maybe that's, that's 
something that in our work together on, on 
curriculum around spirituality we could try to figure 
out because I think that's true. This would really t
- broaden the conversation. . . Figure out how to 
involve the parents in that also to be really 
special. 
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The Institute--------------

This Institute is designed to help build strong, collaborative lay
professional leadership based on shared understandings of roles and 
responsibilities, which are rooted in Jewish ideas and educationaJ theory 
and practice. 

The lnstitute's program will include opportunities to: 

• Study Jewish sources that address themes of leadership. 

• Integrate Jewish ideas and vaJue concepts into the fabric of the 
lay-professional team. 

• Learn about change processes that can help transform 
institutions. 

• Develop multiple perspectives on the nature and practice of 
professional-lay collaboration. 

• Implement practical strategies for growing and nurturing 
positive lay-professional relations. 
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colJeagues from other settings and denominations 
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The Council for Initiatives in Jewish E ducation 

Created in 1990 by the Commission on Jewish Education in North 

America, CIJE is an independent, non-profit organization dedicated 

to the revitalization of Jewish education. CIJE's mission, in its 

projects and research, is to be a catalyst for systemic educational 
reform by working in partnership with Jewish communities and 

organizations to buJd the profession of Jewish education and mobilize 

the community support for Jewish education. 

Philosophy of Ecl.ucation Resource Center 

The center promotes philosophical inquiry into the processes, 

practices, and purposes of education, both in this country and abroad. 
It studies major areas of the curriculum WJderstood as outcomes of 

creative processes of comprehension and critical thought. The center 

conducts a staff seminar on its current research, sponsors a series of 

open cplloquia on work in progress, and plans a number of public 
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PORK AND SHELLFISH AT BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY1 

In the summer of 1987, the Brandeis University food service 
included pork and shellfish on its menu for the first time ever 
in the institution' s almost forty year history . The decision to 
serve this c uisine sparked a controversy that reverberated far 
beyond the University campus and raised important questions for 
the University regarding leadership and governance, financial 
viability, and institutional identity and values. 

Brandeis University was founded in 1948 as a nonsectarial} 
institution with a dual purpose : to provide high quality 
education to Jewish youth excluded from the nation's most 
competitive schools because of admissions quotas; and to create a 
nationally renowned research university, dedicated to graduate 
and undergraduate education, that would provide a stimulating 
college experience for a diverse student body. From its 
inception, Brandeis was unique in many ways. The only 
nonsectarian university founded and funded primarily by the 
Jewish community, it attracted famous academicians and an 
extremely talented student body, quickly establishing its 
reputation as a highly competitive academic institution . It also 
remained one of t he smallest of the nation's leading research 
universities with less than three thousand undergraduates and one 
thousand graduate students. 

The combination of Brandeis ' s youth, its dependence on a 
small percentage of the population (the Jewish community, 
Brandeis alumni and friends) for a significant portion of its 
financial support and applicant pool , and the expense of 
maintaining high quality research across twenty graduate 
departments provided serious challenges for the University as it 
attempted to sustain its academic standing and financial 
viabil ity. The University was also affected by the changing 
climate and prospects for affluent Jews in the United States. As 
Ivy League institutions dropped their quotas, Jewish high school 

1This case was written by Judith Block McLaughlin, based on 
a research paper by Rachel E. Reck . The case is designed as a 
basis for class discussion rather than to illustrate either 
eff~ctive or ineffective handling of a policy decision . 

Copyright 1997 by the Presidents and Fellows of Harvard 
College. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored 
in a retrieval system, used in a spreadsheet, or transmitted in 
any form or by any means--electronic, mechanical , photocopying, 
recording, or otherwise--without the prior written permission of 
the author. 
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stude nts were more comfortable applying to institutions formerly 
seen as inhospitable. As a consequence, in the late seventies 
and e arly eighties , Brandeis experienc ed a decline in the number 
and quality of applicants, as well as diminishe d d onor support 
for the Unive rsity. 

New Institutional Strategies 

In 1983 , Eve lyn Ha ndle r b ec a me the f ifth pre side nt o f 
Brandeis University following a protra cted and heate d search 
process . A late comer to the s e arch, her a ppointment surprised 
many. Evelyn Handler was Pre side nt of the University of New 
Hampshire, an institution not seen by some as "Brandeis quality. " 
She was also the first woman presi dent of the University and one 
o f the firs t women to h ead a r esearch university. · 

Topping President Handler' s agenda was the need to fortify 
the fiscal and a cademic s t a t us of Brandeis University. In 1985 , 
she submitted a r eport to the Brandei s Boar d of Trustees entitled 
Ins titutional and Academic strategic Planning that affirmed "a 
c ommitment to the traditions upon t he University was built and 
its mission as a research universit y with a deep c ommitment to 
liberal arts." The report recommended numerous academic and 
fiscal strategies "to maintain the quali ty of the faculty and 
enhance the stimulation of the academic environment for both 
faculty and students. " Included among the suggest i ons were 
expanding the undergraduate student b ody to 4,000 students to 
increase the tuition base and help fund the gradua te programs; 
launching a major capital campaign; eliminat ing the debt; adding 
three n e w profe s sional schools; and examining the curriculum with 
a view to modifica tions in keeping with the vocational needs of 
students . 

In March, 1987 , an a d hoc committee of the Brandeis Board of 
Trustees responded wi th i t s Final Report. Th e r eport compare d 
Bra ndeis with six "peer institution s" in orde r t o g a in 
perspective on the institution's unique strengths and weaknesses. 
This comparis on enabled the committee to identify those issues 
that we r e peculiar to Brande is from those r e flective of over a l l 
trends affecting similar institutions of higher education. · 

Ref lecting on the recommendation to incre ase the number of 
undergraduate students, the report expressed conc ern that 
Brandeis maintain the high quality of its· student body while it 
expanded its size. One way to appeal to a wider body of 
applicants, the report noted, was for the University to tone down 
the religious a nd c ultural a s pects of the institution. "The most 
serious handicap in attracting qualified students, Jewish as well 
as non- Jewish, is the mistaken impression that the university is 
not only sponsored by the Jewish community but i s also intended 
mainly for the use of the Jewish community." One suggestion 
offered to broaden the character of the institution was "the 
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establishment of an International Kitchen facility." The ad hoc 
c ommittee report endorsed President Handler ' s Strategic Plan, 
with the caveat that expansion proceed along with efforts to 
diversify and that changes would need to be "implemented 
carefully and successfully . " The Brandeis Board of Trustees 
voted to accept and implement The Final Report, which came to be 
known as "The Ranis ReJ?ort" after its principal author, trustee 
Gustav Ranis. 

"International cuisine" 

In July, 1987 a sign appeared on the wall of Usdan student 
Center that "international cuisine will now be available in the 
cafeteria of the Center." The Usdan student Center is o ne of 
four dining facilities on the Brandeis campus . Shortly 
thereafter, bacon appeared among the breakfast offerings 
available for students. 

With few students on campus during the summer, the first 
writte n reaction to the new menu items came from a member of the 
Brandeis faculty who wrote Evelyn Handler cautioning her that 
this was an extremely sensitive issue. At the first faculty 
meeting in the fall, President Handler explained that the menu 
change had not come out of nowhere, reminding the assembled group 
that she had tested this idea at a previous faculty meeting . In 
response, some faculty members said that the euphemism of 
"international cuisine" had gone over their heads . Two faculty 
members were then quoted in the Justice, the oldest and most 
widely read student newspaper on campus, as opposing the policy 
because of the symbolic value that the Jewish community 
a ttributes tQ these foods. The faculty members p redicte d that 
many Jewish alumni , donors, parents, faculty and students , even 
those who do not observe the religious dietary prohibitions, 
would be offended by the appearance of pork and shellfish on the 
Brandeis campus. 

On September 14, 1987, a story appeared in the New York 
Times about the controversy surrounding the introduction of pork 
and shellfish at Brandeis. The story, "At Brandeis, Ham Steak 
and Shrimp," also mentioned that for the first time in thirty 
years the University calendar no longer mentioned the Jewish 
holidays, merely stating "no University exercises" on the dates 
of Rosh Hashonah and Yom Kippur . The press had been invited to 
announce Brandeis's initiatives regarding enhanced diversity; 
instead, the news story highlighted the divisions within the 
University community . 

The reactions to the University menu change continued to 
grow in number and intensity. A large contributor in the Jewish 
community placed a full-page advertisement in the largest Jewish 
newspaper in New York which read , "Shame on you, Brandeis. " 
Shortly thereafter, ~everal Rabbis sermonized against the " de-
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Judaization" of Brandeis. Four outstanding Jewish high schools 
in New York declared their intention to discourage their students 
from applying to Brandeis. Brandeis women's Committees, 
philanthropic organizations created to lend support to the 
University, voiced dismay about the introduction of pork and 
shellfish. As the year progressed there were more stories in the 
New York Times, one quoting Abraham Sachar, Chancellor Emeritus 
a nd the founding president of Brandeis . Sachar disassociated 
himself from the decision, sayin g that President Evelyn Handler 
had begun "a quarrel •.. tha t will haunt our school's welfare for 
years to come ." 

In response to the attacks on the University, President 
Evelyn Handler launched a campaign she called "damage control." 
Part of her strategy was to explain the rationale for the menu 
change. In the October 6, 1986 edition of the campu s newspaper, 
The Justice, President Handler commented, "Brandeis is •.• an 
institution founded on the basis of a conscious and deliberate 
desire to be open to all qualified men and women, and to provide 
a community in which individuals of all faiths, races , and 
backgrounds would feel comfortable and at home ." Handler stated 
that "Brandeis can achieve this oneness to all while at the same 
time preserving its sensitivity to the community from which it 
draws its support. Given the diversity within the Jewish 
community on many issues, it is not always clear how this 
sensitivity should be expressed." 

A Policy of "De-Judaization"? 

Despite the President's remarks, The Justice continued its 
harsh criticism of the new menu and cited several other changes 
that the student editors believed were also "de- J udaization" 
policies , deliberate strategies designed to divest Brandeis of 
its Jewish trappings. The editors pointed to the removal of the 
mention of the Jewish holidays from the University calendar, the 
rumored plan to remove the Hebrew letters from the Brandeis logo, 
and the fact that, although Evelyn Handler herself was Jewish, 
almost all of the members of her senior cabinet were not. In the 
October 27 issue of The Justice , Vice President for 
communications and Public Relations Sallie Riggs answered charges 
regarding changes in the Brandeis seal . She stated that the 
student editors had their facts wrong, concluding, "It is a shame 
to see that someone who is pursuing an education at an 
institution founded to pursue the truth is not working with the 
facts as he tri-es 'to prove a point. ' " On the opposite page, 
Editor-in-Chief Jonathan Krasner retaliated by describing the 
difficulty he and other r eporters, both t hose on campus and those 
from off-campus media, experienced in their search for "the 
facts." Many important events are shrouded in such secrecy that 
even key administrators don ' t know when the y are being fed 
doctored information, he charged. Subsequent to t his written 
exchange, attempts to bar Justice reporters from meetings of the 
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Brandeis Board o f Trus tees and from a meeting with lea ders from 
the American Jewi sh c ommunity further incite d the reporters ' 
wrath and heightened their determination to "dig up those covered 
burrows. " 

While President Handler spoke privately about the need to 
make Brandeis "less parochial" and complained about professors 
who used Yiddish expressions in their classes, she initiated a 
number of activities designed to demonstrate the University's 
concern for its J ewish supports and to affirm its commitment to 
Jewish studies. During the 1987- 88 academic year , she invited 
Chaim Herzog, the president of Israel, to speak at the Brandeis 
Convocation. She sponsored the publication of a book about 
Jewishness at Bra ndeis , expanded the Sherman St udent Center and 
the campus's Kosher dining fac i l ity, and pr ovided generous 
support for the Hornste~n Program i n Jewi s h Communal Services . 

. 
These initiat ives were not reported by the national media; 

instead, the news storie s covered t he protests against the 
University . A smal l group o f students organized themselves as 
"the Anti-de-Judai zatio n grou p " a nd t o ok r espons ibility for 
keeping the pork a nd s hel l fish iss u e in the public eye . In this 
effort, they were quite successful . A sma ll- scale protest 
involving approximatel y f ift y s tud e nts, the erection of some 
structures called "Pig Town" in front of t he administration 
building, was r eported on the radio and in the New York Times the 
next day. The pr otesting stu dent s h ad powerful political 
support: Chancellor-emerit us Abr aham Sachar . Sachar repeatedly 
argued in the press and at e very speaking engagement he accepted 
that Brandeis shoul d preserve i t s non-sect arian character by 
ensuring objectivity i n the classroom and i n research and not 
through any dietary offering . some member s o f the University 
administration believed that sachar' s actions were motivated by 
his sincere disagreement with the University decision. Others 
were more cynica l about his s t ance, poi nting to sachar's history 
of opposing every president who succeeded h im and noting that he 
felt especially hostile to Evelyn Handler because she had 
insisted that the Board change his title from Chancellor to 
Chancellor-emeritus at the time of her appointment to the 
presidency. 

Support for the Menu Change 

But while the protests received national notice, the support 
for the menu change was quiet but significant. In October, the 
Brandeis Board of Trustees voted to reaffirm its endorsement of 
the Ranis Report (the Board also voted to revoke the new 
calendar). Both the student Senate and the Alumni Council voted 
their support of the food policy. Although there was no faculty 
vote , even the opponents of the menu change acknowledged that 
approximately two-thirds of the faculty supported the decision. 
And the reaction of "students of color" was highly positive. 
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Rick Sawyer, Director for Student Life, commented that when ribs 
were served in the cafeteria, the students of color were openly 
ecstatic. 

Yet others commented that serving pork and shellfish barely 
touched the surface of the real concerns of non-Jewish students 
and that the University had failed to address the r eal questions 
about Brandeis ' s differing obligations to the Jewish and non
Jewish members of the campus community. Father Loiselle, the 
Brandeis Catholic Chaplain, blamed the discomfort that Catholic 
students experience at the University on the fact that the 
Admissions Office emphasized the secular aspects of Brandeis to 
prospective students, leaving them unprepared for the 
University's ethnic character . The University's mission 
statement, included in the University catalogue, linked Brandeis 
to its Jewish heritage only by the mention that the institution 
was founded under Jewish sponsorship. Fr. Loiselle said that 
student life at Brandeis would always be colored by the common 
cultural experiences of the majority of its s t udents and that 
Gentile students would always feel excluded to s ome extent. 
Administrators in student Services disagreed, arguing that the 
students' feelings of exclusion could be addressed successfully. 
They launched a number of initiatives designed t o improve life on 
campus for minority students, including a special orientation 
program for students of color. 

The following year , students expressed their own opinions on 
these issues in a survey sponsor ed by students. In the poll, 
students stated that Brandeis should celebrate both Jewish and 
Christian holidays (e . g., Brandeis should not hold classes on 
Good Friday ~swell as on Rosh Hashonah); the Admissions Office 
should be more open in its representat ion of the University; the 
University should organized more dialogue between the different 
religious and ethnic groups and offer courses on cultural 
diversity; and the University should continue i ts long-standing 
policy not to allow fraternities. Specifically with regard to 
pork and shellfish, the students' opinions were less clear. They 
voted to keep pork and shellfish now that it was offered, but 
also stated that it should not have been offered in the first 
place. 

QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION: 

1. What do you think is going on in this case? 
2 . If you were talking with President Evelyn Handler in the fall 
of 1988, what would you say to her? 
3. What would you recommend to the Brandeis Board? 
4. What might the President and Board have done differently? 
5 . What can be learned from this case that can be applied to your 
own organization? 
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WAI THAM. M R~S.. Sept. 11 - some
thing new Is on the menu this fall at 
Brandeis Unlverslly: ham steak with 
pineapple, shrimp 1e1ra:alnl and a re
newed debate over what it means to be 
a Jewish-sponsored but secular unlver
slly. 

Leviticus and Deuteronomy forbid 
Jews to eat shellfish and pork, but the 
offering this fall of what rhe adminis
tration calls " International dining" -
and what the Jewish chaplain refers to 
as .. ,he pig issue" - ls Important 
mostly as a symbol, according to both 
proponents of the move and the smaJI 
group of opponents. 

Another symbol of change at Bran• 
dels ts the calendar, which this year 
lists four days on which no classes will 
be he.Id but does not give the reason, 
that they are Jewish holidays. The Idea 
ls to make non-Jews feel more comfort• 
able here. · 

Shyness About 'Its Jewish Soul' 
Brandeis has "appeared, at least 

perceptually, to become parochial," 
according to the president. Evelyn E. 
Handler, and lnsensltive to the feellngs 
of the non-Jews il wants to attract to di
versify the campus. But lbe chaplaln, 

~-Yott,T-,llodlFnrdmu 

Rabbi Albert S . Axelrad was concerned that. with current changes, 
Brandeis University might be growing shy about "it.a Jewi&h souJ." 

Rabbi Albert S. Axelrad, .said be wor• S1:11us quo issues, .. ana roncem for the 
rled that the college might be growing elderly, sick and needy through Its 
shy about " its Jewish soul" school of social work. 

Introduction of pork and shellfish ror The unlversily is now cxaminin,c I.is 
• the first time ~ the university's level or Jewish enrollment and lls at-

founding In I 9-48 as well as the calendar t rac1 lvencss to non-Jews in order to as-
change originated wilh tbc tnastees. sure a high-quallly applicant pool. 
most of them J ewish and ahunnl 'The ' When Brandeis was founded, mOS1 Ivy 
practice of not labeling Ille Jewish holl• l.e3guc schools had severe quotas on 
days prevailed ln the J950's, according Jewish enrollmen1, which ~ave Bran, 
to facully members. . dris a captive market. Bui as lhe most 

"Perhaps the most serious hand!Qp prcsligious American lnstilutions have 
in auractlng qualified students, Jewish dropped quotas, they havl" drainl'd 
as wen as non-Jewish, is the mistaken from Brandeis Jewish applicants and 
Impression I.hat the un~ersity Is not probably donors and facully as well 
only sponsored by the Jewish com- Just how Jewish Brandeis is sup-
munlty but also lnlended mainly for the posed 10 bl' Is in dispute. .. I don·c think 
use or the Jewish community," said a the prior administratm ~ , out to 
report by a trustee committee last make it an exclusively, or evrn prc-
March, whose cha irman was Gustav dopiinantly Jewish sc-hool," said Louis 
Ranls. a membe.r or lhc first gradual- Pcrlmuuer. a trustee and 1956 ,cradu, 
Ing dass. ate, who said that Brandeis bad to 

" lntemallonal .. cuisine, It said, "wUJ broaden Its population base. 
belier serve Asian and olherethnlc and II ls, but just how much so 1s a scns,-
religious groups' preforenUaJ tastes." n.-- Yodl ""-' t Ive question. " I have no lde:i. and I 

'Need a Proper Balance• Evelyn E . Handler. the president have no intc.rest ... said the dean of ad-
" We' re not trying 10 be less explicitly or Brandeis University missions, David Gould, whose office 

Jewish," one lnl5lec,, Rena Blumberg,--- ------------ sends out applications that as.k ra«
class of 1956, whose daughter gradu- but not religion. .. We rc<"ruit for d.ivcr
aled In '79, said. "We are lrying to be spring with 300 S1uden1s she asked ror sity and select for quality, and we do 

a show of hands who would objce1 10 our best to keep thOS(' scparutc," he 
more hospitably open," she said. "You serving pork and shellfish. ond no one S3id. One reason ror seeking divers ity, 
cannot learn when therc are only the responded .. "You could have bowled me he said, is 1ha1 67 l)CTttllt of students 
same kind of people there: you need • over," shcsaid. now come from New England and the 
proper balance." ----1 

The kitchen and calendar changes In the mlds1 of a ll this Jews arc dis- MiddleA1lan1ic-stat<-s. 
have provoked lill~ specific opposi• cussing sensilivi1y 10 religious minori
tJon, even from Rabbi Axelrad, but tics - from the majority side. "One of 
there arc broader worries. " A lot or the Issues Is to be sensitive 10 1he 
students are afraid the Ranis report is s1ranger in your mitls1:· said Prof. Mi
going to make thls place Into another chacl Flshbanc, using a Biblical 

Oth<'r admlnl,;1ra1ors indicate that 
the Jewish populallon is about lw<>
thirds. Blac-k. Asian and Hisp:mlc stu
dents together m:ik<' up 9.3 l)('r<'rnt or 
the {lass that entctt'd earfier this 
month. according 10 Mr. Could; 7 per
cent arc foreign students. 

Tufts," said ,Joseph Trotz, a senior, phrase. 
reforrlng to a university in another 
Boston suburb, of roughly equal aca

Jewish vs.. Scollar 

demic rcpu1a1ion and undergradu:11e. 

1populatlon. "I mean, Tufts Is a good 
school, bul It's bland," be said. 

· Only 300 of the 2,800 undergraduates 
.have contracts for their ~als at the 
kosher section.of the cafeteria system. 
The kosher section will be unaUected 
by the<-hange. 

n-.t....t.-• u ... --...,,_.._.,,. IP-u• th.at •• • 

llull ii,sue. he &rJtucs, Is an example 
of Brandl'ls's expressing "a Jewish 
r haractcr whlrh ls 1101 a religious r hnr• 
acler." Dr. Fishban<', a proressor of 
Jewish Religious History and Social 
EthicS, said the university must main-
1ain its SC<"uJar o.uurc while still ex
pressing J ewish cont'<'ms like recogni
tion of the value or lraming and of 
...._ . .. : ...... , ... e,.h1t1tt.rch In ttn,I n th,,.r ~ rr!'llli:: n f 

··1n1cma1ional dining .. may be only 
sligh1ly related to lhe qul'Stlons that 
gen11lcs hav(' about pulling themselves 
ln the unaC'CUstomcd position or bclnl( 
In a minority, according to Brandeis or
ficinls. "No one ever said, ' I'm not 
coming 10 Brandeis bcc-aust' I can't get 
my <-lam roll,' .. said Mr. Could. And 
now that th<' c-uisine has chan~ . he 
_ _...A,. .. ••111- ....___,_. --•• '""' ~ ••A• 
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Milwaukee, WI 53202 
Phone: 4 14-291 -9220 
FAX: 414-291-0207 

William Schatten 
3280 Howell M ill Road, NW, #121 
Atlanta, GA 30327 
Phone: 404-351-5315 
FAX: 404-355-8972 

Richard Scheuer 
21 Willow Avenue 
Larchmont, NY I 0538 
Phone: 914-834-3546 
FAX: 914-834-6936 

lsmar Schorsch 
Jewish Theological Seminary 
3080 Broadway 
New York. Y 10027 
Phone: 212-678-8072 
FAX: 212-678-8947 

David Teutsch 
Reconstructionist Rabbinical College 
Church Road & Greenwood Ave. 
Wyncote, PA 19095 
Phone: 215-576-0800 
FAX: 215-576-6 143 

10/25/96 

Isadore Twersky 
Harvard Univers ity 
6 Divinity Avenue 
Cambridge, MA 02138 
Phone: 617-495-4326 
FAX: 617-496-8904 
(H) 617-232-7356 

Maynard Wishner * 
Rosenthal & Schanfield 
55 East Monroe Street, #4620 
Chicago, JL 60603 
Phone: 312-899-5524 
FAX: 312-236-7274 

Bennett Yanowitz 
Kahn, Kleinman, Yanowitz & Arnson 
2600 Eriev iew Tower 
Cleveland, OH 44114 
Phone: 216-696-3311 
FAX: 2 16-696-1009 
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COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES IN JEWISH EDUCATION 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

AGENDA 
Monday, February 2, 1997 

9:30 am - 4:00 pm 
New York 

Tab Assignment 

I. Master Schedule Control 1 LP 

II. Minutes 2 KJ 

ill. 1998 Budget KAB 

IV. JEWEL Planning 4 EG/GZD 

V. Leadership Forum 4a CR 

VI. Updates 4b KAB 




